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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES

Introduction

The present project attempted to related the psycholinguistic processes

of handicapped children to the training needs of special education teachers

through the innovative application of C&TTS teennology in competency-based

teacher training. The applicat: on of externs-Lye Tailsearch and inquir. WU)

(a) a psycholinguistic approach 70 remdimg larguag giWOn

Sitko and Gillespie, 1975; GooEmEn i!PE,';,, 1973; R7, 1J.:1 ouid

Semmel, 1969; (b) organization e

and disadvantaged children Blanton, S,mmeL, Sitko, ?Ifs

Sitko avid Semmel, 1972, 1973), (c) mietInods to fazzilLtate

reading by retarded and learning disabled ch_ic A (Gillesp'- sitko,

1974), and (d) competency-based teacher er.ducti provided theoreticEJ

framework for the present investigation. Tr Ccznuter-Ass:-5td Teacher

Training System (CATTS) , developed br Semmie anc:: assac (SeMonel,

1968, 1972, 1975; Semmel, Sitko et. a.1., 7197), served as tae prime vehicle

for the discrimination, generation, and evaLuation of specific teaching

strategies in reading comprehension by preservice special education trainee..

Specifically, the project compared the relativo effectiveness CA1

instantaneous and delayed video feedback as contrasted with verbal supervisory

feedback in the development of specific reading and listening strategies in

a structured one-to-one tutorial situation with mildly handicapped childre.
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Preservice Special Education

There appears to be general agreement among teacher educators that

present practices used to prepare teachers of handicapped children must

definitely be improved (e.g., Blatt, 1966; Cruickshank, 1967; Deno, 1973;

Dunn, 1968: 1971; MacMillan, ',721. At the same -time, recent

developmen:::3 in the E'Lelds of specie.A x-1 regular education have posed

challenges a:Id ;,_:T.',11:-.1e::_zF to teacher trx ;:. ing program:s in special education.

These developments i71-c-Llude: (a) the accountability- movement in public

education (Bar:- 19-: Lessinger, Morris, 1873 Vergason, 1973),

b) court declms mandating against th:e exclusion 27- handicapped children

from public sch!-:,:l. educational progr-ms (Abeson, 197:, i',974, Martin, 1972;

Ross, DeYou, Cohen, 1971), (c) cue lions raised 1)7 !.,:pecial education

efficacy stu-' (Dunn, 1968; Kolstce. _j72; Lawrence & Winshel, 1973;

Rubin, Krus*:, Balow, 1973), (d) cuLIT lecisions regarding improper

labeling an :_lacement of minority dhLdren into self-ccntained special

classes (CrILickshank, 1972; Gilhool, 1973; Weintraub, et al., 1971),

(e) programs such as Project PRIME Programmed Re-entry into Mainstream

Education) (Kaufman, Semmel, & Agard, 1973) in the state of Texas, which

focus on the integration and re-entry or mainstreaming of mildly retarded,

emotionally disturbed and learning disabled children into regular class-

room settings (Bradfield, et al., 1973; Hafner, 1972; Schwartz, et al.,

1972), and (f) a movement in special education and regular education away

from program-based toward competency-or performance-based teacher education

programs and teacher certification patterns (Deno, 1973; Houston & Howsam,

1972; Meyen & Altman, 1973; Rosner, 1972; Schmieder, 1973; Schwartz, qt al.,

1972; Semmel, Semmel & Morrissey, 1976; Shores, Cegelka & Nelson, 1973.

9



In order to meet these challenges, there is a critical need in the field

for the generation of innovative personnel training models and procedures

to improve teachers' skills in working with cognitively and affectively

handicapped children in special and regular class settings.

The application of computer technology offers one promising approach

to the generation of innovative teacher training models and procedures.

In the past decade, educators have participated in the technological

revolutions provoked by advances in computer d.velopment. Most large

school systems use computers for scheduling, general accounting, grading,

and other automatic functions which previously demanded the long and

arduous labor of relatively skilled personnel. In addition, the advent

of "real-time" systems and shared-time arrangements has brought the capa-

bilities of rapid analysis and feedback directly into the learning situa-

tion through programmed instructional techniques and various audio-visual

approaches. Computer-monitored instructional programs are currently

attempting to reach large numbers of pupils with fewer numbers of teachers.

Others seek to individualize instruction for specific children. Indeed,

computer-assisted instruction (CAI) has already been applied to instructional

programming of handicapped children in our schools (e.g., Meredith, 1971;

Stolurow, 1960) and to pre-and inservice teacher training programs

(Cartwright, Cartwright, 4 Robine, 1972; Noffsinger & Daiker, 1973).

Undoubtedly, as such efforts progress and cost factors are controlled, we

will be faced with the reality of a technological revolution in

special education within the coming decade.

The question which arises is: "Can we presently utilize computer

technology for preparing teachers to work effectively with handicapped

children in special and/or regular class settings?" To our knowledge,



little attest has been made to explore and evaluate the p,.,tent-;a1 coTt-,-ihu-

tion of computers in clarifying training objectives and improving teacher

competencies in existing teacher education erograms. Hence, there is a

current need for the exploitation of computer technology in teacher training

programs in special education.

Research and developmental activities directed toward realizing a cost-

effective Computer-Assisted Teacher Training System (CATTS) for training

special education personnel have continued at the Center for Innovation in

Teaching the Handicapped (CITH), Indiana University, for the past four years

under the direction of M. I. Semmel ( 1972, 1975). A detailed descrip-

tion of the prototype CATTS is presented in Semmel, 1975. It is sufficient

at this point to indicate that CATTS focuses on automated approaches to

systematic collection, sumnarization, analysis, feedback, storage, and

retrieval of teacher-pupil interactions. CATTS is conceptualized as a

closed-loop cybernetic system capable of producing continuous instantaneous

and/or delayed feedback of relevant teacher-pupil interaction data to a

teacher trainee in the classroom, so that modification of behavior can be

realized through regulatory teaching moves in accordance with predetermined

training objectives. The comprehensive system is designed to produce a

feasible, cost-effective means of systematic observation, real-time analysis,

storage, and feedback of specific ob,-;erva.:ion-coding data relevant to special

education classroom teacher-pupil interactions. Immediate auditory and

visual feedback delivery systems and corresponding data summaries have been

developed for in situ and after-session feedback of relevant teacher-pupil

variables in practicum teaching environments. In essence, CATTS is a versa-

tile and comprehensive delivery system v.hich can be applied in many ways

within the teacher training field. CATTS can be of great assistance in the



accomplishment of training cbiectIves fcr competency- or performance-based

training programs in special education. In our opinion, CATTS represents a

quantum leap in teacher training in general.

CATTS is the translation of a heuristic teacher training model developed

by Semmel. According to this model, teacher education is conceptualized as

a problem in adult learning. The learner is required to generate teaching

behaviors appropriate to the training situation. Teaching itself may be

seen as a performance skill which is best learned by practice in a realistic

setting with accurate feedback about one's performance. Successful acquisi-

tion of teaching skills is viewed as dependent upon (a) specification of

'appropriate" behaviors, (b) valid and reliable feedback of performance

during practice or acquisition trials, (c) immediateavailability of feed-

back information, and (d) access to previous performance in training sessions.

The training model (Figure 1) proposes that, if the goal of the training

procedure is to produce effective teacher performance, the trainee should

first learn to discriminate among relevant teaching performances, and then

generate or produce them. He must then be able to evaluate the appropriate-

ness of particular teaching performances so that he can use them effectively in

specific situations. In essence, the process of discrimination is the acqusi-

tion of knowledge; generation is the skill in use of that knTdedge; and

evaluation is the process of evaluating that knowledge and the use of skills

from that knowledge in order to assure desired pupil behaviors. At the same time,

the trainee should develop and display appropriate professional attitudes

toward exceptional children. The teaching performance may be seen at three

levels; i.e., the level of individual behaviors, the level of patterns of

behavior, or the level of teaching "environments," which may be seen as
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Figure 1: A Model for preservice training of teachers



clusters of behavior patterns. The model also identifies the setting in

which the training occurs as a critical variable in teacher education.

Training may be carried out sequentially in a simulated teaching setting,

a controlled (laboratory) teaching situation, or in the natural classroom.

There is some evidence that training in the natural environment may be

economically unfeasible, and it may be unsuitable for particular training

purposes because trainers are unable to control the occurrence of events

necessary for observing or performing. There are also administrative and

ethical problems in consistently utilizing real classroom time for observa-

tion and training purposes. Hence, a critical training variable, according

to this model, is to provide inexperienced trainees with the opportunity

to teach and receive immediate and focused feedback in a controlled (labora-

tory) teaching setting about specific aspects of their teaching behaviors.

At the same time, the model acknowledges the importance and effectiveness of

in situ practicum experiences with handicapped children for preservice

trainees.

The interacting skill components described in the model are operative

within cognitive/academic, affective/management, social, linguistic, motor,

and other special educational contexts. They vary as a function of the

particular characteristics and developmental levels of the handicapped

pupils for whom they are prescribed. Other variables to he considered in

applying the model include: situational classroom characteristics, motiva-

tional characteristics, feedback characteristics, non-frteractive features

of teacher behavior including assessment and planning behavior, and nature

of instructional materials. In translating the training model to CATTS, the'

major premise is that the more immediate the knowledge of results, or feed-
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back, the more efficient the discrimination, generation and evaluation of

relevant teaching behaviors, patterns, and environments.

The investigation of the cost-effectiveness and efficacy of CATTS in

areas deemed of critical importance to special educators would be of great

benefit in determining the feasibility and significance of such systems in

efficiently preparing personnel in special education. The development of

specific teaching competencies in the field of reading offers an ideal area

for investigation into this issue. The majority of EMR children in special

and/or regular classrooms reveal weaknesses or deficiencies in reading and/or

listening comprehension skills (Blanton, Sitko & Gillespie, 1975, Gillespie

& Johnson, 1974; Cawley, Goodstein, & Burrow, 1972). The significance of

this deficiency is reflected in the knowledge that reading is a communication

process and that meaning gain must be seen as its significant outcome. Most

teaching competencies in reading, particularly those related to reading compre-

hension, involve complex patterns or chains of teaching behaviors which have

to be systematically developed to achieve trainee competency levels that

optimize pupil growth. Education investigations must give weight to the

interrelationship between organizational vehicles (e.g., CATTS) and content

(e.g., linguistic models of comprehension). One of the strengths of the

current sutdy is that it makes use of current psycholinguistic data concerning

thought/language relationships, thereby insuring the soundness of the content

to be ,conveyed in the testing of the proposed vehicle.

Presently, feedback to preservice trainees in practicum situations

about their interactive teaching behaviors occurs retrospectively, through

either subjective verbal summaries from supervisors or delayed simple

summaries of relatively unsophisticated observational data. However,

15



closer analysis of each of these processes reveals that the trainee often

.
derives little information about the specific behaviors (;objectives) deemed

important by the program. Furthermore, the supervisor often has no systematic

technique for focusing on those teaching behaviors she/he:considers relevant,

and is often times forced to rely on vague ad hoc impressions.

Allied with this is the further problem that between supervisory confer-

ences there is often little communication between supervisor and teacher.

Thus, if supervisory and/or observation data are to be used in training, they

,cannot be fed back to a trainee in real time. Knowledge of results can

therefore have no immediate control or effect on the classroom environment

from which the data are drawn.

On the other hand, the CATTS system holds out good hope of overcoming

the major drawbacks of prevailing training methods--the lack of continuous

feedback in real time and the teacher's lack of information about his per-

formance in relation to the behaviors or patterns calculated to realize the

educational or instructional goals of theclass. The CATTS system has

real potential as a delivery system for increasing the productivity and

efficiency of training for critical teaching behaviors and teaching patterns

in reading instruction because it provides immediate, detailed and focused

feedback of cognitively oriented teacher-pupil interactions.

The present study investigated the effectiveness of CATTS in the

acquisition of specific reading and listening comprehension teaching skills

by preservice trainees in special education. This study also researched

the productivity of the system and its efficiency in modifyinCthe identified

teaching behaviors and patterns of teacher. trainees in a tutorial (laboratory)

classroom setting. Productivity in this study was measured in terms of modifi-

cation of the trainees' interactive teaching behaviors and teaching patterns
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in desired directions. A direct nmparison was made against the prevalent

supervisory mode of feedback currently employed in special education pre-

service training programs.

Objectives

Main Objectives

1. To determine the effectiveness 7-Fa '_umputer-Assisted Teacher

Training System (CATTS) as contrasted tc rbal supervisory feedback in the

development of critical reading and list;:; g comprehension teaching strate-

giesIn'presonice special education teachol. trainees in a tutorial (labora-

tory) classroom setting...

2. To test the effectiveness of reading comprehension instructional

strategies developed out of a psycholinguistic and cognitive view of the

language process in use with retarded learners in a special classroom setting.

Subobjectives

1. To adapt CATTS for the training of critical patterns of teacher

interaction in reading and listening comnrehension instruction.

2. To implement the C4TTS, paradigm with teacher trainees at Indiana

University as a part of their preservice educational program in special

education.

3. To determine the rate of acquisition of critical teaching behaviors

and patterns of behavior with the traditional mode of supervior verbal feed-

back.

4. To determine the rate of acquisition of critical teaching behaviors

and teaching' patterns with instantaneous visual and delayed video feedback
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via LAJTS.

6. To compare the relative effectiveness of CATTS instantaneous and

delayed feedback with supervisor verbal feedback in a laboratory classroom

practicum setting.

7. To develop a reliable observation-coding instrument for use in

training pres(A.vice teachers in special education to discriminate among,

generate and aluate specific teaching behavior; a patterns related to

reading and L ring comprehension instruction.



CHAPTER TWO

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Interactive Teachin Behaviors and Reading and Listening Iomprehension

Although there is general agreement that the learner should be taught

to interact systematically and in a cognitively hierarchical manner in reading

and language arts, and it is agreed that the teacher's questioning behavior

often sets the pattern for the way children respond and anticipate responding

in readings, Borg, et. al. (1970), Crawford et. al. (1975), Gall (1970),

Gallagher and Aschner (1966), Guszak (1967), Sanders (1972); Zimmerman and

Bergen (1971), and several other investigators have found that most teachers

ask predominately cognitive-memory or factual-type questions.

This finding seems to especially be true in the area of reading and

listening comprehension, even though it is known that questioning techniques

are extremely powerful in determining those cognitive operations in which

pupils engage (e.g., Hillman, 1972; Lynch, et. al., 1973; Sanders, 1966;

Taba, 1966; Wright F Nuthall, 1970). Hatcher (1971) and Forsyth, et,

(1971) found that questions presented in U,Isal readers to enhance rea, ag

comprehension are mostly factual in nature. Furthermore, there is

also evidence that teachers of EMR children use a greater percentage of

factual questions in reading and other instruction than teachers of nonretarded
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-elemeMAry ca;,,ley, Goodstein & Burros,,, 1':17": Pine, A :cam F, Medvene,

1968; cnicat :1976; Lynch and Ames, 1971; Minskerff, 1967). ;heir rationale

here T ,:ts the .1rAel of reading which views physically str:..er units

as bei -:7tyche.c)gif, ally easier to manage.

ab..:Itie rman (1967) has found that teachers ±.1eyible

and more teachc rcered in discussion with retarded ch, Ircvl I -cause the

teacher nay thi . that these children are not capable of Il.tt e 'el think-

ing skills, she.:e may ask only factual or low-level ccgriirJxe Aions, or

not att.'.ompt zhc us. of high-level cognitive skills such Pc diVe.: :t thinking

(Cawle, Goodstein Burrow, 1972).

There is aJ,illtional evidence that in heterogeneou , asWi'n groups,

where much of the teaching is under the direct verbal guljvilc& 01 the teacher,

the pupils of lesser ability or pupils for whom teachers Alasler expecta-

tions tend to receive fewer and less helpful opporttriitis 1.:1!) respond (Beez,

1972; Brophy & Good, 1970, 1974; .Jackson, 19':,!' 1.970; Lynch

F, Ames, 1971, 1973; Rist, 1970; Rowe, 1969). Teachers frequently give less

able children fewer opportunities to respond, less time to respond, and less

constructive feedback. Educable mentally retarded children as a group

seem to need frequent opportunities. Moreover, Wolf, King and Huck (1968)

found that methods and materials may have the incidental re!:lt of teaching

the child to accept printed material indiscriminately. Hence,

teacher behavior has not adjusted to the handicapped child's need for
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-7he kind of patterned behavior, the consistent intelligent behavior, that

will help him/her attack new words securely and give h;im /her a sense of how

to interact with an author's message--as well as with details.

Language Strategies of Retarded Children

An examination of various reviews of the researcH literature .1n linguistic

problems of the mentally retarded (MR) of the last decade (e, 'mont,

1966; Denny, 1964; Goulet, 1968; Jordan, 1967; McCarthy, 19(H s) -'II 1913;

Si :_en, 1965 a, b) reflects the minimal influence of iM7 = ' opw-TAL

t ± :e fields of linguistics, psycholinguistics, and -;17 112 Or

little attention has been given to the orb

empl ,ed by MR childre6 in processing language. Re r1.,1ard t. tftif

language of MR children has traditionally focused performzrIce:Isp

of language behavior, i.e., deriptive phonological and semantic aspects of

the child's speech, and the psychological variables which affect such behavior.

Researchers have devoted relatively little attention to the study of the

grammatical or generative aspects of the language system of :etardeu children.

Since the major variables which define retardation (such as subaverage intedlec-

tual functioning and impairments in adaptive behavior) are so highly corre-

lated with language behavior, it has been found useful to view the problems

of retarded children in the context of contemporary views emanating from the

field of psycholinguistics (Semmel,,1967; Sitko, 1976; Sitke and Semmel, 1973), ,

Several psychological theorists have emphasized the importance of

organizational processes in learning and memory (Broadbent, 1958;. Bruner,

Goodnow & Austin, 1956; Mandler, 1967 a, b; Miller, 1956; Neisser,.1967;

Tulving, 1962). From the standpoint of information theory, investigators

have stressed the limited capacity.of the human informatiOn-processing system,
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and the importance of subjecTiive organizatixl or recording stimulus inrut

in maximizing the amount of reievant infoymaL ) -Hat one i5 ale to receive,

process, and remember. CurrenT ows ;1-r. child as- 1

active learner whD possesses a r. lertc:

which he must select those ;,,1;--

In fact, Spitz (1966, 197.: fn.Alg , 7-for

mance of MR children may bi o :lc zat4.0.ri

or grcuping of the material to De Sri:: !-.77rtec '. hA;Irt

q,!estion is not whether retarded indiv materiLls, but :: Aat

manner, under what conditions, an-LI' hov effir:, IT-.

Semmel (1967, 1969) hypothes zed a frla differenL in the organi_

zational strategies used by EMR a.ad no7retar(' in -7sssThg linguistm

information. According to this view, EMP primaraiy "sequential-

associative" strategies in detYuing and encirvaLng verbal mater? its, while

"hierarchical" and "sequential-asseciativ- ' strategies seem t-72. be synchronized

in nonretarded children. Of the two, sequentii.zA-associative strategies are

relatively more primitive. They develop a..s the child direCtly experiences

associations between linguistic uni-ts in his language environment, and they

are nongenerative. Hierarchical grammatical and 'semantic strategies are more

abstract, frequently taking the form of rules governing the permissible rela-

tionships between linguistic units. Because the generality of such. strategies

makes them more powerful tools for generating and processing 1.1nguage, they

are probably related to more proficient language behavior than are sequential-

associativestrategies.

Semmel and his associates contended that their studies, in addition It

ral r .',oc'76ses
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providing evidea,., for a qualitative LLIFference between the organizational

strategies o' ci --onretarded chiliren, suggested tiAt EMR children

probabr;, .,aa.Lirit. 141e, i;n11,istic competer:,.3 to recode linuiL:Itic units or bits

of inform/01,J lzrzal classes or categories through the

use of abst7zzt rilL.7 Unlike nonr,T:ied children who naturally tend to

avail themselves of i is competency invoking efficient rules in verbal

learning situations, AR children ihe propensity to use rules in verbal

learning contexts. 7 e retarded ci; s more sensitive to simple. associative

cues for orgprri7ing linguistic unit:: an to higher-order organizational cues

in processin wf,.:-.= -stimuli. In 1:

that:

terms, Semnel (1967) suggested

Perhaps the retardeA child opera "yes primarily on the surface
structure of the izaiguage and derives relatively little from

the base structwreof linguistic constructions. He is, there-
fore, relatively mnTe dependent on the frequer:cy of. occurrence

of linguistic for and patterns as he experienctes them in his

natural Language emvironment (p. 43).

However, these children probably can develop and use efficient strategies

when environmental cues for their use are made distinctive. Using a

variety of verbal learning paradigms, considerable evidence for this

position was presented by Semmel and his associates (Agard, 1971; Herzog,

1968: Semmel, 1967, 1969; Semmel, Barritt & Bennett, 1970; Semmel & Bennett,

1970; Sitko, 1970; Sitko and Semmel, 1972). These studies were comprehensively

reviewed elsewhere (Sitko F, Semmel, 1973).

Numerous other studies using a variety of learning and memory paradigms

have supported the view that retarded children, in contrast to nonretarded

children, demonstrate inefficiencies in the organization, grouping and/or

retrieval of linguistically presented information (e.g., Butterfield F Belmont,

4 ki
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1972; Cawley, Goodstein & Burrow, 1972; Cobb & Barnard, 1971; Ellis, 1970;

Gallagher, 1969; Gerjuoy & Spitz, 1966; Goodstein, 1970; Gruen & Korte, 1973;

Jensen, 1970; Martin, 1967; Milgram, 1971; Riegel & Taylor, 1974; Sitko, 1976;

Smith, 1967; Vitali°, 1973). In addition, several investigations have

examined the efficacy of training EMR children to use specific verbal learning

strategies to facilitate the acquisition and retention of verbal material, and

they have revealed significant positive results (Blanton, 1974; Gerjuoy t Alvarez,

1969; Martin, 1967; Ross, 1971; Ross, Ross & Downing, 1973; Vitali°, 1973;

Turnbull, 1974; Whitely & Taylor, 1973).

Considerable evidence in support of the assumption that EMR children

probably have the ability to recode or organize linguistic units into

hierarchical components when prompted was provided in an investigation by

Sitko and Semmel (1972). The authors studied the effects of phrasal cueing

on the free recall of EMR and nonretarded children.' Free recall and coding

of sentences is most representative of information processing in the class-

room (e.g., reading comprehension, mathematical problem-solving, concept

formation). The study was based on the premise that retarded children

probably have the competence, when prompted, to recode linguistic units into

hierarchical components. Retarded children appear to process linguistic

strings as though guided by a Markovian model rather than by a transformational-

generative model (cf. McNeill, 1970; Menyuk, 1971; Olson, 1970). Nevertheless,

the omission of completely novel uttezances from EMR children in natural

language situations suggests that their language behavior is rule-governed.

Hence, it was assumed that EMR children possess the competence for "learning"

hierarchical organizational skills in verbal learning situations. Based on

this premise, it'was reasoned that if the language of the retarded child is

governed by the same,rules as is the language of his nonretarded peers, the;:
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making phrase boundaries distinctive through pausal cues should cue chunking

strategies and increase recall of sentences by FMR children.

EMR and nonretarded children were presented with four types of nine-

word strings which differed in the degree of syntactic and associative

structure. Each subject was presented with one of three cueing conditions.

The findings indicated that EMR children reveale6 their best recall perfor-

mance relative to nonretarded children when pausal cues (.5 sec. pauses)

were provided at phrase boundaries within sentences cont/lining standard

syntax. Recall of EMR children was relatively inferior when subjects were

no provided with these cues but were required to impose a structure in

recoiling verbal strings which conformed to standard syntactic rules. The

nonretarded group also exceeded retarded children in recall when given

sentences with distorted systactic structure and phrasal cueing. The

results of the cueing study emphasized the impoitance of phrasal cueing

within the context of standard syntax on the free recall of sentences among

retarded children. It was inferred from the findings that it may be pos-

sible to improve the storage and retrieval abilities of retarded children

through the development of specific pedogogical cueing systems which are

representative of meaning storage units projected in training models of

language.

Reading Studies Involving EMR Children

. Since evidence exists that, under research conditions which tend to

highlight isolated word units, retarded and nonretarded children use

different organizational strategies for processing verbal input, one might

expect that knowledge of memory and organizational processes would have

been applied to children's reading behavior and subsequent comprehension
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of written material. Unfortunately, this has not been the case for either

retarded or nonretarded children. In fact, the'literature on reading com-

prehension has revealed that attempts to organize and synthesize the infor-

mation concerning reading comprehension have in general made few references

to memory and organizational processes (Ruddell, 1968; Smith, 1960; Strang,

1965). It should be noted, however, that several writers have casually

referred to memory processes in reading comprehension. Spache (1966)

and Barrett (quoted by Clymer, 1968), for example, have included memory as

one dimension of reading comprehension in their taxonomies of reading

behavior. Although some writers have made reference to memory in reading

comprehension, few have made an attempt to operationalize and examine

empirically the relationship and functioning of memory and organizational

processes in the comprehension of written connected discourse.

The lack of such information is unfortunate since one of the most

persistent problems in the education of retarded children is that of

effective reading instruction, particularly reading comprehension (Gillespie

Johnson, 1974). Unfortunately, most programs for EMR children have

been unsuccessful in their attempt to train children to read at levels

commensurate with their ability. Achievement studies have revealed-signifi-

cant differences between retarded and nonretarded children in reading per-

formance (Blake, Aaron, Westbrook, 1967; Bliesmer, 1954; Dunn, 1956;'

Levitt, 1972; Shotick, 1960). In his review of research in education of

the MR, Kirk (1964) reported a general finding which is all-too-familiar

to teachers of EMR children. The research had indicated that MR children

in special classes read below their "mental-age-reading-grade expectancy."
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This finding is especially frustrating to teachers of EMR children, who tend

to predicate their expectations of reading success on the child's MA level.

After reviewing several studies of the reading performance of EMR children,

Spicker and Bartel (1968) concluded that there was no one characteristic of

EMR children which could account for all reading difficulties. As a result,

it was not possible to prescribe a reading method that was effective with

most EMR children. Cegelka and Cegelka (1970) reported similar findings in

their review.

A comprehensive study by Woodcock and Dunn (1967) compared six approaches

of teaching reading to EMR children. The types of experimental method

studies included (a) language experience, basal reader, and programmed text

approach using traditional orthography, (b) a programmed text and language

experience approach using i t a (initial teaching alphabet), and (c) a basal

reader approach using rebus symbols. The sample used for this study consisted

of EMRs who were at the earliest stages of beginning reading or had not yet

learned to read. Unless they voiced objections, volunteer teachers were

randomly assigned to one of the six reading approaches. At the e.ld of two

years the results of the Woodcock and Dunn study indicated no significant

differences between groups receiving the six treatments on seven measures of

reading ability.

Another study which compared different reading approaches with mildly

retarded children was an investigation by Dunn and Mueller (1966). These

researchers investigated the efficacy of (a) i t a in teaching beginning reading,

and (b) the Peabody Language Development Kit in stimulating oral language and

verbal intelligence with a group of disadvantaged first grade children. Briefly,

the results relating only to the use of i t.a after one year showed that a

4



group of children receiving i t a performed significantly better on a reading

achievement measure than groups using a basal reader approach. Likewise,

results from the second year of the study (Dunn, Pochanart, & Pfost, 1967)

were similar. An intriguing aspect of this study is that the teachers involved

in teaching the experimental groups were provided with incentives (extra pay,

etc.) not provided to control teachers. From this, it can be concluded that

results may have been caused by the Hawthorne Effect. In order to control

for this effect, Dunn, Neville, et al. (1967) attempted to determine if i t a

instructed groups of disadvantaged children would perform significantly better

than control groups ..-'wen teachers in all groups were provided with extra

support and incentives. In addition to i t a, the effectiveness of two other

reading approaches was examined--Words in Color (WIC) and a Supplemental

Conventional Reading Program (SCRP). Results after one year of this three-year

study revealed no differences between the total experimental reading groups

and the control group on a measure of school achievement. However, the SCRP

treatment group tended to score higher than the other two reading treatments.

A recent study by Neville and Vandever (1973) sought to determine

whether synthetic or analytic reading instruction would facilitate learning

and transfer of words for mentally retarded children. This investigation

appears to be the first to examine the differential effects of the two

methods on transfer using retarded Ss. Briefly, results revealed that (a)

both retarded and NR children recognized significantly more words when the

synthetic method was used, ,(b) both groups performed significantly better

when the synthetic method was used for words taught and for transfer

words, and (c) no differences were found in the learning and transfer of

MA-matched retarded and nonretarded groups. These findings would suggest

that the synthetic method, by emphasizing letters and the way they can be
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combined to form words, encouraged the children to develop a strategy that

was useful in decoding new words.

Programmed Instruction and the use of teaching machines have received

attention as techniques for teaching reading to the mentally retarded.

Numerous studies (e. g., Blackman & Capobianco, 1965; Price, 1963) have com-

pared programmed instruction to traditional classroom methods with educable

retarded children. Gleene's (1966) comprehensive review of the effectiveness

of such techniques indicated that when these comparisons were made there

were essentially no achievement differences between the two methods in

the majority of studies.

Unfortunately, reviews of the literature and studies which have com-

pared different methods and approaches for teaching reading to retarded

children have provided very little definitive evidence in support of nne

method oven another. Perhaps many of these studies have placed too much

concern on the search for a methodological panacea without giving necessary

considerat3.on to individual abilities and disabilities of specific learners)

or of the parameters of the language process. Further, most methodological

studies with retarded Ss have made comparisons among methods which place

emphasis on the word as the basic unit of reading. Goodman (1969), however,

has called for a shifting of the focus from words to the comprehension

strategies of the reader. Words", Goodman has contended, should always be

viewed as units of larger, meaningful units. This approach, therefore,

focuses the learner's attention on segmental units, i.e., clauses which

are based on the semantic and associative features of language. Such a

model could explain the effectiveness of the pause, used in the Sitko & Semmel,

1972, research.

4J J
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The child's ability to process and organize linguistic information

may be strongly related to the nature of the reading process. One of the

earliest expositions of a language-based approach to reading instruction

was by Lefevre (1964). He emphasized the importance of the sentence as a

meaning-bearing unit and suggested that in the teaching of reading, words

should be regarded as a minor linguistic- unit, while the importance of

intonation and stress patterns, and of clauses and sentences should be emphasized.

Using a cognitive framework, Neisser (1967) described reading as externally

guided thought in which the stimulus, rather than determining perception,

serves as a prompter for an ongoing language process. Similarly Kohlers

(1968) hypothesizes two aspects in the perceptual identification of items:

initial schematization and subsequent impletion or filling-in.

Goodman's (1969) hypothesis-testing view of the reading process

mentioned above assumes that the ultimate goal of reading is direct passage

from print to meaning, without going through surface speech processes in

between. According to Goodman (1972), reading is a psycholinguistic guessing

game which, uses language cues selected from perceptual input. In order for

the child to engage in the reading process, he/she must be able to possess

language information that is encoded in graphic symbols (Goodman, 1968).

Goodman (1965, 1968, 1969, 1972) has designated "cues" or "cue systems"

that must be used by the reader in obtaining meaning from written language.

He considers "miscues" in oral reading to be very important to the teacher

because they provide information about the child's language skills. Cues

may be based upon (a) clues within words, (b) the flow of the language in

terms of operations such as function order, inflection or inflectional

agreement, intonation or reference to what comes prior to or after the word

in question, and (c) cues external to the language and the reader such as
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his/her dialect, experimental and family background (Goodman, 1968). If

error analysis of a child's reading miscues is qualitative rather than

quantitative, the teacher will be able to use oral reading as a means of

assessirg the language strategies a child employs while engaged in the

reading process. The Reading Miscue Inventory developed by Burke and

Y. Goodman (1972) is one source for a qualitative analysis of a child's

miscues and could serve as a framework for the study of a retarded child's

cueing systems.

In summarizing the various models for reading based on the active

participation-of the reader, Ryan and Semmel (1969) have shown that con-

siderable evidence exists that reading is a cue sampling process, rather

than one requiring absolute discrimination of detail. They conclude that

children's relding material should be written to maximize the child's

opportunity to develop efficient habits of forming and testing hypotheses.

Moreover, the beginning or retarded reader should be encouraged by the

teacher to apply appropriate high-order language strategies--such strategies

are already available from oral language usage. Emphasis should be focused'

on "conceptual" aspects of reading rather than on "perceptual" aspects and

relations, or on single words.

The views of Ryan and Semmel (1969) were incorporated into the rationale

of a study conducted by-Sitko, et al. (15i2) which sought to lay the ground-

word for a psycholinguistically-based reading program. Specifically, the

study attempted to (a) establish word-association (N-A) norms for a group

of EMR children and (b) empirically examine the effects of the children's

word associations on reading performance. Such a study, it was expected,

would lead to the development of methods for practical utilization ofnorms

in the writing of reading materials for EMR children. Results indicated

91-
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that a free W-A task with a group of young EMR children did reveal

commonality of associational responses. This commonality of associational

responses also existed for responses to sequentially constrained stimuli

within a sentence, but did not exist for EMR pupils' sequential resporses

to stimulus sentences. No support was found for the efficacy of using

high-association word pairs in sight vocabulary lessons for primary EMR

children.

It was noted that all the teachers in the study used some variation

of a basic phonic analysis approach to teaching reading. This approach

takes the word as the basic unit of reading and does not attend to the

relevance of linguistic context (semantic and syntactic relationships) in

determining word perception and comprehension. The authors concluded that

in order for associative proclivities of handicapped learners to be useful

in enhancing their acquisition of reading skills, the learners must develop

a set or be taught to attend to the associative (semantic) properties or

features of word pairs and the' associative constraints implicit in high-

association sentences. The authors stressed the need to develop various

activities and games that encourage retarded readers to attend to and use

relevant linguistic organizational strat',gies which take advantage of the

-familiar structure of reading materials. Much of the reading instruction

with retarded children has not been based upon language structure but rather

upon graphic features of the language. The Sitko et al. investigation was

a positive step toward developing such reading instruction.

In summary, the reading methodology studies presented offer little

evidence to support the use of one method over another where both methods

reflect either the same model of reading or reflect models which isolate
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and stress selected features with retarded children. Perhaps the most

exciting developments, however, are those which emphasize reading instruction

based upon knowledge of psycholinguistics.

Reading Comprehension and Organization in the Retarded

As stated previously, reading researchers have. only alluded to the

possible relationship between organizational processes and reading behavior.

In fact, a review of the literature on reading has revealed a paucity of

research dealing with organizational processes and reading in retarded children.

Three recent and important investigations by Bilsky and Evans (1970), Evans

(1970) and Blanton (1974), on the other hand, have explored the possibility that the

difficulty of retarded children in reading comprehension may be the result of

a basic inability to organize verbal input for storage and retrieval during

the act of reading. Bilsky and Evans (1970) sought to determine whether the

ability to organize verbal material is central to the attainment of such

reading skills as comprehension. Institutionalized retarded subjects with CAs

between 12 and 19 and 1Qs ranging from 45 to 70 were used as subjects.. All Ss

were divided into good and poor reading groups on the basis of reading

comprehension scores. Each subject was presented a 20-word free recall task

composed of five words from each of four conceptual categories. Analysis

of data revealed that subjects in the good reading comprehension group

clustered significantly more during free recall than subjects in the poor

reading comprehension group.

Evans (1970) studied the effects of reading level and mode of pre-

sentation on category clustering and recall performance of retarded subjects.

Ss for the investigation were 50 retarded "adolescents" (CA 15.11-22.2)
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from high schools in a public school system. The SE were randomly assigned

to one of three experimental conditions, that is, node of stimulus pre-

sentation. There were two unimodal (a visual and an auditory) presentation

conditions and a bimodal (visual plus auditory) stimulus presentation.

Each subject was presented a 20-word free recall list composed of words

from four conceptual categories. Following the completion of the free

recall task, all Ss were divided into above- and below-median subgroups

on the basis of overall reading grade level scores.

In contrast to the results of Bilsky and Evans (1970), the results

of the Evans study revealed that clustering performance was not a function

of general reading ability. The bimodal presentation was found to have

a significantly greater facilitating effect on recall than the other two

presentations. It did not have, however, a significant effect on clustering

performance. The overall correlation coefficient between performance and

clustering was found to be statistically significant.

The purpose of an extensive investigation by Blanton (1974) was to

study the relationship of organizational abilities to the comprehension

of written and orally presented connected discourse in EMR and nonrc.tarded

children. Subjects for the study were '40 EMR children and 40 children

with chronological ages between 9 and 12 years. In order to obtain a

measure of subjective organization (SO), each S was individually adminis-

tered 12 successive free rccall learning trials on a 12-word stimulus list.

Upon completion of the free recall task, the following reading and listening

comprehension measures were randomly administered: (a) a traditional,

standardized measure of reading comprehension, (b) a traditional reading

comprehension measure with reading reinforced by listening,, (c) a cloze

test, and (d) two measures of listening comprehension as measured by
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verbatim recall across three paragraph conditions. The three paragraph,

or treatment, conditions differed as to the chunking or organizational

patterns provided: (a) no cueing within the text of the passage, (b) dis-

tinctive pausal cueing at phrase boundaries within the text of the passage,

and (c) distorted pausal cueing at phrase boundaries within the text of

the passage.

The results supported six of the seven predictions made in the investi-

gaion. NR Ss scored significantly higher than E!'. Ss on the five measures

of reading and listening comprehension. As predicted, EMR children obtained

significantly higher recall scores on a distinctive phrasal cueing con-

dition than either a no cueing or a distorted phrasal cueing condition.

NR Ss received significantly higher scores on a no cueing condition than

a distorted phrasal cueing condition, and on a distinctive phrasal cueing

than a distorted phrasal cueing condition. Results revealed that the

variation between the differences obtained for EMR Ss and NR Ss on a

distinctive phrasal cueing paragraph and the differences obtained for EMR

Ss and NR Ss on a no cueing paragraph were significant for one recall

measure, but not for the other recall measure. EMR High Subjective Or-

ganizers and EMR Low Subjective Organizers did not obtain significantly

different scores on three measures of reading and listening comprehension.

Product-moment correlations involving subject variables showed that

SO was moderately related to verbatim recall measures for the NR group,

but was not related for the EMR group; SO was related to recall performance

for NR Ss but not for EMR Ss.

One of the major conclusions of the investigation was that EMR children

do possess the competence necessary for recoding certain types of information

O._
j
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when environmental cues are provided which facilitate the use of higher-

order organizational abilities.

Implications

If teachers are to better meet the needs of retarded children in

reading and listening comprehension, teacher training programs in special

education should address themselves to this issue. In order to carry

out interactive teaching activities in reading and ..-.stening comprehension

based on the views presented above with retarded children, there is a

critical need to train teachers in special education to be able to

perform the following tasks:

1. Inform pupils of the nature of a reading or listening comprehension

task, orient pupils to relevant information and cues, provide orienting

concepts (advance organizers), set forth steps and procedural rules,

and prepare pupils for useful forms ,3f feepack in the i5tructional

situation. Specific activities to be carrted our by the teacher would

include:

a. Communicating clearly individualized instructions, procedures,

and learning objectives to =he handicapped child before reading

instruction b':gins (i.e., reduce cognitive load on short-term

memory).

b. Improving storage of information by insuring that the handicapped

child understands detailed steps and relationships concerning the

nature of the reading comprehension task or objectives.

c. Providing organizing and recoding cues in advance of reading

instruction to help the handicapped child establish a preparatory

set for attending selectively to the lesson (e.g., by providing

spatially-cued verbal outlines of a story; asking organizing



questions; guiding the child to look for particular points or

attributes of films, books, pictures, etc.).

d. Attracting and holding attention of handicapped child through

focusing (verbal and gestural) and pausing procedures which

orient the child to the particular learning task at hand.

e. Reducing irrelevant, distracting, and/or ambiguous information

in introducing reading materials and lessons for handicapped

children.

f. Developing ability to scan a group of pupils, while presenting

reading material orally, in order to identify behavioral cues indicative

of Anatter'. DTI and bafflene.

2. UtiLize apTroate high- an low-level questioning techniques ,in

order to systema: :ally develop abstract concepts, principles (rules)

and inductive real-I:oning in hamdicamped children. Specifically,

activities to be carried out would include:

a. Introducing concept training in reading materials with highly

familiarand meaningful material (i.e., which includes perceptual

and associative verbal cues) so that the handicapped learner

will have some recoding skills available and will achieve a

sense of mastery.

b. Using questioning procedures to encourage pupils during a

concept-oriented reading lesson to talk about familiar experi-

ences and ideas that provide advance organizers for new concepts

and nf.,,w cognitive manipulation. This will be accomplished by

supporting initial pupil organization of reading information by

providing for an uninterrupted oral retelling before the use of
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questioning procedures on specific components.

c. Using questioning procedures in reading comprehension lessons

to stimulate and elicit elaborative pupil verbal expressions of

personal feelings, beliefs, ideas and experiences as an end in

itself.

d. Shaping and eliciting hierarchical classification and cate-

gorization skills in handicapped children during reading compre-

hension lessons through specific low-level and high-level

questioning patterns.

e. Utilizing inductive questions during classroom reading dialogue

to strengthen, encourage and guide active. hypothesis testing and

discovery procedures in handicapped children.

f. Asking appropriate redirecting, clarifying, and justifying

questions and eliciting statements of handicapped children during

reading comprehension lessons.

g. Using high and low-level questioning techniques to modulate

or shift the cognitive level of discourse during reading com-

prehension lessons (e.g., factual, conceptual, theoretical).

h. Rephrasing and rev-.1.ucturing elicitation when pupil does not

respond or responds inappropriately during comprehension tasks.

3. Arrange component subtasks of reading and listening comprehension

leSsons into a learning hierarchy; 4nd identify efficient teaching patterns

for developing comprehension skills in poor readers. Specifically,

activities to be carried out would include:

a Analyzing and correctly identifying the cognitive demands (skills

and processes) involved in listening and reading comprehension

lessons (e.g., Gillespie & Johnson, 1974).
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b. Minimizing both the total number of "chunks" of information

as well as the number of "bits per chunk" of information in

oral and written language comprehension tasks. This involves

reducing irrelevant, distracting, and/or ambiguous information

in comprehension lessons for handicapped children.

c. Providing handicapped children with "pausal" and "intonational"

cues which stimulate information recoding or "chunking" during

discourse learning.

d. Including summarization, rehearsal, and review procedures as

an integral part of language comprehension lessons.

e. Framing oral questions, based on written or oral discourse,

which reduce the relative effects of forgetting due to inter-

ference (proactive or retroactive) or competing information

and memory decay.

f. If possible, using inductive questions which ask for clari-

fication of thought and lead the handicapped child into a

new awareness or concept.

4. If teachers are to engage in the process of developing teaching

strategies based on the child's oral reading measures, they must be

competent in the following skills:

a. Analysis of reading materials according to level, organi-

zation, and content.

b. Utilization of graphs in recording pupil data.

c. Establishment of patterns of strengths and weaknesses in a

child's reading strategies.

d. Analysis of a specific language patterns (e.g,, dialect).

e. Analysis of language according to syntax, lexicon, intonation,

and morphology (Burke & Goodman, 1972).

;)
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f. Categorizing of miscues according to Burke and Goodman (1972).

g. PrograTIning teach-1,ng strategies to enhance reading strategies

of the child.

The evidence from studies discussed previously indicated that EMR children

do possess the competence to recode linguistic units into hierarchical

components when supported by strong environmental cues. Considering the

important role of organizational abilities in learning and memory, it seems

logical to suggest the modification of relatively inefficient sequential-

associative organizational strategies in EMR children to the more hierarchical

rule-governed strategies. Such a modification in organizational strategies

should result in greater academic success for EMR children, particularly

in more rule-governed strategies. Such a modification in organizational

strategies should result in greater academic success for EMR children, .

particularly in the comprehension of verbal material. If EMR children

store information inefficiently, then the relationships between words in

storage are primitive and, as a result, it would be difficult for Ea

children to retrieve information. By encouraging retarded child , to

impose organization on linguistic input, their dependence on rote memory

capacity and subsequent ability to comprehend verbal material.

Conclusions

As indicated by the review of literature presented in this project

report, the language and reading comprehension skills of the handicapped

have been of concern to many investigators in the field of special

education. The processes involved in the acquisition of language and reading

strategies with many mildly handicapped children have been demonstrated

by the literature, and by the present investigators' empirical research, to
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be deficient and to reflect primitive and inefficient levels of cognitive

and linguistic processing. Moreover, it has been found that teacher h' savior

and curricular materials have influenced the psycholinguistic strategies that

handicapped and normal children employ in language and reading comprehension.

In the area of reading, teacher behavior has not adjusted to the mildly

handicapped child's need for the kind of patterned behavior, the consistent

intelligent behavior, that will help him/her attack new words securely and

give him/her a sense of how to interact with an author':, message -- as well

as with details. It is important for teachers working with handicapped children

to be aware of the cognitive demands and processes required of the learner

during reading and listening comprehension. If teachers are to be more

effective in enhancing the language skills of handicapped children, training

programs should address themselves to training teachers of the handicapped

to discriminate, generate, and evaluate their teaching behaviors, patterns

and environments in language arts instruction. The present project will attempt

to demonstrate the effectivEmess of Computer-Assisted Teacher Training System.

(CATTS) in training special eaucation pre service teachers to discriminate,

generate and evaluate appropriate teacher questioning strategies for use in

reading instruction with handicapped pupils, More specifically, the efficacy

of CATTS in teaching preservice trainees to use high and low-level questioning

behaviors to modulate or shift the cognitive level of discourse and to stimulate

appropriate hierarchical pupil responses during reading and/or listening com-

prehension will be investigated.



CHAPTER THREE

METHODS

Since the present project combined aspects of both an experimental study

and that of a preservice special education practicum course, coordination of

a number of distinct operations were required. Table 1 illustrates the time

line for development and operation activities of each of the major aspects

of the project. The project built on previous developmental work involving

the CATTS system is described in other sections of this report.

I. Development of Observation System, Training Materials, Coder Training

and Evaluation of Coder Competencies

The category observation system used for measurement and feedback of

teacher and pupil cognitive interactions during reading instruction- was the

Teacher-Pupil Question Response System (TPQR) developed by Sitko and Heshusius

(1975).* The TQRS was a revised version of .an earlier system, i.e., the Pupil

Cognitive - Response System (PCPS) developed by Sitko and Markowitz (1975).

The TPQR is described in detail in Appendix F of this section. A list of the

categories appears in Table 2. The newer version of the TPQR category-

observation-coding system was designed to increase question appropriateness

and response-to-question success rate of mildly handicapped pupils. The

instrument sequentially measures hierarchical teacher cognitive demands as

depicted in six types of teacher questions: (1) Discrimination; (2) Recall;

(3) Sequencing/Paraphrasing; (4) Hierarchically Relating; (5) Inference and;

(6) Problem Solving. The system also measures pupil responses to teacher

questions, teacher responses to pupil questions, pupil questions, teacher

and studerit talk on lesson subject, and pupil no-respons-,

It should be noted that the TPQR had undergone considera)le developmental
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July 1 - Development of

Project Design

Aug 1 Selection of 21

junior-level

teacher trainees

in special educa-

tion as subjects

Sept 1 . Completion of

Coder Training

materials (train-

ing manual, 2

training audio

tapes, scripts

for verbal prac-

tice, selection

of "live" class-

room training tape,

criterion tape)

- Selection of 11

mildly handicapped

pupils

- Selection of 8

coders

Oct 1 - Pretesting of 11

pupils on standard-

izmd reading diac.

nostic and achieve-

ment tests by

trainees

- Scheduling of 7

training sessions

for coders (14 hours)

- Criterion testing of

coders on TPQR cate-

gory system (Oct. 28)

- Development of lesson

plan format

Table 1. Time for Project Development

Nov 1 - Design Computer Print-

outs

- Begin classroom coding

of Baseline Teaching

of 21 Tutors on the

TPQR category system

(Nov. 3). Each tutor

observed and coded

twice weekly

Dec 1 Schedule maintenance

check with expert

coder in "live"

classroom tutoring

situation (Dec. 3, 4)

1976

Jan 1 Schedule second main-

tenance check of 7

coders (Jan, 16-17)

on Criterion Tape

Revise observer train-

ing manual

- Continue Baseline Ob-

servations

Feb 1 - Continue Baseline Ob-

servations (9-14

lessons)

. Assign trainees to

feedback conditions

- Give all trainees a

copy of Module 1

Feb 15 - Give copies of Module

3A, 3B or 4 to tutors

in CATTS Feedback Groups

- Begin First Treatment

Phase - Administer

Daily Computer Printouts

March 1,, . Continue First Treat-

ment Phase

Administer Module 3B

to Supervisory Feedback

group

March 15 - Begin Second Treatment

Phase

April 1 - Continue Second Treat-

ment Phase (5.8

lessons)

April 15 Begin Maintenance

Phase (2 lessons)

May 1 - Administer project

evaluation ques-

tionnaire to all

trainees

- Interview all pupils

with pupil question-

naire

- Administer Posttests

to 11 pupils

June 1 - Analyze all Data

July 1 - kite up Final Project

Report

4
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Table 2. Categories of the TPQR Obiervation System

Teacher-Pupil Question Response (TPQR)
Observation System

I. DISCRIMINATION

II. RECALL

III. SEQUENCING/PARAPHRASING

IV. HIERARCHICALLY RELATING

V. INFERENCE

VI. PROBLEM SOLVING

VII. TALK ON LESSON SUBJECT

VIII. "NO", "I CAN'T", NO RESPONSE, "I DON'T KNOW"

IX, NOT CODABLE
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testing before reaching its final version. The system had been developmentally

tested for two months with the DITRMA consensus-coding system described in

Semmel & Olson,.(1977). Both audio'and video tapes of classroom teacher-

pupil interactions and classroom simulations were coded on button boxes during

developmental testing of the utility of the system. The end product of this

activity was an observer training manual including rules for button box coding

'(See Module 1, Appendix F). Scripts for practice coding and coder-training

videotapes for training observers .on the TPQR category observation system with

DITRMA were also designed. Two training videotapes were produced. The tapes

contained 39 and 36 question-response interaction segments, respectively. The

categories of the TINR were equally represented in the tape segments. The

segments were taped /approximately ten seconds apart. A script of the two

training tapes appears in-Appendix A. Additional training tapes which were

developed for the Cog Strat Observation Category-Coding System (Semmel, Sitko,.

et.al., 1976) were used for additional training tapes when needed. Additional

written examples FL also constructed to supplement the verbal exercises

contained in .e observer training manual (See Appendix B). Two live video-

tapes were selected of tutoring situations similar to those which the

coders would be encountering in their live coding as coders. Finally a video-

taped criterion test was constructed to test coder competency on the TPQR.

The criterion tape contained 76 question-response interactions. All question-

response categories were represented six times. Adding six examples of the

categories "talk ", "no-response", and "not codable" meant that a total of 166

entries haC to be coded on the criterion tape (See Appendix C). Following

production of these training and criterion materials, they were tested with
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a number of CITH personnel. The primary goal of this testing was to estimate

training time for scheduling purposes and to identify specific training

problems. Following developmental testing of training materials, final versions

were made.

Observer Training: Eight coders were hired through advertisement in the

Indiana University student paper. At hiring, coders were told that they would

be taught to code the classroom interactions of special education trainees

using the TPQR category observation-coding system. They were warned that only

those coders who achieved the required inter-and intra-rater criterion relia-

bilities would be used in the project. Table 3 provides an outline of the

seven training sessions which covered a total of 14 hours. Acquisition of

observation skills was facilitated by the computer-aided DITRMA consensus-

coding system.

Following the seventh training session, coders were given the criterion

test using the previously described training tape. The criterion tape was

coded twice by each trainee with an interval of ten minutes between the two

criterion codings. Both inter-observer criterion-related and intra-observer

measures of observer agreement were obtained using the simple percent agree-

ment measure developed by Frick and Semmel (1974). As recommended by Frick

and Semmel, a simple percent agreement Z.85 for each category was required

for the criterion-related agreement measure before actual data collection_

could commence. Frick and Semmel (1974) have also recommended that measures

of intra-observer agreement be obtained by showing the criterion tape contain-

ing unambiguous isolated examples twice to all observers in conditions

parallel Zo those encountered in the filed, The purpose of an intra,observer

agreement measure is to demonstrate thb-extent to which each observer can
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Table 3. Outline of Coder-training Program (14 hours)

Training Sessions (total of 14 firs.)

At hiring, trainees were assigned to read the training manual and to
fill in the paper-pencil exercises.

Session 1 - Conceptual overview of the categories
(2 hrs.) - Exercises of the first 4 categories were checked and problems

discussed.

Session 2 - Discussion of manual and checking of exercises was completed
(2 hrs.) for the entire manual.

- Coders were introduced to DITRMA system. Coders practiced
Training Tape I coding State 1 only (see p. 3 of the manual).

Session 3 - Practiced coding Training Tape I.
(lh hrs.)

Session 4 - Practiced coding Training Tape I and II.
(11/2 hrs.)

Session 5 - Practiced Training Tape II and two Cog Strat Training tapes.
(11/2 hrs.)

Session 6 - Coded Training Tape I and II.
(2 hrs.) - Practiced coding verbally read continuous script. The DITRMA

feedback system was used without the videotape. This procedure
was used to approximate live-speed coding skills.

Session 7 - Practiced coding from verbally read continuous scripts as in
(11/2 hrs.) Session 6.

- Practiced coding from live-tapes.
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consistently code under actual observational circumstances. Hence, an overall

proportion of agreement measure 2 .85 was also demanded for the intra-coder

criterion measure before coders were allowed to begin classroom coding.

The criterion tape was coded twice (on October 28, 1975) by each coder

trainee, with an interval of ten minutes between the two criterion codings.

Four coder trainees passed with criterion-related agreement scores ranging

from .89-.98. The average score was .93. In addition to criterion-related

agreement, intra-observer agreement measures were also obtained. All four

trainees who had exceeded the .85 criterion-related agreement standard also

exceeded the preset intra-observer agreement standard of .85. The range was

from .88-.96, with an average score of .92. The remaining 4 trainees had two

more training sessions (i.e., 4 hours) with the DITRMA system and then took

a second criterion test. Their second criterion-related agreement scores

ranged from .90 to .96. The average score was .94. The intra-observer agree-

ment scores ranged from .94-1.00, with an average score.of .97. Hence, the

final range of criterion-related agreement scores was from .89-.98, with an

average of .94. The final range of intra-observer reliability scores was

.88-1.00, with an average of .94.

Once actual classroom coding commenced (in November), both criterion-

related and intra-coder measures were obtained for coder maintenance checks

as well. These maintenance checks were conducted about on-third of the way

through the project. In addition, "live" maintenance checks using a CITH

staff expert coder were performed throughout the study in order to give the

CITH staff an indication of observer agreement with an expert during actual

coding of classroom lessons. This was also done for reasons beyond that of

obtaining agreement estimates in situ. Since observers never knew exactly
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when the expert coder was going to double-code a given lesson, it was intended

that observers would always anticipate such a possibility and come well-pre-

pared each time. Reliability maintenance checks using the live coder were

actually performed during the initial coding of tutor lesson (i.e., Baseline

Teaching Phase) at the end of the first semester (December 3 and 4). The

results of the maintenance checkS revealed that the majority of the coders

again exceeded the .85 standard on this initial maintenance check. The average

score was .86, with a ..,nge of .71-.97.

At the beginning of the spring semestor there were 7 coders still avail-

able. A second maintenance check was conducted at the beginning of the

semester (January 16-17). The criterion tape was used to check coder perfor-

mance. Three coders were able to pass the criterion without additional practice

and training. Their criterion-related agreement scares ranged from

The average was .95, Their intra-observer agreement scores averaged .(), with

a range of .91-.98. The remaining four coders had additional tiainir end

then retook the criterion test. Their resulting criterion-related agreement

scores ranged from .87-.94, with an average score of .91, The intra-observer

agreement scores averaged .94, with a range of .90-.99. Hence, the final

range of criterion-related agreement scores was from .87-.97, with an average

of .93. The final range of intra-observer reliability scores was .90-.99, and

the average was .94. While observational data was initially being collected

during November and December, coders provided the CITH staff with feedback

concerning their impressions of the adequacy of the TPQR observation system

and the observer-training manual. (i.e., Module 1, Appendix F). Based on this

.feedback and the observations of the CITH project staff, clarifications and
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modifications were made on the training manual. The use of the revised

observer - training manual began in the second semester by the preservice

trainees in the project. See Appendix D. for examples of clarifications.

II. Tutor Background, Practicum Objectives and Tutoring Procedures

Tutors: The tutors in the project were 21 Indiana University undergraduate

students, all special education juniorlevel majors enrolled in K495, Practicum

in Special Ed'ication, under the direction of Dr. Sitko, during the fall and

winter semesters, 1975-1976. All tutors (19 females and 2 males) were majors

in the Program for Training Teachers of Mildly Handicapped Children (MHP), a

two-year teacher education program specifically designed for preservice teachers

who desired to teach mildly handicapped children in special and/or regular

classroom environments. Tutors received three hours of academic credit for

each of the two ors. . tv,_ Teacher Laboratory Practicum was

required for all junior-level trainees in the MHP.

Tutor Traininz_and Introduction to Practicum Objectives: The 21 preservice

trainees were introduced to the practicum through classroom lectures at the

beginning of the first semester. They were told that they would tutor one

child,r'for two, one-half hour periods, during each week of the two semesters.

They were also told that the practicum was designed to meet the following

objectives:

1. To provide a laboratory classroom in which to practice and

develop selecting teaching skills.

2. To assist a handicapped child who is below grade level in

reading to improve his/her listening and reading comprehension

skills.
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3. To assist trainees in refining interactive teaching citiestioning

skills by providing feedback on teaching performance.

During the initial 1 1/2 months of the practicum (August 25 - October 10),

the trainees were taught how to give and interpret information and

standardized reading tests. They were also taught how to write lesson

plans using a decision-making model for diagnostic teaching developed

by Gillespie and Sitko (1974). In addition, they were introduced to

several reading curricula and teacher training multimedia packages

at CITH. Specific CITH teacher training packages which were completed

during this period included: (a) Specifying Behavioral Objectives;

(b) Task Analysis; (c) Choose A Curriculum Package; (d) Teacher

Made Reading Materials for the Handicapped; (e) Observing and Recording a

Child's Behavior, (f) Informal Reading Inventory;, and (g) A Decision-Making

Model for Teaching the Handicapped. Descriptions of these teacher training

packages are found in the "Directory of CITH Training Materials" published

by CITH (1976).

Teacher-Pupil Selection and Tutoring Procedures: Tutors began working with

their respective pupils at the beginning of October. Ten mildly handicapped

(EMR) and one trainable mentally retarded child were the pupils worked with

in this practicum. All children lived in a nearby rural community and were

enrolled in a cooperative special educational program at the Indiana University

Developmental Training Center (DTC). All pupils had been referred by their

own school district as requiring a special educational program. The tutors

and pupils were selected in a basically random manner to work together. The

basic determinant to matching was corresponding time schedules between tutors

and pupils. This method proved satisfactory and there were no changes required

due to personality conflicts, etc. Before tutors began tutoring their pupils,

52
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they gave them various informal and standardized tests under the direction of

their DTC laboratory class teacher (B. Miller). This experience gave them

the opportunity to familiarize themselves with the pupils and to assess entry

level of their pupils on various reading skills. These measures included:

(a).the Wide Range Achievement Test (WRAT); (b) the Survey of Primary Reading;

(c) the Dolch Word List; (d) the Gates-MacGintie Reading Test, (e) the Peabody

Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT); (f) the Alphabet Identification Test; and

(g) the Boehm Test of Basic Concepts. The pretest results of the tests are

shown in Appendix H.

Each tutor began actual tutoring of his/her child for a half -dour session

twice a week beginning at-the end of October. The lessons vere ready-oriented,

with each lesson containing an entry test, the body and an evaluation. The

tutors were required to submit a lesson plan and task analysis to the class-

room teacher at least five days before the actual lesson was scheduled to be

taught. The required forma" writing lesson plans are given in Module 2,

Appendix G. The classroom teacher graded each lesson plan using the Checklist

for Lesson Plan Evaluation shown in Module 2. This form rates each section

of the lesson plan (i.e., Entry test, task analysis, objectives, criterion

test for main and subobjectives and teaching strategies) on a five-point

scale. The evaluation sheet was returned to the teacher each time a new

lesson was submitted. The scale shown on the evaluation sheet,was only used

for the trainees' guidance in interpreting the lesson plans, but was not used

in grading, Besides, evaluation of lesson plans and necessary feedback

concerning them, the classroom teacher was available to give advice to each

tutor. Lesson objectives were evaluated in terms of their appropriateness to
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the instructional level of the child.

Coding Procedures: All lessons which were coded took place on Monday through

Friday between 8:30 and 12:00 noon. The trainees taught in a laboratory class-

room at the I.U. Developmental Training Center (DTC). During the first semester,

there were two tutoring stations in this classroom with wooden partitions

separating each station. Hence, two tutors were able to have lessons scheduled

a': the same time. Tutors rotated between the two tutoring stations for each

lesson. F,,r the second semester, the tutor's academic schedule necessitated

the addition of a third tutoring station. Hence, three tutoring sessions took

place at one time during the second semester. Tutors were randomly assigned

and rotated among the three stations for each lessbn Each tutoring station

contained a small table and two chairs as well as a microphone, and each was

isolated from the adjacent station(s) by the wooden eight-foot partition.

Each table faced a one-way mirror, which ran along one side of the classroom.

Behind the one-way mirror was a small room which contained the observation-

coding station. Videotape cameras were installed in t!,40 of the tutoring

stations.

The coder station contained four coding button boxes which were hooked

up to the PDP-12 computer located in a nearby building, the Teacher Education

Laboratory (TEL) at CITH. Other components in the station included an intercom

to the computer center, two videotape recorders, a videotape monitor, six sets

of earphones (two sets for each coding station) and three coding boxes. Before

the coding began each morning, the equipment was turned on to check its working

order. The TEL at CITH was contacted by intercoms to check if the computer

equipment was in order there. The button boxes which provided the link to the

PDP-12 computer were then turned on and the lesson coding was begun. The
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actual method used for transmitting the tutor-pupil interaction to the com-

puter is shown in Module 1 (Appendix F, pages 4-5). Coders were assigned to

tutors and stations on a rotating basis so that they did not code the same

person twice in one week and to ensure that they coded at a different station

during each lesson. See Appendix E for a weekly schedule including sample

forms for recording coding sessions. A form was made out for each lesson to

record the time of tutoring, the computer storage box number, the type of

feedback being used and any special notations about the lesson.

Two graduate students acted as coordinators for the daily coding activi-

ties. One individual was responsible for (a) the coders' scheduling, (b)

-assigning-coder and tutor to a specific station for each lesson, -(c) filling

out the individual record sheet for each tutoring session, (d) recording the

computer storage box number for each session on the individual record sheet,

(e) setting up maintenance checks for coders, and (f) conducting practice and

training sessions for those who needed additional coding experience.

The other coordinator worked primarily. with the tutors and with data

organization. Her activities included the following: (a) she kept records

of student attendance; (b) ensured that each student received the proper

feedback at the proper time; (c) filed the printout, information for each

session; and (d) listed and filed the videotapes froM each, lesson that was,taped.

In essence, both coordinators served as general overseers of the day-to-day

coding operations.

III. Teaching Phases and Experimental Design

There were three teaching phases during the project. These were; (1)

baseline, (2) feedback and (3) maintenance,
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Baseline: In the baseline teaching phase, trainees taught the lessons they

had prepared without receiving CATTS or supervisory feedback on their lessons.

The baseline lessons of the tutors were coded beginning November 3, 1975.

The number of lessons taught without feedback varied from trainee to trainee.

The baseline teaching always included at least the first nine lessons and

varied up to the first fourteen lessons taught the baseline phase immediately

followed the coder training phase of the project.

Feedback: Following baseline observations, each trainee was randomly assigned.)

using a table of random numbers, to one of three feedback conditions; (a) CATTS

Instantaneous Scope Feedback, (b) CATTS Delayed Video Feedback, and (c) Super-

visory Feedback. All subjects then received a copy of Module 1 (Appendix F),

which presented a memo-outlining the four criteria that determined the grade

in the practicum and the major instructional objectives for the rest of the

semester. The module further contained; (a) a description of the CATTS system,

(b) the role of feedback in skill development and decision-making, and (c)

the same TPQR observer-training manual (Module 1 minus page 4) developed by

Heshusius and Sitko (1976), which was used earlier in the fall semester in

training the project coders. The training manual described the terminology

and definitions of TPQR observation system, together with examples of each

category and exercises for coding. Tutors were instructed to learn to discrim-

inate each category on the TPQR system although they would not need to actually

code any lessons since coders had been hired for that purpose. Tutors in the

CATTS Instantaneous Scope and Delayed Video Feedback conditions were next

provided with either Module 3A 1r 3B,

were to receive.

which explained the type of feedback they
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Scope-Feedback: Those who were to have Scope Feedback received Module 3A--

Interpretation of Printout Feedback with Scope (see Appendix I). This module

provided an example of the CATTS Printout Sheet they would receive immediately

following each lesson. It also provided a clear explanation of every item on

the printout, as well as the four major teaching goals or objectives for the

balance of the semester. The first major goal indicated that teacher rate

for each lesson should be 30-50% of all teacher verbal interaction. This

criterion was selected in order to allow sufficient opportunities for the

pupils to answer questions and receive appropriate feedback and probing on

their responses to questions. Our previous experience with preservice trainees

had revealed that they initially asked a preponderance of questions during

tutoring lessons (ever 50% of the total lesson), and provided relatively few

opportunities for student-initiated talk, probing student responses, or

positive feedback. The second major goal was to maximize the percentage of

high-level questions relative to the percentage of low-level questions.

As mentioned previously, the literature indicates that teachers in both

regular and special classrooms use a greater percentage of factual or low-

level questions in reading instruction. The third major goal was to ask in

sequential order the total hierarchy of six questions on the TPQR system.. It

was felt that this goal would facilitate hierarchical questioning skills on

the part of the tutor by providing a suggested pattern of questioning. The

fourth and final goal was to obtain appropriate pupil responses to cognitive

questions asked. For instance, if the U.:tor asked an inferential question

from the pupil, then an inferential response was expected from the pupil. A

matrix was shown on the printout which illustrated the tutor's efficiency in

obtaining appropriate resporises. The diagonal in L:ie matrix showed the number
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of "appropriate matches" made. An "appropriate match" occurred each time the

tutor asked any question in the TPQR hierarchy and the pupil responded at the

same level. The numbers in the two segments of the matrix gave the instances

by cognitive level when the pupil response to a teacher question was at a

lower or higher cognitive level in the TPQR system than the question asked.

The printout also provided a summary of the teacher-pupil interaction sequence

across time during the lesson (see Module 3A- -Appendix I).

The seven tutors in the Scope Feedback condition also received Module 4,

CATTS Scope Feedback (see Appendix J). This module described the display on

the CATTS video monitor which would be observed during the actual lesson. It

mentioned that the screen would display a moving bar graph that changed as the

tutor questioned the pupil. The bar garph would also show the tutor which

questions she/he had asked up to the moment of observing the screen, and the

relationship between use of the six different questions to each other. More-

over, a number would appear in the upper right-hand corner which would indicate

the percent of teacher questions up to the moment. The module presented three

examples describing how the display "worked." In addition, the module indicated

that an arrow would appear which would help the tutor complete the six-

question hierarchy. Rules were given for movement of the arrow on the visual

display. The tutor was told that the arrow would point to the cognitive

category at which he/she should be questioning at that point in the lesson

in order to move the arrow sequentially up the TPQR hierarchy. In addition,

the printout described in Module 3-A provided a matrix which designated the

"hits" or, times the tutor asked questions at the same level indicated by the

arrow on the CATTS scope.

Video Feedback: Those seven tutors who were to have CATTS Delayed Video
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Feedback after their lessons received Module 3-B--Interpretation of Printout

Feedback (see Appendix K) before they received any feedback. Module 3-B was

identical to Module 3-A which the Scope Feedback Group received, except that

it gave no reference to the scope monitor or the matrix which described

teacher questions by indicating question level (i.e., Matrix 1). Otherwise,

the same printout and four practicum goals were described as in Module 3-A.

The tutors in the Video Feedback Group were told that they would have the

opportunity to view their lessons on videotape immediately following their

lessons. Tutors in both the CATTS Scope and Video Feedback Groups also

received, as part of Module 3-A r 3-B, a description and example of the graph

they would next receive summarizing their baseline performance. This graph

plotted the percent of high-level teacher questions and the percent of high-

level pupil responses across each of the baseline trails (see Module 3-A and

3-8).

Supervisory Feedback: The seven tutors who were to obtain Supervisory

Feedback received Module 1 (Appendix F), as did the other two feedback groups.

However, they were only given the four teaching goals, and did not initially

receive Module 3-B. It was not until they had taught fcur post-baseline

lessons that they received Module 3-B. After the tutors in the CATTS Instan-

taneous Scope and Delayed Feedback Groups received and read their modules,

they were provided with the graph which summarized their performance during

baseline trails. As mentioned previously, these graphs showed (a) the percent of

high-level teacher questions over the total questions asked, and (b) the

percent of high-level pupil responses over the total pupil responses. High-level

teacher questions and responses included the Sequencing-Paraphrasing,

Hierarchical Relating, Inference and Problem-Solving categories on the TPQR.
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They were also instructed in procedures for using the printout information

which they would receive after each lesson to evaluate their lessons and to

graph the frequency of occurance of high-level teacher questions and

pupil responses. The Supervisory Feedback Group received their baseline graphs

only after they had completed their four lessons with supervisory feedback.

Actual feedback for all trainees began on the next lesson following the last

baseline trial.

Feedback Procedures: Beginning with each feedback lesson, a CATTS-TPQR Record

was-turned into the TEL for each session (See Appendix L). The purpose of the

Coding Record was two-fold. First, it provided data for the TEL personnel to

determine who was teaching at a certain time and the type of feedback they

were to receive. Secondly, it contained most of the information necessary to

construct. the 12-bit word for the computer header card which was located in the

computer at TEL. On this form the coder number was not included until the

actual lesson time. Therefore, it was necessary for the TEL computer personnel

to call the Observation-Coding Room to receive that number. This frequent

contact bet.,Acn personnel at the TEL and the coordinators in the Observation-

Coding Room at the Developmental Training Center provided the opportunity for

close communication between those in the building where the obser-

vation took place, and those working in the TEL.

Trainees who received the CATTS Instantaneous Feedback always had a video

monitor on the table in front of them which displayed the frequency of the six

types of questions on the TPQR that the tutor asked at any moment during the lesson.

The scope showed the relationship, in the form of a bar graph, between the use

of the six different questions. Superimposed within each of the six bars on
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the questions asked. The bar graph did not display pupil responses on a

cognitive level different from that of the question asked, (see Figure 2 and

Module 4, Appendix J.) As mentioned previously, the scope also showed- -

upper right-hand corner--the percent of teacher questions asked at any point in

time during the lesson, and an arrow which showed the indicated question level.

The moving arrow appeared under the abbreviations for the six question levels.

The scope was in the tutor's view throughout the lesson and instantaneously

portrayed changes in frequency of questions as they actually occurred during

the lesson. The scope reflected the changes in questioning within one second

after the observer coding the lesson pushed the "send" button on the button

box, and sent the information into the PDP computer at the TEL. Hence, this

group obtained instantaneous or immediate information on the criterion teaching

-behavior in situ while teaching. In addition, following their teaching, they

received printouts summarizing their lessons, as did the Video Feedback Group

and the Supervisory Feedback Group (after four feedback sessions). All trainees

were required to continue to graph the percent of frequency for high-level questions

and pupil responses after each printout was received. These data were recorded

on the cumulative individual graph received earlier which had included the

trainees' baseline percentages.

After each lesson in which feedback was involved, each tutor went to the

TEL to pick up his/her printouts. The printouts were usually ready within 10

minutes after the lesson. Those trainees who received video feedback then

viewed and heard their videotapes on a TV monitor in a room adjacent to the

TEL. Their'lessons had previously been videotaped by one of two videotape

cameras which were installed in two of the three teaching stations. They were
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told to focus on the four stated practicum objectives illustrated on the

printout as they viewed the videotapes of their lessons, Those trainees who

were given supervisory feedback received a subjective evaluation from one of

the two project coordinators, who discussed lesson content and appro-2iateness

in view of the same four practicum objectives. The two supervisors were

also instructed to focus on any other teaching behaviors they considered

relevant, and to answer any questions the tutor might have pertaining to

his/her lesson. However, after their fourth feedback lesson, these seven

tutors began to receive computer printouts from the TEL after each lesson,

as did the. two CATTS Feedback Groups. They were also required to graph

the percent of high-1,vel questions and high-level pupil responses from

the lesson printout on their cumulative graphs. The total feedback phase of

the project actually varied between nine and twelve lessons taught for each

trainee.

Maintenance: Following the feedback phase of the project, all trainees entered

a maintenance phase for their final two lessons. This phase was identical

to the baseline phase in that trainees tutored their children without receiving

feedback on their tutoring lessons. However, their reading lessons were again

coded on the TPQR category system as they were during the baseline phase.

During the total project period, each tutor had at least three lessons video-

taped, including a baseline lesson immediately before feedback was begun, the

last feedback lesson, and the last maintenance lesson after feedback was

terminated. The total experimental design for each of the three teaching

phases of the project is displayed in Figure 3.



PROJECT PERIODS

P1

BASELINE
P2

P
3 P4

FIRST TREATMENT SECOND TREATMENT MAINTENANCE

ICATTS INSTAN-

TANEOUS SCOPE

FEEDBACK GROUP

(Nil)

1101IMMI.illr

CATTS DELAYED

VIDEO FEED-

BACK GROUP

(07)

9-14

Trials

9-14

Trials

4 Trials 5-8 Trials 2 Trials

4 Trials

SUPERVISORY

FEEDBACK GROUP

(N=.7)

9-14

Trials

4 Trials

5-8 Trials

..I.M.04Imlm41

5-8 Trials

2 Trials

2 Trials

Figure 3, Experimental design for the four teaching periods of the project
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Data Sources

The main source of data obtained during the project was the daily teacher-

pupil observational data collected by the coders on the TPQR category-coding

system. The CATTS system served as a data collection as well as a feedback

mechanism. The system not only collected all daily observational data for

the sessions coded, but also transferred the data to the university main

computer center for permanent storage. Daily observational data were collected

on several dependent measures including: (a) percent of teacher questions

defined as the number of questions the teacher asked divided by all teacher

behavior; (b) percent of high-level teacher questions over the total questions

asked; (c) percent of high-level pupil responses over total responses; (d)

percent pupil no responses over total pupil responses given; and (e) percent of

approximate matches which included the times the teacher asked any question

in the TPQR hierarchy and the pupil responded at the same level. Additional

data were collected from several other sources discussed below.

A fifteen-item questionnaire was given to the tutors at the end of their

practicum (i.e., the first week in May). Thq questionnaire asked students to

evaluate on a six-point scale 004 opinions concsrning several asFects of the

two-semester practicum (see Appendix Q). At the end of tie practicum the

project staff also interviswed each of the eleven pupils and asked them seven

questions concerning their feeling towards their own tutor and the practicum

itself (see Appendix R). In addition, all pupils were given posttests on the

same six standardized reading and achievement tests given before the practicum

began (see Appendix H). The final source of data was based on an evaluation

of the three videotaped lessons taught by each trainee across the three ..caching
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phases of the project. The three videotaped lessons of each student included

the last baseline lesson before feedback, the last feedback lesson, and the

last maintenance lesson after the feedback phase of the project. The three

lessons were rated using a sign observation system developed by Lynch and

Everton (1976). The purpose of the evaluation of tapes on this particular

system was to determine if there were any other concurrent effects of asking

pupils higher-level questions. The system was designed to obtain measures of

the amount of elaboration of the pupil's response and to determine if any

qualitative changes took place over the duration of the tutoring experience.

A copy of the system is shown in Appendix N. The evaluations of all three

videotaped lessons of each tutor were done by two coders who had .98 relia-

bility with each other. The results of the various sources of data collected

during each teaching phase of the project are presented next.



CHAPTER FOUR

RESULTS & DISCUSSION

The design used to analyze the tutor observational data was a repeated

measures ANOVA design with one between factor, Feedback Conditions or Groups

( 1, and one within block factor, Periods (P). The original design

contained a third possible factor different veriations of baseline and

treatment trial combinations but due to inconsistt It tutor-pupil schedules

and some missing observations, this baseline/treatment factor was never

fully completed. Therefore, each tutor's trials were collapsed within the

various baseline, treatment and maintenance periods, and one average-perform-

ance percent score per period was calculated. The percentages of frequency

of the main dependent measures across each daily lesson were utilized in the

analyses.

The first analysis was performed on the percent of teacher questions.

As indicated previously, the criterion measure for the percent of teacher

questions was defined as the number of questions the teacher asked during

the lesson divided by all teacher behavior subsumed on the TPQR category

system. Table 4 chows the average percent of teacher questions across each

of the four teaching periods [i.e., baseline, (P1), first treatment period (P
2
),

second treatment period (P3), and maintenance (P4)] for each of the three

feedback groups [i.e., CATTS Video Feedback (G1), Supervisory Feedback (G2),

and CATTS Scope Feedback (G3)]. It should be recalled the first treatment

period [i.e.. (P2)] represents tutor performance during the first four

feedback trials following the baseline period. On the other hand, the second

treatment period [i.e., (P3)] represents tutor performance after the fourth

feedback trial. This latter treatment phase varied between five and eight

feedback lessons for individual tutors. The total treatment phase of the

project (P2 + P3) varied between ten and twelve lessons.



(G1)

CATTS DE-
LAYED VIDEO
FEEDBACK
GROUP

(G2)

SUPER-
VISORY
FEEDBACK
GROUP

(G3)

CATTS IN-
STANTANEOUS
SCOPE FEED-
BACK GROUP

total

60

Average Percent Performance

Pi
Baseline

2
Treatment 1

P
3

Treatment 2
P
4

Maintenance

88.75 50.33 40.37 49.50

81.78 43,74 52.60 46.07

85.79 50.57 50.08 48.12

85.44 49.88 47.69 47.90

Table 4. Average percent of teacher questions across each of the
four teaching periods for each of the three feedback groups.
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Table 5 contains the analysis of variance source table for percent of

teacher questions. F ratios indicated a significant finding in the period

(P) main effect (p < .01). An examination of the means in Table 4reveals

that mean percent teacherrquestions were significantly higher during base-

,. line trials than treatment or maintenauce trials. These results indicate

that in general tutors initially dominated the tutoring lessons with teacher-

controlled questioning during the baseline period. However, during treatment

trials they were successful as a total'group in reducing their mean percent

of teachor questioning to 48.8%. As indicated previously, one of the major

objectives stressed to each tutor was to keep the teacher questioning rate

below 50% of all teacher verbal interactions. Hence, as a group the trainees

were able to meet this criterion. Moreover, they were able to maintain this

criterion during the maintenance period (X = 47.9%). Table 5 further reveals

A significant Feedback Group_by Period interaction (GP).(p < .05). Due to

this significant interaction, a simple main effects analysis (Kirk, 1968)

was performed on G and P to qualify the main effects. The results of the

simple effects analysis are. also indicated in Table 5. Figure 3 illustrates

the GP interaction plot. The results of this analysis revealed that the

three feedback groups did not differ significantly (p > .05) during (a)

baseline trials (P1), (b) the first treatment period P( 2), or (c) themain-

tenance period (P4). However, the groups did differ significantly during

the second treatment period. To further clarify this significance, Tukey

post hoc analyses (Winer, 1971) were performed on the means whi.Ch are plotted

on Figure 3. The results of the post hoc analyses indicated that the Video

Feedback group asked significantly fewer questions (p < .05) during the

second treatment period than the Supervisory' Feedback Groups. On the other

hand there were no other significant group differences at any of the other

. .



Source

Between Subjects

Groups (G)

Between G at P
1

Between G at P2

Between G at P3

Between G at P4

Within cell

Table 5. Analysis of variance table for liorcent of teacher questions,

SS

3499.57

35.22

171.53

13.87

583.22

41.67

df

20

2

2

2

2

2

72

Subject with groups S (G) 3464.35 18

MS

17,61

85.77

6.94

291.61

20.84

86.78

lr.46

<1
<1

<1

336*

<1

Within Subjects 25123.98 63

Periods (P) 21564.78 3 .7188.26 139.42**

Between P at (=.1 t9694.64 3 .323i.5s 62,68 **

,Between P at G2 5743.81
, 3 19.,14.60 37.13**

Between P at G3 69.01.25 3 2300.42 44.62**

GP 775.09 6 129.18 2.51*

_P X subj. w groups SP (C) 2784.11 54 51.56'

lelly.POINYn.ya 1
total 28623.55 83

p 4( 05_

**P <1.01
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periods of the project. Nevertheless, all three feedback groups maintained

their questioning performance at approximately the same level during the

final maintenance period,

The results of the simple effects analysis also revealed several

significant within-group comparisons for each feedback group across the

various period. These significant comparisons were further analyzed using

Tukey and Scheffe post hoc analytic procedures. For each feedback group,

the Scheffe analyses revealed that each group significantly reduced their

questioning performance between the baseline and the two treatment periods

(p4,01), However, none of the within-group comparisons between the two

treatment periods (P
2

E P
3
) were significant (p 7.05). Similarly, none of

the within-group comparisons between the two treatment periods and the

final maintenance period were significant (p >.05).

The second variable that analyses were performed, on was the percent of

high-level questions asked during each lesson over the total questions asked.

It should be recalled that, during the feedback phase of the project, all

trainees were asked to significantly increase their high-level teacher questioning

over their mean baseline rate. Table 6 gives the mean percent of high-level

teacher questions across each of four teaching periods for each of the three

feedback groups. Table 7 contains the analyses of variance source table for

percent of teacher high-level questions. F ratios indicated a significant

finding in the period (P) main effects (p 4.01). An exmaination of the

means in Table 6 reveals that the mean percentage of high-level teacher

questions was definitely higher during treatment and mainteance trails than

during baseline trails. Tukey post hoc analyses of the (P) main effect

further revealed that the three groups as a whole significantly increased

their-percentage of_high-level -questions -between-the-baseline and-initial__
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MEAN PERCENT PERFORMANCE

Pi

BASELINE
P2

TREATMENT 1
P3

TREATMENT 2
P4

MAINTENANCE

CATTS DE-
LAYED VIDEO
FEEDBACK
GROUP
(G1)

14.97 31.57 42.22 38.79

SUPERVISORY
FEEDBACK
GROUP

(G2)

14.86 25.45 24.97 36.64

CATTS IN-
STANTANEOUS
SCOPE FEED-
BACK GROUP

17.07 29.50 31.12 29.71

Total

5C

15.63 28.84 32.77 35.05

Table 6. Mean percent of highlevel teacher questions across
each of the four teaching periods for each of the
three feedback groups.
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Source SS df MS

Between Subjects 4289.52 20
Groups (G) 637.33 2 318.67 1.57
Subj. with groups S (G) 3643.19 18 202.40

Within Subjects 10151.63 63
Periods (P) 4746.46 3 1582.15 18.98**
GP 904.50 6 150.75 1.81
P X Subj. w groups SP (G) 4500.67 54 83.35

Total 14432.15 83

*p .05

**p .01

Table Analysis of variance table for percent cf teacher
high-level questions.
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treatment periods (p4.01). However, further increases between the two

treatment periods and between the second treatment and maintenance periods

were not significant (137.05).

Table 7 also indicates that the main effects of periods were not qual

ified by a significant Groups by Period Interaction effect. Nevertheless,

an analysis of the means in Table 6 suggests a trend towards greater in-

creases in high-level questioning between baseline and treatment trials

for the Video Feedback Group. The average proportional increase on Percent of

High%Level Questions for the Video, Supervisory and Scope Feedback Groups

between baseline and treatment periods were espectively; 110%, 71%, and

73%. The Supervisory Feedback Group revealed the lowest percentage of high-

level questioning performance across the two treatment periods (P2 & P3).

However, during the maintenance period, the Supervisory Feedback Group in-

creased their mean percentage of high-ldvel questions 47% relative to their

percentage during the second treatment period. On the other hand, the other

two feedback groups maintained their high-level questioning performance at

a similar percentage demonstrated. in the second treatment period.

The third variable CI-at-analysis was performed on was the pertent of high,

level pupil responses ove', 'the total responses given. As mentioned previously,

all traineeF were asked-to significantly increase their high-level pupil

responses to teacher questions over their mean baseline ratio. In fact,

this criterion was emphasized-as-the most important goal in the project.

Table 8 provides the mean percent of pupil higli-level responses for each of

three feedback groups ratss---eachof the four teaching periods. Table 9

contains the analysis of variance source table for percent of pupil high-level

responses. F ratios indicated significant findings in the period (P)

main effect (p .01) and in the Feedback Group by Period (G x P) inter-\
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MEAN PERCENT PERPORMANCE

P1
Baseline

. P2
Treatment 1

P3
Treatment 2

P4
Maintenance

CATTS DELAYED
VIDEO FEEDBACK
GROUP (G1)

11.19 27.14 37.49 27.14

SUPERVISORY
FEEDBACK GROUP
(G2)

10.78 19.43 18.52 26.07

CATTS INSTAN-
TANEOUS SCOPE
FEEDBACK GROUP
(G3)

11.02 23.81 26.44 24.60

Total
7

11.00 23.46 27.48 25.94

Table 8. Mean percent of pupil high-level responses across
each of the four teaching periods for each of the
three feedback groups.



Table 9, Analysis of variance table for percent of pupil high -level responses,

Source SS df hIS; F

Between Subjects 3962.09 20

Groups (G) 704.50 2 352.25 1.95

Between G at P1 0.59 2 0.30 <1

Between G at P2 209,57 2 104.79 1,21

Between G at P3 1270.42 2 635,21 7.31**

Between G at P4 22,90 2 11.45 <1

Within Cell 72 86,85

Subj. w. groups S (G) 3257,60 18 180.98

Within Subjects 4642,84 63

Periods 3544.29 3 1181.43 21.30**

Between P at G1 2476,02 3 825.34 14,88 **

Between Pat G2 823.55 3 174,52 4,95**

Between Pat G3 1043.70 3 ,17.90 6.27**

GP 798.97 6 133.16 2.40*

P X subj, w. groups SP (G) 2995.58 S4 55.47 .

aIMPI

Total 8604,93 83

*p4(,05

**P <601

16.
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action effect (p4.05). An examinay..on of the means in Table 8 reveals

that the mean percent of pupil high-level responses was significantly higher

during each of the treatment and maintenance periods than during the initial

baseline period. In fact, the proportional gain in mean percentage of high-

level responses between the baseline and first treatment period was 114%.

Due to the significant Feedback Group by Period Interaction, a simple main

effects analysis was performed on G and P to qualify the main effects. The

results of the simple effects analysis are also indiCated in Table 9. Figure

4 illustrates the GP interaction plot.

The results of this analysis revealed that the three feedback groups

did not differ significantly during; (a) baseline trials (P1), (b) the

first treatment period (P2), or (c) the maintenance period (P4). However,

the groups did differ significantly during the second treatment period. To

further clarify this significance, Tukey post hoc analyses were performed

on the means which are plotted in Figure'S. The results of the post hoc

analyses indicated that the Video Feedback Group elicited a significantly

greater mean percentage of pupil high-level responses during, the second

treatment period (P7) when compared to the Scope Feedback Group (p4.1.05)

and the Supe7visci. Feedback Group (p..01). There were no significan

differences during this same treatment period between the Scope and Super-

visory Feedback Groups. However, a Scheffe post hoc analysis further re-

vealed that thetwo CATTS Video and Scope Feedback Groups together elicited

a significantly greater mean percentage of pupil high-level responses than

the Supervisory Grcup.

The results of the simple effects analyses also revealed several sig-

nificant within-group comparisons for each feedback group across the various
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period. The significant comparisons were further analyzed using i'ukey and

Scheffe post hoc analytic procedures. For the CATTS Scope and Video Feed-

back Groups, the analyses indicated that each group significantly increased

their mean percentage of pupil high-leVel responses between baseline q.5.the

two treatment periods (p<.01). However, the increase in percentage of high-

level responses for the Supervisory Group between baseline and each of the

two treatment periods was not significant (p 7.05). The analyses also-

revealed that none of the within-group comparisons between the two treatment

periods (P
2

& P
3
) for each of the three feedback groups were significant

(p .05). Similarly, the within-group comparisons for each feedback group

between the two treatment periods and the final maintenance period were all

shown to be nonsignificant (p >.05).

A separate correlational analysis was also made between the previPuS

two dependent variables for the total group og tutors. A Pearson correla-

tion coefficient between percent of teacher hiO-Level questions and high-lev:1

pupil responses wcs calculated across the total four periods for the total

tutor sample. A value of r = .944 was found. Hence, the analysis indicated

a strong positive relationship between high-level questions and'pupil re-

, sponses. In fact, the correlation was significant at the .001 level of

significance.

The fourth variable that analysis was performed on was the percent of

pupil no-responses to teacher questions asked during each lesson. Trainees in All

conditions were asked to minimize as much as possible the failure of their

pupils to respond to their questions. In particular, they wore asked to

.significantly decrease pupil no-responSes from their mean baseline rate.

Table 10 provides the mean percent of pupil no-responses over total responses
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MEAN PERCENT PERFORMANCE

G

Pi
Baseline

P
2

Treatment 1

P
3

Treatment 2
P
4

Maintenance

CATTS DELAYED
VIDEO FEEDBACK
GROUP (G1)

16.71 13.62 10.66

...._

17.07

SUPERVISORY
FEEDBACK GROUP

(G2)

19.70 22.00

.

18.92 19.43

CATTS INSTAN-
TANEOUS SCOPE
FEEDBACK GROUP

(63)

20.30 14.55 13.79 9.71

Total
I

18.90 16.72 14.46 15.41

Tab'e 10. Mean percent of pupil no-responses across the four
teaching periods for each of the three feedback groups.

Co
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given. Table 11 contains the analysis of variance source table for percent of

pupil no-responses. F rations indicated significant findings in the period

(P) main effect (p<.05) and in the Feedback Group by Period (G x P) inter-

action effect (p<.05). An examination of the means the Table 10 reveals

that the mean percent of pupil no-responses decreased approximately 17.5%

-between baseline and treatment periods. Due to the significant Feedback

Group by Period interaction, a simple main effects analysis was performed on

G and P to qualify the main effects. The results of the simple effects analysis

are also indicated in Table 11. Figure 6 illustrates the GP interaction.

The results of this analysis demonstrated that the three feedback groups

did not differ significantly during the four periods of the project (p7.05).

Moreover, the only significant within-group comparison across the various

periods occurred within the CATTS Scope Feedback Group (p <.01). This

significant simple effects analysis was further analyzed using Tukey and

Scheffe post hoc analytic pro,:edures. The analysis indicated that the CATTS

Scope Feedback Group significantly reduced their mean percentage of pupil

no-responses to teacher questions between baseline and the two treatment

periods (p <:.05). As indicated in Table 10, the CATTS Scope Feeack Group

also reduced their mean percentage of pupil no-responses during the maintenance

period, although the reduction was not significant (p>.05).

The final tutor variable that analysis was performed on was the percent

appropriate matches, which included the times the tutor asked any questions in

the TPQR hierarchy and the pupil responded at the same level. It was ,:x

pected that there would be a significant relationship between the type and

cognitive level of questions asked by the tutor, and the type and level.of

responses given by the pupils. It should be recalled that the previously

r)
_)



Table 11. Analysis of variance table for percent pupil no-responses to teacher questions

Source SS df MS F

Between Subjects 2923.87 20

Groups (G) 556,85 2 .'8,42 1,72

Between G at P1 51.75 2 25.88 <1

Between G at P2 295.54 2 147.77 2.43

Between G at P3 243.49 2 121.75 2.00

Between G at P4 359.46 2 179.73 2.95

Within Cell 72 60.91

Subj. w. groups S (G) 2906.26 18 161,46

Within Shbjects 8797.05 63

Periods (P) 233.97 3 77.99 2.85*

Between P at GI 189,21 3 63.07 2.30

Between P at G2 39.10 3 19.55 <1

Between P at G3 399.05 3 133,02 4.86**

GP 393.37 6 65.56 2.39*

P X subj. w, groups SP (G) 1479.61 54 27.40

Total 11720,92 83
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described correlational analysis found a significantly high positive rela-

tionship between teacher high-level questions and pupil high-level responses

(r = .944) fog the total tutor sample across all teaching periods. Table

12 gives the mean percent of appropriate question-response matches across

each of the four tea_ing periods for each of the three feedback groups.

Table 13 contains the analyses of varier.- source table for percent of appro-
,

priate question-response matches. F ratios indicated no significant find-

ings on the main or interaction effects (p > .05). This finding is not

surprising when one examines the means in Table 12. As shown in Table 12,

the percentage of appropriate question-response matches 1,- e at least 95% or

better for each of the three feedback groups across each of the four periods.

Hence, each group revealed a high degree of correspondence between the type

and level of question asked and the type and level of pupil response. The

lowest percent of appropriate question-response matches was revealed by the

Supervisory Feedback Group during the first treatment period (i.e., 95.7%

during P2). A furthv:- correlational analysis for each feedback group across

the four teaching periods verified the strong relationship between the cogni-

tive level of the tutors question and the pupils response. Pearson correla-

tion coefficients high-level questions and pupil high-level responses

across the 4 periods w..lriJ respectively 1.cope '955' Tvideo 947'

= .926. All three correlation coefficients were significant at
rsupervisory

the .001 level.

As mentioned previously, in additica to the main source of daily teacher-

pupil observational datz collected during ",be project, data were also collected

from several other sources. One source of data included a fifteen-item

questionnaire given to the tutors at the end of their practicum (See

Appendix Q.). This questionnaire asked the tutors to evaluate on a six-point

c'
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MEAN PERCENT PERFORMANCE

P1
Baseline

P2
Treatment 1

P-
.)

Treatment 2
P4

'Maintenance

CATTS DELAYED
FEEDBACK GROUP

(G1)

99.14 99.26 99.61 99.50

SUPERVISORY
FEEDBACK GROUP
(G2)

98.86 95.72 98.49 98.50

CATTS INSTANTANEOUS
SCOPE FEEDBACK
GROUP (G3)

96.81 99.43 99.64 99.00

Total T 98.27 98.14 99.15 99.00

Table 12. Mean percent of appropriate question-response matches
across the four teaching periods for each of the three
feedback groups.



Source SS df MS

Between Subjects 138.99 20
Groups (G) 31.08 2 15.54 2.59
Subj. w. groups S (G) 107.91 18 6.00

Within Subjects 503.78 63
Periods (P) 18.65 3 6.22 <1
GP 62.73 6 10.45 1.34
P X Subj. w. groups SP (G) 422.40 54 7.82

Total 642.77 83

*p<.05
**P < 01

Table 13. Analysis of variance task for percent of appropriate question-
response matches.
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sciae their opinions concerning various asoects of the pn-xticum experience.

As indicated in Appendix Q, the followi:7g opinions wt:.r-z-- expressed. The

questionnaire was completed by all of the 21 tutor' in the project. .\s

expected, 95% of the tutors found ,)rel-;aring lesson plans according to the

format described previously as helpful in teaching their lessons. in

addition, the special class teacher was seen as a valuable resource for the

tutors in planning their lessons. All tutors were happy to receive feed-

back on their lessons. Approximately 43% of the tutors indicated tilat their

particular form of feedback was most valuable. On the other hand, 24% of

the tutors did not value their feedback and expressed a desire to have

another type of feedback in addition to, or instead of the feedback they

received. Many tutors expressed an interest in receiving both types of

CATTS feedback modes. Of those receiving immediate Scope Feedback, only 24%

felt the scope to be distracting during the lesson, whereas 38% disagreed

with this opinion, The majority of the tutors (62%) revealed that they

found that daily graphing of specific categories off their printouts during

the treatment pahse helped them see trends in pupil performance. Only 10%

of the tutors disagreed with this opinion. Of those tutors who received

Supervisory Feedback, only 48% expressed that their feedback was useful.

One of the major criteria of the project was to increase amounts of

higher-level teacher questioning over haseiine rates. The teacher question-

naire revealed that the large majority (71%) of the tutors felt the criterion

of asking high-level questions improved their lessons during the treatment

phase of the project. Some of the usbjective comments expressed by the

tutors in relationship to thi: criteria included the following: ''king more

higher -order questions seemed to; (a) increase the length of reply to

ouestions, (b) increase curiosity as measured by numbers of questions chii-
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wren asked about substantive issues, (c) Licrease complexity of grammatiral

structures used...e.z. phrases and sentences used "other than isolated words;

complex rather than simple sentences, (d) increase attention span and time

spent in on-task behavior, and (e) increase longer and more involved explanations

in response to questions. In general, the large majority of tutors (91%) in-

dicated that the practicum experience increased their confidence's perspective

teachers and, was a relevant learning experience for their teaching career

(95%).

At the end of the project, the staff interviewed each of the eleven

pupils and asked them questions concerning their feelings towards their own

tutor and the practicum (see Appendix R). Results showed that all the

pupils enjoyed their tutoring sessions and liked their tutors. In addition,

ali Pupils were given posttests on the same six standard zed reading :.nd

achievement tests given before the practicum began (see Appendix H). As

indicated in Appendix H, the majority of pupils made significant gains in

reading-related measures, particularly in reading comprehension. In the

Survey of Primary Reading, the greatest gains were on the Sentence Comprehen-

sion and Story Comprehension subtasks, On the Wide aange Achievement Test,

the average gain for the total group of 11 pupils on the reading subtest was

3.5 months (range 0 to 8 months). On the Gates-MacGintie reading test,

the average gains on the Vocabulary and Comprehension subtests were 3.4

(range 0 to 9 months) and 2.6 (range 2 to 8 months) months respectively.

The average gain on the Dolch 220 Word List, was 28.1 words (range 8-52)

or 12.8%.

The next source of data was based on an evaluation of three videotaped

lessons taught by each trainee across the three teaching phases of the pro-

ject (baseline, treatment, maintenance). As mentioned previously, the three
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vdeotapcl' lessons -_;f" each tutor i:.clu-4ed the last feedback lesson and the

last maintenance lessc ofteT the treatment or feedback phase of the pmject.

The three lessons were rated using thP sign observation syJtem developed by

Lynch and Everton (Appe::dix N. This system measures the amount of elabor-

ation of the child's response to a teacher's question, and it was used to deter-

mine if any qualitative cnanges took place over the du7ation of the tutoring

experience. The system contains eight categories. The frequency of pupil

responses within each of the eight categories was calculated across the

three lessons videotaped in each of the baseline, treatment and maintenance

phases. The frequencies were then divided by the time (in minutes) within

each lesson in order to get a measure of rate of pupil responses within

each of the eight categories.

A repeated measures ANOVA design was used to analyze the pupil data.

Each of the eight dependent measures on the sign system was analyzed using

an ANOVA design with one between faCtor, Feedback Groups (G), and one within

block factor, Periods (P). The Tate of each of the eight dependent measures

across each of the three lessors was utilied in the analysis.

Of the eight ANOVA's calculated, only three revealed significant findings:

(a) one ward utterances, (b) sentence fragments, and (c) complex statements to

teacher questions. All three ANOVA's involving these dependent measures indicated

significant F ratios in the period (P) main effect (p<.05). None of the group

(G) main effects or interactive (G x P) effects were significant (p-7.05)

'one finding is not surprising when one considers the projects were randomized

across the three treatment groups. Hence, some pupiis were tutored by trainees

who received different types of feedback. In addition, tutors did not teach

standardized I,)ssons during the three videotaped lessons. Hence, the lesson
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content varied across tutors and was a possible source of confoanding in

terms of uniform. group effects. Table 14 7rovides the mean rate of pupil

performance date on each of the three dependent measures. Tui.-ev post hoc

analyses on the significant period means indicated that the eleven pupils

as a total group significantly reduced their mean rate of 0- word utterances

between the last trials of :Lld treatment periods (p < .05).

In addition, the pupil sample reduced their mean rate of sentence fragments

(i.r., -responses which were more than one word, but not a complete sentence)

between the last trials of the treatment and maintenance periods (p < .05).

Or: the other hand, the pupil sample increased their mean rate of complex

statements between the last trials of the baseline and treatment periods

in < .05) and between the baseline and maintenance periods. Complex state-

ments were defined this context as the most complex and mature forms of

oral expression Which were recognized by the ,rresence of dependent clauses

that followed or sometimes preceded the main clause of a sentence. Accord-

ing to Lynch and Everton (1976), these sentences represented a qualification

modification, or relationship, rather than just several ideas linked together

as in compound statements or "strings." No other pupil effects were found

to be significant.

I final source of data was based on a daily inspection of lesson

printout`. This inspection revealed that, ,..:1ing the baseline period, tutors

asked predominantely low-level question. Of the two types of low-level

questions on the ncR observation system, discrimination questions were

asked the most, while recall questions were asked the least. During

treatment phase, tutors in general asked questions from each of the six

categories on the IPQR system, Of the four *ypes of high-level questions,

the order in frequency of usage of high-level questions from most to least
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MEAN RATE PERFORMANCE

MEAN RATE

ONE WORD UTTERANCES

MEAN RATE

SENTENCE FRAGMENTS

MEAN RATE

COMPLEX STATEMLNIS

BASELINE TREATMENT HAINTENANCE BASELINE TREATMENT MAINTENANCE 'BASELINE TREATMENT MAINTENANCE

CATTS DELAYED

FEEDBACK GROUP

(GI)

0.164 0.078 0.152 0.195 3.158 0.153 0,005 0.017 0.014

SUPERVISORY FEED-

BACK GROUP

(G2)

0.126 0.118 0.097 0.175 0.220 0.163 0.006 0.023 0.019

CATTS INSTANTANEOUS

FEEDBACK GROUP

(G3)

0.171 0.117 0,125 0.207 0.203 0.142 0.007 0.013 0.013

TOTAL X 0,154 0.104 0.125 0.192 0.194 0.153 0.006 0,017 0.015

Table 14, Mean rate of pupil performance on the thrAe significant dependent measures

of the sign system across each of the three teaching phases.
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frequent was Sequencing/Paraphrasing, Inference, Hierarchically Relating

and Problem Solving. A random sample of 25 lesson printouts from each of the

three feedback groups during the treatment periods indicated that the CATTS

Instantaneous Scope Feedback Group elicited the greatest variety of both

high-and low-level questions and pupil responses in terms of percentages of

questions asked and appropriate pupil responses. In addition, the Scope

Feedback Group had the highest number of lesson profiles (18) where all

six questions in the question hierarchical sequence were asked and appro-

priate responses were given. The CATTS Video and Supervisory Feedback Groups

had 11 and 3 lesson profiles in their sample, where all six questions in the

TPQR hierarchy occurred during the lesson. Hence, the CATTS Instantaneous

Feedback Group was most successful in meeting the objective of progressing

teacher questioning up the TPQR observation system hierarchy during the

feedback phase of the project.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Summary

Objectives: (1) To determine the effectiveness of a Computer-Assisted

Teacher Training System (CATTS) as contrasted with verbal supervisory feedback

in the development of critical reading and listening comprehension teaching

strategies of pre service special education teacher trainees in a tutGrial

(laboratory) setting. (2) To test the effectiveness of reading comprehension

instructional strategies developed out of a psycholinguistic view of the lan-

guage process in use with retarded learners in a special classroom setting.

Perspective: The project described in the present paper attempted to

relate the psycholinguistic processes of handicapped children to the training

needs of special education teachers through the innovative application of

CATTS technology in competency-based teacher training. The application of

extensive research and inquiry into (a) a psycholinguistic approach to reading

and language skills, (b) organizational language, and cognitive strategies of

retarded and disadvantaged children, (c) specific instructional methods to

facilitate reading of retarded and learning disabled children and (d) compe-

tency-based teacher education provided the theoretical framework for the

present investigation. The Computer-Assisted Teacher Training System (CATTS)

served as the prime vehicle for the discrimination, generation and evaluation

of specific teaching strategies in reading comprehension by pre service special

education trainees, The project built on previous developmental work

involving CATTS at the Center for Innovation in Teach- .g the Handicapped,

Indiana University.

Methods: In add rh study entailed five ma,7. ' , the develop-

ment of a cat a0"

hieTare

on-coding instrument

vjqime demands in thy. -tYr teacher
Akio,

fLieasured
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questions during reading and listening comprehension instruction; second, the

training of coders on the observation system using a computerized consensus-

coding system, DITRMA, and the attainment 7_,f reliable criterion intercoder

and intracoder measures of observer agreemer:t; third, baseline observations

(nine to fourteen) of trainee hierarchical questioning behavior and pupil

responses during tutoring.lesstms in a laboratory classroom setting; fourth,

measurement of trainee questioning skills and pupil responses under three

feedback conditions, (a) CATTS Instantaneous Scope Feedback, (b) CATTS

Delayer/ Video Feedback, and (c) Supervisory Feedback; fifth, observations of

trainee maintenance of hierarchical questioning behavior and pupil responses

during tutor lessons without feedback.

In each of the three teaching phases 21 preservice trainees tutored

eleven educable mentally retarded (EMR) children in reading instruction using

diagnostic teaching lessons they had prepared. Trainees taught two 30-minute

lessons with the same child each week. Coders were randomly assigned to

teachers such that each teacher was observed by a different coder each time.

Coders coded teacher-pupil interaction on botton boxes which were hooked up

to a PDP-12 computer located in a separate building from the laboratory

classroom.

In the baseline condition, trainees taught the lessons they had prepared

without receiving feedback of any kind. The number of lessons taught during

baseline varied from nine up to the first fourteen lessons taught. After

their baseline trials were completed, the trainees were provided with a graph

which summarized their high-level questions and pupil high-level responses

over the baseline period. They received modules which described the Teacher-

Pupil Question Response; (TPQR) System and the GAITS System. The 21 trainees

were then randomly assigned into the three feedback groups. Trainees assigned
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to CATTS Instantaneous and Delayed Video Groups also received modules which

-described the interpretation of printout feedback they would receive with

either the Scope or Video Feedback conditions. Once feedback lessons began,

those trainees who had CATTS Scope or Video Feedback received computer

printouts in addition to their feedback mode which summarized the teacher

pupil hierarchical questions and responses during the lessons. The trainees

who had Supervisory Feedback received their first printout after their fourth

supervised lesson.

Four major objectives were stressed to each tutor. They included: (a)

increase amounts of higher-level teacher questioning, (b) increase amounts of

appropriate pupil responses, (c) teacher questioning rate should be 30-50% of

all teacher verbal interaction, and (d) progress teacher questioning up the

TPQR observation system hierarchy. During the feedback phase, the bi- weekly

lessons continued as during baseline and, in addition, all trainees received

printouts on their latest lesson within 10 minutes after the lessn The

tutors evaluated the printouts in conjunction with the four basic ;cals for

the practicum and graphed specific categories off their printout paper.

Those trainees receiving CATTS Scope Feedback always had a -,vide=o monitor

in front of them which displayed the frequency of occurrence of the six types

of questions on the TPQR system. that the teacher asked up to any given moment

during the lesson, as well as the percent of teacher questions asked 3t any point it

time during the 7,;:sser7 The scope also displayed a moving arrow, wthirJ

the indicated :.:ctlmitive t el at which questioning was occurrim.

Those trauiees rteceing Supervisory Feedback received :sui7-jectl feed-

back based or the rva sls for the practicum in which both 1,-

and appropriateres 3s dis:cussed. After their fourth fee01-:l trainees

received the prill.01. ,t;dback as well as supervisory evaluation total

feedback , ase o( the Triect varied.,between ten and twelve lesson
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Following the feedback phase of the practicum, all trainees entered a

maintenance phase for their final two or three lessons. This phase was identi-

cal to the baseline phase of the project in that trainees tutored their child

without receiving feedback on their lessons. Each tutor had at least three

lessons videotaped including a baseline lesson immediately before feedback was

begun, th.. last feedback lesson, and the last maintenance lesson after feedback

was terminated.

Data Sources: he main source of data for the project was based on

the daily otservational data on th.. TPQR category-coding system. Data was

collected on several dependent measures including: (a) the percent of teacher

questions, (b) the percent of high-level teacher questions over the total questions

asked, (c) the percent of high-level pupil responses given, (d) the percent of

pupil no responses over the total responses given, and (e) the r,::T;n1 of appm-

priate matches, which included the times the teacher asked an:. _La Ji the'

APC:r :71i,erchy and the pupil responded at the same level. A:.14.nai.

were z:L:,t1cted from the following source: (a) a questionna

the ,,aes at the end of their practicum, (b) an interview ....iven tz -111,e EMR

pupil pre- and posttest results on several stand=rddzed maZ.amg

achievement tests, and (d) ratings of video-taped le7i5oas um an

.Ire rating scale to determine if there were any other ...'rlcurren-J' qualiztativ,

IstiL offo2ts of asking children high-level questions.

Pesults: In general, the results revealed that tutors made significant

11:,.7.71;p1::s between the Baseline and Treatment periods and maintained their changes

qicestiont-ig behavior during the Maintenance period. In additica, there

were,Aifferential changes as a function of the type of feedback received.

dependent variable analyzed was the percent of teacher questions

during each lesson. The results indicated that tutors in each group achieved
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the objective of keeping their questioning rate between 30-50% of all their

verbal interaction once they received feedback. Before receiving feedback,

the tutors dominated the interactions, with teacher questions averaging 85%

of teacher behavior. However, as soon as the tutors began to receive feedback

during the treatment lessons, they managed, as a group, to significantly

reduce their questioning rate to 49.9% during the four fdback trials of

the first treatment phase and to 47.7% u_ring the seccnC T:reatmena: phase,

which varied between six_ and eight lessors . Mc-reover the 'iota:,_ clutor. sairb

maintained their questioning rate during t;it. ce n. f,ItAhac:

phrase at 47.9%.

The results further indicated thL:t, ait ousgh tfle :group .;!tie mot

ignificamtly during baseline, mainteamce aT!: ;::rst treallmnt

od, they did differ significantly curing Ike
! longer t ant

Der' It could be argued that a few feedback trial required F. re

a :-.cular feedback mode makes its most powerful imiact in tennis

n Ltyimg pre service teacher behavior. At any rate. thc analyses -.;:raled

thr the CATTS Delayed Video Feedback Group did not Ciffe:r from the

Instantaneous Scope Feedback Group during the second treatment phase, but

did differ significantly in their mean percent of total teacher questions

from the Supervisory Feedback Group. It should be recalled that all tLTo

feedback groups received objective printouts which summarized their inter-

actions on the TPQR category system. Hence, the Delayed :ideo Feedback Group

was more effective than the Supervisory Feedback Group during the Second

treatment period. On the other hand, the superiority in terms of total

questions asked did not carryover into the maintenance phase. Perhaps if

the second treatment phase had been extended, the superiority would have

generalized into the maintenance phase.
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The second dependent variable analyzed was the percent of teacher high-

level questions over the total questions asked during each lesson. The

results indicated that tutors in all groups achieved the objective of

significantly increasing their percentage of teacher high-level questions

as measured by the ,i)servation system 'x-tween the baseline and initial

treatment periocL. 14,7:w, this proporrAmA increase in 2e3Tcentage of

high-level question (b, ncreased and clured over into the maintenance

period. The mean pen-zentag :if teacher hi,c-T-leTel questions across the four

successive teaching F- .iods t.As 15,6%, 28., nd 33.1%. Th results

further revealed a trd toward greater mean increases ,A htTni level ques-

tioning between baseL and treatment periodF fur the CANS Deilayed Video

feedback group. Gr,, t. other hand, the SurmanFlsory Feedback Grmup demon-

strated the lowes!- pc;Fcentaze of high -lever (F.:stioning across the two

treatment periods and 23.0%).

The third ma dependenz variable analyJud was the percent of pupil high-

level responses over the total pupil respomses to teacher questions during

each lesson. The results indicated that tutors in all groups again achieved

the critical objective of significantly increasing their percentage of pupil

high-level responses as measured by the TPQR observation system between the

baseline and treatment periods. In addition, this proportional increase in

percentage of high-level pupil response (114%) increased in the second treatment

period and carried over in the maintenance period. The mean percentage of

high-level responses across the four successive teaching periods was 11.0%, 23.5%,

27.5%, 26.0%. The results further indicated that, although the three groups did

not differ significantly during baseline, maintenance and the first treatment

period, they did differ significantly during the second and longer treatment

period in terms of the rate of pupil high-level responses.
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The analyses revealed that the CATTS Delayed Video Feedback Group

elicited a significantly greater mean percentage of pupil high-level responses

(37.5%) during the second treatment period when compared to the CATTS

Instantaneous Scope (26.4%) and Supervisory (18.5% Feedback Groups. The

difference during the same treatment period between_ the two latter feedback

groups was not significant. However, further analyses revea!ed that the CATTS

Video and Scope Feedback Groups together elicited a significantly greater

mean percentage of pupil high-level responses than the Supervisory Feedback

Group. For the CATTS Video and Scope Feedback Groups the analyses also

showed that each group significantly increased their mean percentage of

pupil high-level responses between baseline and the two treatment periods.

However, the increase in percentage of high-level responses for the Super-

visory Feedback Group between baseline and each of the two treatment periods

was not significant. It appeais that the addition of objective printouts,

which summarized teacher-pupil question-response interactions on the TPQR

observation system, did not add significantly to the subjective feedback

provided by the project graduate supervisors. On the other hand, the initial

significant effect of objective feedback, either instantaneous or delayed,

carried over into the second and longer treatment period. It is noteworthy

that all three feedback groups demonstrated no further significant changes

d'iring the maintenance period when feedback was removed. Hence, the

effects that were developed during the treatment periods generalized into the

final maintenance period for each feedback group.

It should also be noted that daily inspection of the lesson printouts

revealed that tutors in general asked questions from each of the six categories

on the TPQR observation system. Of the four types of high-level questions on
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the system, the order in frequency of usage of high-level questions from

most to least frequent was Sequencing/Paraphrasing, Inference, Hierarchically

Relating and Prol-lem Solving. Of the two types of low-level questions on the

TPQR system. Discrimination questions were.asked the most, while Recall

questions were asked the least. A random sample of 25 lesson printouts from

each of the three groups during the treatment periods of the project

indicated that the CATTS Instantaneous Scope Feedback Group elicited the

greatest variety of both high-and low-level questions and pupil responses

in terms of percentages of questions asked and pupil respOnses. In addition,

the Scope Feedback Group had the highest number of lesson profiles where

all six questions in the TPQR hierarchical sequence were asked and appropriate

responses were given. On the other hand, the Supervisory.Feedback Group had the

-least variety of both high-and low-level questions and pupil responses, and

the least number of lesson profiles where all six questions in the TPQR

hierarchy were completed in sequence.- Hence, the CATTS Instantaneous Feedback

Group was most successful in meeting the objective of progressing teacher

questioning up the TPQR observation system hierarchy. This finding is not

surprising when one considers that this group always had a video monitor

in front of them which displayed the frequency of the six types of questions

on the TPQR system in terms of a bar graph as well as a moving arrow which

showed the indicated cognitive level at which questioning was occurring.

The CATTS Delayed Video Feedback Group was able to immediately replay their

i

lessons on videotape following their lessOns. Together with the printout,

this experience allowed them to refresh their memories and visually process

i

the information on the printouts. On the other hand, the Supervisory

Feedback Group had to rely on their supervisor's or their own long term

memories in order to recall the sequenc of questions asked during the

1
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lesson, particularly during the initial four trails of the first treatment

period when they did not receive any objective summary printouts.

The fourth dependent variable analyzed was the percent of pupil no-responses

to teacher questions asked during each lesson. The results revealed that

the mean percent of pupil no-responses decreased slightly (approximately 17.5%)

between baseline and treatment periodL The mean percentage of pupil no-

responses across the four successive teaching periods was 18.9%, 16.7%,

14.5%, and 15.4%. However, the three feedback groups did not differ signifi-

cantly during the four periods of the project. The CATTS Instantaneous

Scope Group was the only feedback group who significantly reduced their

mean percentage of pupil no-responses to teacher questions between baseline

and the two treatment periods. Infact, there was a general trend for the

Scope Group to gradually decrease their percentage of pupil no-responses

into the maintenance period. The Supervisory Feedback Group elicited the

highest percentage of pupil no-responses during the treatment and main-

tenance periods.

The fifth major dependent variable analyzed was the percent of appropriate

question-response matches. This variable included the times the tutor asked

any question in the TPQR hierarchy and the pupil responded_at the same

cognitive 'level. In general, the results showed that there was an extremely

high relationship between the type and cognitive level of questions asked by

teachers and the type and level of responses given by the pupils. In fact,

the mean percentagessof appropriate question - response matches across each of the

four teaching periods were respectively 93.2%, 98.1%, 99.3% and 99%. Moreover,

the percentage of appropriate matches was at :east 95% or better for each of

the three feedback groups across each of the four periods. The lowest
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percent of appropriate matches was revealed by the Supervisory Feedback Group

during the first treatment period (i.e., 95.7%. A correlational analysis also

revealed a significantly high positive relationship (r = .944) between the per-

cent of teacher high-level questions and pupil high-level responses for the

total tutor sample across all four teaching periods. The percent of appropriate

matches further verifies the strong relationships between the type and

level of teacher questions and pupil responses.

Another source of data included a questionnaire which asked tutors to

evaluate their opinions of the practicum experience. The majority of tutors

indicated that the practicum experience increased their confidence and was

a relevant learning experience. All tutors were happy to receive feedback

on their lessons, and approximately on-half indicated that their particular

form of feedback and the daily printouts were most valuable. The.majority

of tutors also found that daily graphing on the CATTS feedback condition of

specific categories off their printouts helped them to see trends in pupil

performance. Of those receiving Instantaneous Scope Feedback, less than

one-quarter felt the scope to be distracting during the lesson. Of those

tutors who received Supervisory Feedback, less than on-half expressed that

their feedback was useful. The Majority of-tutors indicated that the criterion

of maximizing high-level questions improved their lessons during the treatment

periods. The tutors said that they observed several concurrent effet_ts as they

began to ask more higher-order questions. Asking more higher-order questions

resulted in an increase in the length of reply to questions; an increase in

curiosity as measured by number of questions children asked about substantive

issues; an increase in complexity of grammatical structures used; an increase
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in attention span and time spent in on-task behavior; and longer and more

involved explanations in response to questions. Several of the tutors

indicated that they were surprised and happy to see that their handicapped

pupil was capable of responding appropriately to high-level questions,

Further research is-required to document more specifically the possible

concurrent effects of asking mildly handicapped children higher-order ques-

tions, as well as the relationships among those concurrent effects. The

specific content of the pupil's response should be investigated in terms of

its semantic and syntactic components as well as a concept analysis of the

pupils responses in terms of the content and the instructional task.

In relationship to the eleven pupils in the project, results showed

that all pupils enjoyed,,their tutoring sessions and liked their tutors.

The majority of pupils made significant gains in reading-related standard-

ized measures over the course of the project, particularly in reading com-

prehension and sight vocabulary. A final source of data was based on an

evaluation of three videotaped lessons obtained during.each tutor's last

baseline, treatment and maintenance lessons. The lessons were rated using

a sign observation system which measured the amount of elaboration of the

pupil's response to a teacher's question. 1The rate of pupil responses within

each of eight categories on the sign system was calculated. Results indicated

that the total pupil sample significantly reduced their mean rate of one-

word utterances and sentence fragments between the last trials of the baseline,

and treatment periods, Moreover, the pupil sample increased their mean rate

of complex statements between the last trails of the baseline and treatment

periods and transfered this gain into the maintenance periods. Between

feedback groups, comparisons were not significant on these same three pupil
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variables. However, this finding is not surprising since the effect of

feedback groups is confounded by the fact that pupils were randomized across

treatment groups. As a result, some pupils were tutored by trainees who

received different types of feedback.

Conclusions:

In conclusion, the present project has demonstrated the efficacy

of CATTS. Instantaneous Scope and Delayed Printout and Video Feedback as

well as Supervisory Feedback in generating specific teacher behaviors in

a pre service laboratory teaching setting. The project realized the stated

objective of training critical patterns of teacher-pupil question-response

interaction in reading and listening comprehension instruction with the aid

of CATTS. The project -.also showed the feasibility of implementing the CATTS

system with preservice trainees as part of their preservice teacher training

program in special education. More specifically, the project demonstrated

the relative effectiveness of CATTS Instantaneous and Delayed Feedback with

supervisor verbal feedback in a laboratory tutorial classroom setting. In

essence, the two CATTS feedback groups and in particular the CATTS Delayed

Feedback Group performed most effectively during the project. In summary,

the Delayed Video Feedback Group was more effective than the Supervisory

feedback in keeping their questioning rate below. 50% of all verbal interaction

during the treatment phase of the project. There were no differences between

the two CATTS feedback groups or between the CATTS Instantaneous Scope and

Supervisory Feedback Groups in relation to this particular dependent variable.

Although the differences were not significant, there was a definite trend

toward greater mean increases in high-level questioning between baseline and

treatment periods for the CATTS Delayed Video Group. On the other hand,

the Supervisory Feedback Group demonstrated the lowest percentage of high-

level questioning across the treatment periods of the project.
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The most important finding was based on the percent pupil high-level

responses to teacher questions during each lesson. The results demonstrated

the superiority of the CATTS Delayed Video Feedback Group in eliciting

pupil high-level responses during the second treatment period over both the

CATTS Instantaneous and Supervisory Feedback Groups. Again, the differences

between the CATTS Instantaneous Scope and Supervisory Feedback Group were

not significant. However, the combined effects of the two CATTS feedback

groups was superior to the Supervisory Feedback effect in eliciting a greater

percentage of pupil high-level responses to teacher questions. Moreover,:

the Supervisory Feedback Group, unlike the two CATTS groups, was unable to

increase the percentage of high-level responses between baseline and both

treatment periods. Even the addition of objective printout feedback did not

significantly effect the rate of pupil high-level responses fer the Super-'

visory Feedback Group. For all feedback groups, any effects developed

during Treatment periods generalized into the final no-feedback maintenance

period. Of the three feedback groups, the CATTS, Instantaneous Feedback

Group elicited the greatest variety of both high-and low-level questions

asked ant pupil responses given across a sample of treatment lessons, and

the highest number of lesson profiles where all six questions in the

Teacher-Pupil Question-Response category system were asked and appropriate

.re4onses were given during the lesson. On the other hand, the Supervisory

Feedback Group elicited the least variety of both high-and.low-level questions

and pupil responses, and were least successful in meeting the objective of

progressing teacher questioning up the TPQR observation syStem hierarchy.

The CATTS Instantaneous Scope Group was the only group who significantly

reduced the mean percentage of pupil no-responses to teacher questions

between baseline and the two treatment periods. On the other hand, there



was a trend for the Supervisory Feedbag:; 'group to elicit the highest per-

centage of pupil no-responses across the treatment and maintenance periodS.

The lowest percentage of appropriate matches between the type and cognitive

level of questions asked and responses emitted were also elicited by the.Super-

visory Feedback Group. Subjective tutor ratings -i.rtdicated that trainees,

in the Supervisory Feedback Group were least satiE7ie,z with their form of

feedback.

Based on the results, it may be generally L.Y..7.11.11,1 that the

CATTS Delayed Feedback Group was most effective i.ifying teacher and pupil

interactive question- response performance. Althelli, the differences were

not significant, there was a trend for the CATTS 1nssantaneous Scope Feed-

back Group to be more effective than the Supervisory Feedback Group in terms

of their teacher-pupil question-response performance data. Furthermore,

the combined effects of the two CATTS feedback modes were generally more

effective in modifying teacher-pupil performance than the effects of Super-

visory Feedback alone. Future research should investigate the relative

teaching performance of trainees who receive both CATTS Scope and Delayed

Video Feedback compared to trainees who receive only one form of CATTS

--
feedback in the development-of critical reading and listening comprehension

teaching strategies. IN addition, the comparative effects of delayed

CATTS Delayed Video Feedback with computer printouts should be investigated.

Based on the findings-in this project, it is difficult to determine if the

superior effects of CATTS Delayed Video Feedback were due to .the opportunity

of trainees to replay their lessons on videotape, or to the combined effects

of videotape review and objective printout feedback.
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The project was also successfui in developing a reliablo observation-

coding instrument for use in training preservice teachers in special educa-

tion to discriminate among, generate and evaluate specific teaching behaviors

and patterns related to reading and listening comprehension instruction.

The use of this instrument in other content-related instruction should be

investigated. As ..boned previously, further reseP'ch
, required to

document more speL if Illy concurrent effects of handicapped

children high -level questions across specific lesson content. The present

project has described a preservice application of CATTS, and has demonstrated

and supported the efficiency and efficacy of instantaneous and delayed CATTS

-feedback for training critical patterns of teacher lAteraction in reading.

and listening comprehension instruction in a controlled laboratory setting.

Yet to be determined are the efficacy of the system and its uniqueness in

training special and regular education preservice and inservice teachers to

generate effective roading and listening comprehension teaching strategies.

in naturalistic classroom settings. In addition, the cost- effectiveness of

-CATTS as a training vehicle, in comparison to traditional preservice and

inservice teacher training techniques in naturalistic classroom settings,

is yet to be determined. In essence, CATTS is a versatile and comprehensive

delive7y system which can be applied in many ways within the field of teacher

education. nth creative, applications, the system can be of great assistance

in the accomplishment of training objectives for competency-or performance-

based training programs in.special and regular teacher education.
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I

T: "What's in this picture?"

St: "A boy and a girl.'

St: "In what year did John Kennedy die?"

T: "I don't know."

T: "Put all the pictures of tools in one pile and all pictures of materials
in another.-

St: (Does so.)

St: "Can you guess what happens at the next page?"

T: "The boy falls down."

St: "What would happen if you left the meat on the table and the dog was
loose in the room?"

T: 'Dog would eat the meat."

T: "Can you explain how this letter is different from the other?"

St: "They're different."

T: "Does your mother use baking powder in her cake?"

St: "Yes."

T: "Tell me the story from the beginning to the end."

St: (Does so.)

St: "What would happen if it would snow for two weeks in a row?"

T: "We won't be able to go outside."

T: "Are these two letters the same?"

St: "This is a p and the other is a n."

St: "Do you think that the boy in the story chose the best way to solve his
problem?"

T: "Yes."

T: "If you were lost in a big department story, what would you do?"

St: "Look for a policeman."

T: "What is this letter?"

St: "B."
129



-T: "What does the sentence on the flashcard say?"

St: (Does so.)

St: "Did the boy lose his hat or did someone take it?"

T: "He lost his hat."

St: "What would have happened if he'd attached the wheels to the car with
a bolt?"

T: "They would fall off."

St: "How would you fix a soapbox?"

T: "I'll take wood, hammer, etc."

T: "What could you do to help a friend having trouble with her school work?"

St: "If you have trouble with your schoolwork you get bad marks."

T: "Would you rather write a story or read one?"

St: "Read one."

St: "What happened after the girl in the story had a fight with her frfend?"

T: "I once had a fight with my best friend."

T:. "How many letters in this word?"

St: "Three."

T: "Tell me the story in your own words."

St: (No response.)

Child begins throwing pencils.

St: "What does happiness mean?"

T: "Feeling groovy."

T: "How many lines does this letter 'A' have?"

St: "Three."

St: "Can you think of other ways to ear money?"

T: (Does so.)

T: Read the sentence on this flash card.

St: (Child reads.)
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St: "I'm going to a baseball game tonight."

T: "So, tIg deal."

T: "Tell me what happened before Johnny began fighting with Sue."

St: (Does so.)

T: "Can you think of one word to describe all of the followinf apple,
orange. fig, pear, banana?"

St: "I bought some of those at the store yesterday."

T: "Which color crayon do you want to use?"

St: "Blue."

T: "Can you put these sentences in order to tell a story."

St: "I can't."

T: "Do you have to use the bathroom?"

St: Child gets up and leaves.

T: "Read this word."

St: "nee, the weather is nice."

St: "Who won the race?"

"Joe."

T: "Put all animals which fly in one pil." and those that swim in anothrer."

St: Does so.

St: 'Nave you ever used a hammer?"

T: "Yes."

St: "What would you do if the chain of the swing broke?"

T: "Fix it by bolting it together."

St: "What do you think would happen if a little boy would try to drive a car?"

T: "He would crash into a tree and smash it all up."
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II

T: Now are you toilay?
St: I guess all right.

T: Let's start with this story--you read the first paragraph.
St: (Does so.)

T: What does the paragraph say?
St: (Does so.)

St: Can you imagine what happens next?
T: (Does so.)

T: What do you see in this picture?
St: (Answers.)

T: Now, would you like to read the rest by yourself, or would you like to
read it out loud?

St: I'll read it by myself.

St: How would you fix rlat ti-e?
T: Patch it with ligrAd

St: What is Halloween?
T: It's a holiday and. you dres, up in costumes.

St: What happened to the old in the story'
T: She broke her hack.

T: Explain to me everwthinv, happened before the boy attacked the girl.
St: The girl called him names.

T: How can ve prevent a fire from starting in the house?
St: non't overlbsd electrical wires.

St: Why do you think the plane crashed?
T: It must have run out of gas.

St: What would happen if rugs were made out of ice?
T: Everyone would get cold feet and slip.

T: Look at this word, how many letters are there?
.St: Three.

T: Look at the ceiling; is it the same color as the picture in the book?
St: I don't know.

St: What does the word solvent mean?
T: I don't know.

St: Can you think of one way to get out of a locked room?
T: Well, you could scream for help.

St! How many eyes does the monster have in this picture?
T: Sixteen.
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St: Why are cars and busses alike?
T: Because they both are used for transnortation.

T: What would happen if a tree fell in the street?
St: It would block traffic.

. T: There are 5 pictures. Can you nut them in order so they tell a story?
St: (Does so.)

St: Where did the girl in the story go?
T: I'm going on a trip tomorrele: We are going sailing!

T: What is this letter?
St: A "L".

St: Who entered the big castle the very last?
T: I think it was the robber.

T: Who found the treasure first?
St: Mary found it first, and right after her John found the right place.

T: How are these letters alike?
St: They are different.

T: What is thi2 letter?
St: a "0".

Student falls asleep.

St: What happened to the mother in the story?
T: She became sick--my mother was sick last week.

St: What happened to the children after the mother went to the hospital?
T: When my mother went to the hospital, we stayed with my uncle.

St: How would you get that kite out of that tree?
T: My kite was in a tree once.

T: How would you get that kite out of that tree?
St: If you fly your kite when it is very windy it could get stuck in a tree.

T: How would you get that kite out of that tree?
St: I'll borrow a ladder, climb up, and very carefully put the kite loose,

because if I would tear it, I could not use it anymore.

St: How would you find your way home if you were lost?
T: I'd look for a policeman.

St: How is a coat and a dress alike?
T: They're both made of cloth.

T: Did you like the lesson?
St: I'm going home.
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T: What would you drink if you were stranded on a desert island?
St: Sea water.
T: Sea water drys out your cells, what else would you try?
St: I don't know, what would you do?
T: I'd eat leaves, roots and fruits.

T: Have you ever build a soap box car like the one in the story?
St: I built a treehwse once.

St: What was the first thing you did this morning?
T: Brushed my teeth.

T: What will happen if I put the paper into the fire?
St: The nailer will burn and you will get ashes.

St: How do you spell dog?
-T: D-0-4

T: What would you do if you got lost coming home from school?
St: I would look for a policeman.

St: What do tigers look like?
T: They are big yellow cats with black stripes.

T: Can you put these pictures in order so that they tell a story.
St: This pictures comes first because the girl is getting out of bed:

after that she puts on her shoes.

T: What makes bread rise?
St: I think my mother uses yeast.

T: How are cats and dogs different?
St: Cats meow and dogs bark.

T: What would happen if it snowed for two months?
St: We would make snowmen.

St: Is this an "A" or a "C"?
T: An "A".

What would you do if your friend fell down the stairs and got hurt?
St: I'd call a doctor.

T: Did the boy in the story go to school or play hookey?
St: Play hockey.

T: What happened first in the story?
St: The dragon was crying.

St: Why does it rain?
T: Because water builds up in the clouds until they can't hold it anymore.

T: Why do you think Sam hit John?
St: John stole Sam's truck.
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St: How are these letters alike (T, I)?
T: Both have one vertical line.

T: Are these two letters different?
St: No they are both T's.

St: What color is my pencil?
T: Yellow.

T: What would you do if your pencil broke during a test?
St: Ask my neighbor for one.

St: Did you like school when you were in the first grade?
T: No.

St: How would you start a fire without matches?
T: Rub two sticks together.

T: Wnere do snakes live?
St: In the ground.

St: Put these pictures in order so they tell a story.
T: (Does so.)

T: What do you think Joan will do with her soapbox car after she is
finished with it? - ---

St: Maybe she'll give it to me:

St: How would you find out what to feed s unicorn?
T: I'd look it up in the encyclopedia under unicorn.

T: What will her mother say when she finds out Susie can read the "dog book"?
St: She will say she is proud of Susie.

T: Can you tell me a story about this picture?
St: Once upon a time there was a little girl who lived in a castle and she

was unhappy because she had no one to play with.

St: How do you get to your house?
T: Go over the river and through the woods and its the fourth treehouse

on the left.

St: What will happen if Carol doesn't go to school today?
T: I will mark her absent and she will miss the new lesson.

T: Summarize the story you just read.
St. story is about John, who lost his hat on the way to school and

had to find a way to get a new one.

St: How is television different from radio?
T: Television has a picture and radio doesn't.

T: Which of these words is carrot?
St: That one.

St: Put all the A's in one pile and all the Z's in another.

T: (Does so.) 136
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St: What would you do if the lights went out in your house?
T: Look for candles and matches.

T: How are horses, cows, dogs, cats and whales alike?
St: I don't know
T: They are mammals.
St: What are mammals?
T: Warm blooded animals that hear live babies.

St: Why do you think your car didn't start this morning?
T: I think the battery is dead.

T: In the story did the lion and the tiger fight?
St: No, they were just playing.

T: I am going to say a word and you tell me the names of the first 2 letters.
"Cat"

St: C-A

St: What was the name of the girl in the story we read last week?
T: Susie.

T: What letter is this? (pointing to a letter)

St: C

13 ,
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T:' How are you today?
St: I am fine.

T: Let's continue our story of yesterday. no you remember what the story
was about? (Recall intonation).

St: About a girl who asks a lot of questions.

T: How did the story start?
St: The girl took a ride with her family and started asking all kinds of

questions about what she saw. She asked about the houses, the people,
then they. . .

St: Why do you think she would ask so many questions?
T: Well, I think people ask questions because they see things they don't

quite understand and they want to find out.

St: Teacher, can you guess what happens on the next page?
T: I think that the girl might to into the class and start asking questions

to the students and the professor.

St: What would you do if a little girl comes into your class asking everyone
questions?

T: I would make a place for her and let her ask questions!

St: How do you spell the word "question"?T: question
St: What is this word here?
T: "professor"

T: We just talked about what a university is--a place where people go to
study things. Can you now guess what a professor means?

St: Probably a teacher, like you are.

T: Very good, very good.

St: What is this in this picture?
T: A dog, yes, a dog.

T: Can you think of a reason why there would be a dog in this story?
St: (Shrugs shoulder--no response).

T: What do you think the people in this picture are doing?
St: They are students listening to the teacher.

St: He, I see. I guess you are right. Do you remember whether the girl
had a brother or sister?

T: I believe the story said she had a brother and a sister.

St: Do you remember the name of the brother and the sister?
T: If they had only 3 children then a small car, like a VW, would be big

enough for rides.
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St: Here is a picture. You are right. She has a brother and a sister.
Can I go on reading?

T: Sure.

St: . . .The university was in a big building, like the airport. . . What

does "university" mean.
T: It is a place where people go to study things they want to find out more

about.

St: Is this the word "university"?
T: Yes,

St: Which student answered the question first?
T: The dark haired boy.

St: And who answered after that?
T: I believe the person right behind him.

(Student just looks through the books for one minute.)

St:: Teacher, do you like this story?
T: I think it is neat--she is a bright girl, very inquisitive.

St: How do you sPell "inquisitive."
T: inquisitive
St: What would you do if you would want to learn a lot?
T: Well, study by myself, use a library, find people who know more than I do. .

T: Can you find a library building somewhere in this picture?
St: Here is one, I think.

Student takes a crayon and starts coloring the picture.

T: What did the boy in the story do for Christmas?
St: He went to his father's house.

T: What was the boy's present like in the story?
St: It was big and colorful.

T: How was the Christmas tree decorated?
St: It has bulbs on it and colored balls and snow.

T: What is a holiday?
St: It's a special day, when we celebrate something.

St: How did they celebrate Christmas in this story?
T: The whole -family got together and spent the Christmas day at the fathers

house.
St: How many children were there in the family?
St: One-two-three--there are only three.
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T: Would you tell the story in your own words?
St: Well, first the boy went home, then he went to sleep. He woke up very

early the next morning and went downstairs to look for his presents.

T: How would you cut the tree down in the forest if you lost your saw?
St: I'd look for an axe, or go and borrow a saw.

St! How would you explain what Christmas means?
T: Well, it is a Christian holiday, where we celebrate the birth of Christ.

T: Why would people want to celebrate the birth of Christ?
St: Probably because they think Christ was a very good person.

St: What happened, after the boy went to church?
T:. After he went tc church, he took a long walk into the woods and thought

about his life.

T: What happened after the boy spoke to his priest?
St: He decided to learn Zen.

St: Why do you think we celebrate holidays?
T: Because they'rejun, and you get, to see a lot of friends, and, let's see,

well, I think people like to get together at times.

T: Can you guess why Santa Claus is a weirdo?
St: Because he came from Pittsburg?

St: What kind of things.happen, you think, if Christmas came in the summertime?
T: I would decorate:my rose hushes, and have a shimming pool Christmas party!

St: How would you keep kids from ripping off toys in the stores?
T. Have policemen frisk them.

St: What is an angel?
T: A spiritual being.

T: How would you build a Christmas fire without matches?
St: I'd use a Zippo light.

T: Can you guess what would happen if Santa looked like Joe Namath?
St: Yeah, he'd wear panty hose.

T: Why do you think Santa chose to come down the chimney?
St: Because it's the fastest way.
T: Do you see.a chimney?
St: Here is one.
T: What things could you do to surprise your family on Christmas?
St: I would get up elrlv and surprise them with a big breakfast and I could

-stake presents A everyone myself.

T: How would you choose to hide the presents from everyone in your family?
St: I'd stick them in the basement.

T: What do we mean by Christmas prayer?
St: It's a way of sending a personal message to God.
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St: How are prayer and meditation alike?
T: They're both wasy of communicating with some sort of God.

St: What' would you do to stop teachers from talking so much about Christmas?
T: Start talking about something else, or bring in other things, or

just tell them to stop talking about it!

T: What is it that makes Christmas different from other holiday3?
St: Christmas means Christ's birthday.

St: How are decoratiins and presents alike?
T: They're both things we have on holidays, and they make holidays fun.

T: Tell me everything that happened before the holiday in the story.
St: The car broke down and the people were held up so long that they were

going to be too late so they went to a phone. . .

St: Can you remember what the man's name was?
T: Kris Kringle.

T: What happened to the girl on the street corner?
St: She got hit by a snowball, which really hurt her badly..

T: How would you prevent the ornaments from breaking?
St: I'd make a rule that all kids keep their hands off and they only could

look at them.

St: What would happen if the Christmas tree was made of wood?
T: It might start a fire.

T: Put the cards in order so they tell a story about God.
St: I can't.

T: What is mistletoe?
St: A type of plant we use on Christmas to decorate the house, it has little red

T: What would happen if we eat hot dogs on Christmas?
St: I don't know.

T: What is holly?
St: Holly is a plant, with sticky leaves, very pretty.

T: What happened to Kris Kringle?
St: Kris Kringle turned into Santa Claus.

T: Tell me the story of Christmas in your own words.
St: One day, a long long time ago, Mary and Josef were going to have a baby. .

Child gets up - gets kleenex - blows nose - sits down

T: How does Santa look in this picture?
St: If Santa was Jewish, he would not eat pork.

1.1,
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St: Teacher, will you tell me the story of the old man Scrooge?
T: No, I don't want to now.

St: Can you think of ways to change old man Scrooge's behavior?
T: Well, we might try behavior modification!

T: How would you prevent Scrooge from waking up at. night?
St: Give him some sleeping pils, or a lot of wiskey.

St: Teacher what finally happened to Tiny Tim?
T: Scrooge game him a present and he was very happy.

St: Can you tell me what happened to Santa Claus before he left the North Pole?
T: He slipped on the ice and got a hernia.

Child plays with objects on table. Teacher just watches.

T: How, many ornaments are on the tree?
St: Six.

St: Who opened the peanuts first?
T: The little boy opened the peanuts first.

T: Explain why 'we go to church on' Christmas.

St: To pray and celebrate Christ's birthday neonle go to church for that reason.

St: Teacher, what is this picture?
T: That is a nativity scene.

St: Teacher, what happened to Christ after he was born?
T: He lived with Mary and Joseph, and when he grew up he became a carpenter.

St: How do you explain Christianity?
T: It's a religious following, some believe that a lot of people live by.

St: And what did the boy do in the story?
T: He was a thief, I believe.

St: What would happen if Santa lost 200 lbs. of his weight?
T: He could slip through the chimney very fast!

St: How can we save money for Christmas presents?
T: I don't know.-

T: What color is Santa's beard in the picture?
St: White.

T: What are the shapes of*the decorations in the picture?
St: 'I don't know.

Teacher and student begin to tidy up.
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Q: What is the difference between beige and brown?

0: Do you think so?

Q: What else would you do with it?

0: What is this?
R: T don't know.
T: touches child's hair . .

R: "Hair!"

Q: How does it sound?

0: How do you know you are right?

0: How many words do we know now?

The teacher gives the child sentences to read with difficult words in them
which the child does not know. The child is told to think "what Makes sense"
in attempting to "read" the word.
Tx.: I go to feed the dog in the snow.

Q: What is the opposite of 'before'?

Q. Why did you say this word was Christmas?

"Are you sure?"

Math lessons: What is 2 and 2?

Math problem: How would you find out if the answer is correct?

0: Is this a fair trade - does the change you gave me plus the merchandise
equals the money I gave you?

Q: Then what happened -- anything else?

'Q: What book do you want to read next week?
R: A Lassie book.
Q: Do you knou what kind of dog a Lassie dog is?

0: Where is the 'it' (the 'it' is not there)?

T: If you walk outside, then (child needs to fill something in,
the intonation was like a ouestion sentence.

0: You would not have anyone do that to you would you?

Q: Why do you wear gloves in the winter?
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Child is adked to write in missing letters.

Q: How would you explain what means?

0: Can you spell this word?
R. "Yes."

Q: Do you know what the seasons are?

0: What can you tell me about winter?--it has to be in one sentence

Q: Now, is that a sentence?

T: Tell me a sentence about Christmas.

Problems

1. If Questions are written out and the child reads the questions code the
Question as if teacher asked. teacher

1.1. If questions are in a workbook and the child answers them silently.

2. Filling in . . . when the intonation is a question-like intonation.
Pointing . . . "and this one..." ouotioning intonation.

Solution! If you tgn u-laticalli put a questionmark behind it?

3. On or off the less subject.

4. When the teacher asks a question but does not provide opportunity for
the child to respond. Instead the tutor goes e_ght on giving.additional
information and repeat the question in the same or slightly different form?

4.1. Same as 4., but teacher now asks a totally different question.

S. The child initially gives no response, then, unsuspected gives the right
response after that.

S.1. How long to wait for 'no response'.

6. Wrong answers.

7. Subtle differences between category S and 6.

14G
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K495 - Practicum Dr. Sitko
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TZTOR SCHEDULE - K495 SPRDIG 191-%6
SECOND SEMESTER

A B C

8:45-9:15

9:15-9:45

9:45-10:15

10:15-10:45

10:45-11:15

11:15-11:43

Thursday

11:00-11:30

11:30-12:00

Friday

_8 :45 -9:15

9:15-9:45

9:45-10:15

10:15-10:45

, 10:45-11:15

11:15-11:45

Cam~C

.Dona 03`) video 05.

Maggi-13 D3
(Mark 05) super

Pavlik -17 OS
(Sam 01) video

Ga11.3gly-06 02
(Terry 04) super

Newhouse -15
(Terry 04) video

Gould-09 OS
(Sam 01) super

.406K
McElroy-14
(Carla 06) scope 0 4

Gaughan-07 oz.
(Alice 09) scope

Gross-10
(Richard 07) scope

Lohmuller712 C.)1
(Mark 05) scope

Conklin -03
(Keith 11) scope

Merits-02 07_
(Richard 07) scope

Seifert-20 C0D-ER

(Jan 02) super OZ.

Zettlemeier-22
(Keith 11) vide)

Rogers-18
(Jim 10) super

Palmer-16
(Melinda 08) video

Bailey-01
(Alice 09)

Peinetermaker-05
(Jim 10) video

02_

Fe instermsker-05 05
(Jim 10) video

Felkel-04 0 2_
c (Dona 03) super

Gember-08 O.+
(Dona 03) video

Maggi-13 Dtz,
(Mark 05) super

Palmer-16 05-
(Melinda 08) video

Seifert-20 0-fi

(Jan 02) super

Pawlik-17 NO
(Sam 01) video

Felkol-04 C. 7
(Dona 03) super

Bieritz-02
(Richard 07) scope

Strouts-21 C'S
(Jan 02) scope

McElroy-14 0(0
(Carla 06) scope

Gaughan-07 O.7
(Alice 09) scope

Strouts-21
(Jan 02) scope

Lohmuller-12
(MArk 05) scope

Gross-10 01-
(Richard 07) scope

Conklin-03 4?

(Keith 11) scope

1 5

Gould-09 02
(Sam 01) super

Koday-11
(Melinda 08) video

.Koday-11 OS.

'(Melinda 08) video

Zettlemefer-22 03
(Keith 11) video

G-Illogly-06 6
(Terry 04) super

Newhouse-I5 0 3
(Terry C4) video

Bailey-01 05-
(Alice 09)

Pagers -18 0
(Jim 10) super
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MEMO FOR K495 PRACTICUM TUTORS

Subject: Performance Criteria and Grading System.

There are four criteria that determine the grade in the practicum. Descrip-
tion and weighting are as follows:

(1) All tutors must conduct 20
this semester (1/4 of grade).

In order to mPet this criteria all absences must be made-up. This is
true whether the absence is due to pupil or tutor. You are responsible for
arranging the make-up. You will need to call and check with Brenda on the
time for the make-up. Make-ups should try and be scheduled

on Monday or Wed-
nesday morning. Otherwise work out a time with Brenda. Conducting 20 lessons
automatically assures you of an A for 1/4 of your grade (unless there are
highly unusual circumstance and make-ups cannot be effected).
(2) Completing all assignments (1/8 of grade).

There are twnl types of assignments;
(1) Lesson Plans and (2) Analysis

of Reading Lessons. These together should take no more than two hours per week.
Lesson Plans are due one week before your scheduled time of tutoring. Turn t%
two copies of each lesson plan to Brenda's office for tack them on the bulletin-
board outside her oiiice if it is locked),

(3) Turnin n11 ass) nments in on time and earin for tutorin sessions
on time (1/8 of grade).

If you complete all assignments, and turn them in on time, and also show
up for all lessons on time, then you automatically get an A for 1/4 of your
grade (#2 and #3).

(4) Supervisory rating of teaching performance and quality of lesson (1/2 of
grade).

Included in this criterion are our evaluatirns of your lesson plans and

J J
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your actual lessons. For your les-zon plans we will use the Checklist ForLesson Plan Evaluation (see Module 2). We will base our evaluations of youractual teaching on our subjective
impressions as well as our analysis of thecomputerized pr'lmtouts you will receive after each lesson. You will receiveanother rnodule which will show you how to analyze your printouts. We will

also schedule
supervisory conferences

throughout the semester.
There is no reason why you can't get an "A" this semester. Criteria 1through 3 permit you to get an "A" for holding 20 lessons, being on time,doing all assignments and turning these in on time. Only the last criteriais qualitative, so there is no reason why everyone in the class can't get anA or B.

"Tout est bien que finit bien".

("All is well that ends well").

Note: *If Brenda's classes are cancelled, no make-up is required.
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Introduction

The tutoring program you are Firticipating in this year is designed to
meet the following objectives;

1. To provIde a laboratory classroom in which to practice and develop

selected teaching skills.

2. To assist a child who is below grade level in reading to improve
his/her reading skills.

3. To assist trainees in refining interactive teaching questioning skills
by providing feedback on teaching performance.

Thus far, you have completed
one semester of work with a pupil, and have

demonstrated some mastery over the problems of selecting
appropriate instruc-

tional objectives and lesson planning. Work this semester will concentrate
on refining your interactive teaching skills. Interactive teaching skills
are those give and take transactions (mainly verbal) between teacher and
pupil which are under the control of the teacher and geared to the accomplish-
ment of specific

instructional objectives. We will primarily focus on student
responses to teacher initiated questions.

This semester, the major instructional objectives in this practicum are
concerned with the teaching of reading, especially reading comprehension.
Achievement of the instructional goals for the pupil requires first of all,
careful analysis of the instructional task and then a construction of a plan
of action for achieving the goals. A similar process takes place in determin-
ation and analysis of behavioral goals of teaching.

The focus this semester will emphasize goal setting for the pupil as
well as the setting of teacher behavioral goals. It is certain that your

interactions with the pupil will affect the pupils' responses, and over time

should affect how the pupil learns.
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The Computer-Assisted leacher Trainii. System (CAT IS) -

The Teacher Education Laboratory in which you conduct the practicum is

part of a unique Computer-Assisted Teacher Training System (CATTS), designed

for the developmeiftr and improvement of interactive teaching skills.

The CATTS system was developed at the Center for Innovation in Teaching

the Handicapped (CITH), and it is designed to provide real-time (instantaneous)

feedback or delayed (post-teaching) feedback of information about teacher

and pupil interactions. How feedback is used for the development of teaching

skill will be discussed in detail in Module 3.

The Rol- of Feedback in Skill Development

Development of teaching skill obviously requires the opportunity to

practice. But as psychologists have consistently shown, practice alone is

insufficient to assure the development of skills. For practice to be in-

strumental in changing teaching behaviors in a desired direction, clearly

articulated behavioral objectives for both teacher and pupil must be present.

Another crucial variable in skill development is feedback on performance. Both

pupils and teachers need feedback on their performance in order to modulate

their teaching behavior/learning responses in terms of the behavioral objec-

tives. Thus, the three critical factors in skill development are: (1) clearly

defined goals or behavioral objectives, (2) opportunity to practice, (3) feedback

The feedback teachers usually receive is from supervisors who often

vary greatly in their degree of objectivity or in their preferences for

focusing on one aspect of teaching or another. The CATTS system provides

a method of overcoming the subjectivity of supervision by providing feedback

in the form of observation system data. The definitions of the categories

of the observation system are public to all so that the meaning of the

feedback is the same for Loth trainee and supervisor. In addition, the
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objective nature of the feedback makes self-evaluation an alternative to

traditional superision.

The application of computes technology in teacher eduction is based

upon a teacher training model also developed at CITH. The model should

help you visualize how your teaching experiences will be structured in this

practicum course.

s.

Natural

Classroom
Controlled
Laboratory

Simulated

Discriminate

Generate

Elaluate

Behaviors Patterns Environments

Levels of Teacher Performance

Figure 1: CITH Teacher Training Model
1

1Sc1Tuncl, M. I. Application of Systematic Classroom Observation to the
study of pupi 1- teacher interactions in Special Education, 1914.

159
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Phases of leacher Skill Llevelopr7.ent2

1. In developing
t,riching skills, you obviously need to know what

they are - you ari=able
to discriminate

instances of these skills when you
see them. One way of acquiring discrimination skills is by learning an
observation system which focuses on those

teaching skills.
2. The next phase is for you to try out these teaching skills, or

generate them in a teaching situation. In this practicum you will have
numerous epportunities to practice

specific teaching skills that you chose
to work on.

3. In order to know hew well you :,ave developed the given instructional
skills and how to modify

your performance to bring it closer to your
objectives, you need feedback

for evaluation of performance. Rather than
having someone else evaluate your progress, you will have data upon which to
evaluate yourself. You will be able to to this by using the objective
observation system records that trained :_)bservers have collected during the
lessons you teach.

Feedback as a Source for
Excision-Making

Feedback and evaluation information can also be used for an analysis
of your pupil's performance as well as your own, and you can incorporate
this source of information to plan new behavioral goals and strategies for
the next lesson. Thus, in addition to using feedback

for developing inter-
active teaching skills, you can use the feedback data for instructional
decision-makinl - e.g., lesson

planning based upon pupil/teacher behaviors

2
lliis section is reprinted from CATTS Manual, 1973, Module 2. Observa-

tion system coding (Frick, T. and Iiasselbring, T.).

IGO
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that have actually taken place. This information and analysis can become

the basis for deciding how you will change and structure the interactive

aspects of the next lesson.

Learning an Observation System

The key to the implementation of the training model (Discriminate-

Generate-Evaluate) and the development of interactive skills is knowledge

of the categories of the observation system covering the domains of interest.

This semester, the focus is on pupil reading comprehension. This is the domain
of interest.

In order to interpret the feedback available through CATTS, you will need

to become familiar with the terminology and definition of the Teacher Pupil

Question Response System (TPQR). You will need to be able to discriminate

different instances of pupil responses and teacher questions that occur

during reading, so that you can interpret feedback and modify your own teach-

ing behaviors.

You will soon receive instruction on how to use the feedback available

to you while you are teaching, and on how to analyze the feedback data in

planning strategies for improvement of oral reading (Module 3).

The next section of this manual contains the categories of TPQR

Observation System.

Read the Manull first. Memorize the definition of each category and

make note of any questions you have concerning the TPQR, so that they can be

discussed during your supervisory conferences.
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Module 2

Writing Lesson Plans - Required Guidelines

The present contains descriptions of the items to be included in preparing

your lesson plans. Since they are arranged in logical order for the

development of lesson plans, it is a good idea to check the items and

write your lesson plan in the order in which they are given. If you use

this as a standard format in the preparation of your lesson plans, it will

facilitate evaluation and also make the feedback more meaningful for you.

In addition, you will find a copy of the evaluation sheet that will be

returned to you each time you submit a lesson. The scale used on the

evaluation sheet is for your guidance in interpreting the evaluation - the

scale points are not grades and will not be used as such.
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CHECKLIST FGR 1 IT1N1 LESSON PLANS

1. THE ENTRY TEST:

The entry test should check the prerequisite skills the pupil

needs in order to understand your lesson. if no special prerequisite

skill is needed, mention that in your lesson plan. If the lesson

objective is to teach the pupil how to write his name, you would

expect him to know how to write the letters of the alphabet. Your

entry test will check if the pupil knows hots to write different

letters. The entry test does not test the attainment of the lesson

objectives.

2. TASK ANALYSIS:

the next rind the most important step is a task analysis. Of

course, your lesson plan need not contain the task analysis, but

unless you do it, your subobj,:ctives may turn out to be irrelevant

and your lesson plan incomplete.

2.1 The lain Task is Analyzed un to Entry Level:

If the main task is to copy a sentence, the suhtnsks could be

1. Cepin the first word with a capital letter,

2. Leave small space between letters in a word,

3. Leave more space between words, and

4. Place a period at the end of the sentence.

We need not include the task of Writing the letters as this is a part

of the entry behavior and checked by the entry test.

1
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2.2 There is no Unnecessary'Subtas

If the main task is for the pupil to write the name of his

neighbor,:aj-not ask the pupil to draw his neighbor's face and name

him. Asking the pupil to draw may be a good idea to keep the child

busy, but it,is not a necessary subtask in order to perform the main

task.

2-.3 There is AO Trivial Subtask:

If the objective includes pupils' copying a sentence, do not -

include such subtasks as "the child writes from left to right" unless

you have a very strong reason to suspect that the pupils have to be

taught this.

2.4 The Subtasks arc Arranged in Suitable Sequence:

In the example in item 2 the exact sequence of teaching is not

important. But in some tasks mastering one subtask is necessary

before the pupil can masteranother subtask. In such cases, arrange

the, subtasks in the correct sequence.

.3. MAIN. AND SUBOBJECTIVES:

The task analysis is transferred to the lesSon plan in the

form of subobjectives. Write a subobjective for each subtask you

have identified. Use the items 3.1 to 3.5 below to check your main

objective and each of your subobjectives;

3.1 The Objectives arc Specified in Performance Terms:

"Know, "grasp" and "understand" are nonbehavioral terms which

should not be used in writing these objectives. You may find the

ALPUAUET1CAL LIST OF PERFORMANCE TERMS useful. (pg. 5)
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3.2 The Objectives Contain Suitable Performance Range:

Range indicates variations in the question asked of the child.

"Discriminate between the sounds of different letters" doe'; not

contain the range. You will have to expand it to "Discriminate

between the sounds of p, k, n, t and d."

3.3 The Objectives Contain Performance Conditions: _

You will have to specify what help is to be given to the

child. If Johnny may look at his name written on the chalk board

and copy it, or if you will help him when he has. difficulty, specify

this as a part of your objective. If not, say "without help."

3,4 Ti ,'. Contontlin Suitable Time Limit:
'

This is the amount of time you giveJohnny to write his name

(e.g., "within two minutes"). This time limit is rot to be confused

with th thirty minutes class time for the entire lesson.

3.5 The Objectives Contain Suitable Performance Standards:

If you want the pupil to perform without any error, write

"without any, mistake," or "with 100% accuracy." If you do not

expect such perfection write "9 out of 10 items" or some other

suitable standard. Another type of standard is to specify what

the response should be. You want Johnny to use capital J, and you

will not accept pny spelling mistake but you uo not mind if

Johnny's writingis not perfect, as long as it is legible.

4. CRITERION TESTS FOR MAIN AND SUBOBJECTIVES:

No doubt your criterion testis built into your classroom activity.

But the activities arc planned on your criterion test and not the other

165
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way round. Therefore, please write them scperately From your instructional
activritls.

4.1 The Test is a Valid Measure of the Objective:

If Johnny is to write his friend's name, teach him to draw his
friend's picture and name it, if you want to. -But do not build a

criterion test around drawing pictures. The criterion test measures,
the objective, nothing more and. nothing less.

5. TL ACHING STRATEGIES:

The following items are often,a matter of individual
judgement

and intuition.
Similarly, cvaluatif)ns may he subjective. Keep this

in mind when reacting to the evaluatjions.

5.1 The Jnstructional latcrials Us0\are Appropriate to the Objective:
k

5.2 The Instructional
Activities arc\Reldy.int and Appropriate to the

CrCriterion: \'

..;;.3 The Overall Layout is Done with Care:

5.4 Lessons arc Well Planned for the Period of Activity:

1GG



ALPHABETICAL LIST OF PERFORMANCE TERMS

build read

recall

change recognize

classify restate

color
combine say

compare select

complete spell

count state

discriminate tell

distinguish' test

draw

explain

fill in

finish

give

identify
imitate

keep

label

list

locate

make
match

name

organize

plan

question
quote

underline
use

write
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DATE
Lesson No.

CHECKLIST FOR LESSON PLAN EVALUATION

1

NO
YES

1. Entry Test

1.1 The entry test is suitable
for theentry level of the target student.

1
1.2 The entry test excludes the lesson

objectives.
1

2. Task Analysis

2.1 The main task is analyzed into simplesubtasks.
1

2.2 There are no unnecessary
subtasks. 1

2.3 There are no trivial subtasks.
1

2.4 The subtasks are arranged in suitablesequence.

3. Objectives

3.1 The objectives are specified in performanceterms.

1
3.2 The objectives contain a suitableperformance range.

3.3 The objectives contain performanceconditions. (equipments, aids, etc.) 1

1

1

3.4 The objectives
contain suitable time limits.'

3.5 The objectives contain suitable performancestandards.
1

(OVER)

2 3 4

52 3 4

2 3 4 5

2 3 4

2 3 4 5

2 3- 4 5

2 3 4 5

2
S

2 3 4

2 4

2 3 5

2 3 4 5
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4. Criterion test for main and subobjectives

4.1 The test is a valid measure of the
objective.

5.. Teaching Strategies

5.1 The instructional materials used are
appropriate to the objective.

5.2 The stens in teaching are relevant to
the criterion.

5.3 The overall layout is done with care.

5.4 Lessons arc well planned for the period
of activity.

16J

No YES
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M. C. Sitko

TPQR OBSERVATION SYSTEM

Introduction

IN/

You will be using an observation system to study both teacher and student

behavior interacting in a teaching/tutoring situation. An observation system

is a tool used to describe behavior as objectively as possible as it occurs

tn'the classroom. This observation system focuses student responses Lo

teacher initiated questions. There are different types of teacher questions

and student responses. This system is designed to observe categories of

higher and lower level responses and questions. "Higher" and "lower" are

defined in terms of the cognitive processes the student must perform in order

to respond appropriately. The specific content of the lesson will help you

decide which cognitive process the student is using when responding to a

specific teacher's question.

The system has six response question categories. It has three additional

categories dealing with other behaviors. It is your job as a teacher to

memorize the categories, their definitions and their numbers.
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Stage 1
Stage 2 Explanation

1. Teacher asks

2. Student responds

3. Student asks

4. Teacher responds

1. Teacher
2. Student

. Discrimination

3, Recall

4. Sequencing/Paraphrasing

5: HierarOlically Relating

. Inference

. Problem Solving

[ 5

6.1

Talk on lesson subject

"No," "I can't," no response,

"I don't know"

Not codable
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In the actual training and coding situation you will be using a button

box, which will look like this:

1

L4.1
7

I Send

2

8
1

6

9

IClenr1

You will he coding the question and response behaviors via a number of

coding systems, through the use of the button box which is linked to a com-

puter. The way in which you tell the computer what you have observed entails

a two stage process:

Stage 1: For categories 2 through 7 you must designate the initiatlr

and the responder of the interaction. You must push one

button only.

Stage 2: You then need to tell the computer in which category the

question or the response belongs. For this you will use the

number codes for the categories as will be explained in this

manual.

After coding each question or each response you need to push the 'Send'

button in order to send the information into the computer.

Note:

1. A question is a question if and only if, when written out- one would put

a question mark behind the expression. For example:
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Questions
Not questions

a) Can you put these pictures in
order?

b) What does this word on the card
say? (the student does so)

and this one? (questioning
intonation) (child does
so) and this one?

Grammatically, these expressions re-
quire a question mark, either by the
sentence structure or by the ques-
tioning intonatton. So, they are

a) Put these pictures in order.

b) Tell me what this word is
(the student does so)
and this one (commanding in-
tonation) and thif one.

Grammatically, these expressions
eo not require a question mark.
So, they are not
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Category 2 - Discrimination

2.1 Definition

Facts have to be completely or partially perceived by the senses.
2.2 Extension of definition

The content of the appropriate response is directly perceived by the

senses, Including hearing (sounding out, spelling) and feeling. The
^ student is to indicate which things are alike or different or to choose

or confirm a correct
answer from a set of explicit

alternative anawers.
.'.3 Examples

T: "Can you sort the cards with the word cat on them into one pileand the cards with the word mat into another pile?"

St: (Sorts cat cards into ono pile and mat cards into another pile.)
St: "Are your shirt and shoes the same color?"

T:

T- "Will ycu fine anotheT one that looks just the same?"
S..: (Points to 'a letter.)

St: "Can you tell me what is in the picture?"

T: (Does so.)

T:' "Close your eyes. Can you feel the shape of this letter and tellwhat the letter is?"

St: (Feels the shape of the letter.) "A 'S'. I think."
T: "Can you point to the letter 'A'?"

St: (Points to the letter 'A'.)

St: "Which sides of the rectangle are longer?"

T: '"The left and right sides."

I: "Can yot show me the word 'clown'?"

St: (Shows the word.)
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T: "How do you Spell the word 'cat'?"

St: "C--hm--A and T.".

St: "Wilat doe'! this letter sound like?"

T:

T: "Can you say this word?"

St: "Pan."

T: "And can you read* this word?"

St: "Pillow."

*For the purpose of this manual, 'reading' is defined as a discourse of twowords or more: I go; Dad went; The house; Sne is tall. Therefore, singlewords nre coded as discrimination.

2.5 Exercises

Examples and non- example3 of Discrimination are given.

2.5.1 Code 1 2 after each Teacher Discrimination question.

Code 3 2 after each Student
Discrimination question.

Code 2 2 after each Student Discrimination re ponse.

Code 4 2 after each Teacher Discrimination response.

Do not code the non-examples.

a) T: "Will -pu tell me the first lucky thing tha_
happened to Jimny on the way to school?

St: "Jimmy fount: a one-dollar bill."

b) T: "Are these two words alike?" (Holding up
flashcards.)

St: "Yes,"

c) St: "Is this t:le letter S?" (Points to the letter S)

T: "Yes, ti -t is an S."

OM.
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d) 1: "If I put a glass upside dawn over a candle,
what happens?"

St: know. The light goes out."

ONO

10111 GIMP

ey St: "Teacher, what is this word?"

T: "That reads 'bear'?"

OOP MIM,

OOP

f) T: "Can you read this words"
MEM OMII

St: "Yes, that fti 'grata'."
MP

St: "flow does this letter sound?" J
T: "Sssa.."

h) St: "What would you do, if your house got on fire?"

41111111,

1111.

T: "Run out as quick as possible and call the
firepersons."

11.0, Om.

juapnls ay7 Xq panTaaaad
aq leuutrz palinbal uopeullopT aui Wpue

TaAlaaaad
!pazIOaaaa

luapnls aql Aq
Ailoaiip aq tea palInbal uoIlemio3u; aq
aq 01 seq luawal:438 e Jo ssauloailoa aye

pa/uoipui aq seq spaua)ms ue

go

(q

tsaidisexa-uaN

go '(a go go
:sa/dmexs

siamsuy

2.5.2 In the blank spaces give examples and non - examples of

Discrimination questions and responses.

examples:
3 2

T:
4 2

T:
11

1 2

St: 11

2 2

Y: 11

1 2

St:
11 2 2



St:

T:

non-examples; T:

St:

T:

St:

St:

T:

St:

T:

U
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Create the examples yourself! Do not cheat!

If
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Category 3 - Recall

3.1 Definition

Facts have to be recalled from memory.

3.2 Extension of definition

The content of the appropriate response cannot be directly perceived

by the student but must be recalled from memory. However, the student

is not required to further act upon the recalled information.

The requested information may be single or multiple pieces of

information, which are not related in a hierarchical fashion. Facts

are merely listed. -The requested information may be objective or

personal and may have been learned at any time in the student's life

prior to asking the question.

a

3.3 Examples

St: "What 1.71t was the girl's name?"

T: "Dina."'

T: "What did you see at the zoo?"

St: "Monkeys, elephants, a great big bear and lions and tigers."

St: "What kinds of ingredients do you need tD bake a cake7"

T: "Butter, eggs, sugar, flour, and you can put raisins in."

3.4 Notes

3.4.1 DO not confuse Recall with Discrimination.

St: "Did Johnny's mother take
him to the store or to the
park?"

T: "I think to the store."

1 n1

St: "Look at the picture in
your book. Did Johnny's
mother take him to the
store or to the park?

T: "To the store."



T: "Can you describe a
castle to us?
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St: "castle has usually many
towers, a lot of big rooms,
and . . "

T: "Can you describe to the
class what a turtle looks
like?"

St: "Let's see. A turtle is
small, has a-little round
head, a shell for bis back
to protect his body, four
lets, and a little tail."

The response cannot be directly
perceived by the student, but
has to be pulled from memory.
So this is . . .

3.5 Exercises

T: "Can you describe this
castle you see here (on
a slide) to us?"

St: "It has 6 towers, a kind
of canal around it, and
. . . "

T: "What do you see, looking
at this turtle?"

St: "Four small legs, a hard
shell as his back, and a
funny little head."

The response is in front of the
student. A perceptual discrimi
nation has to be made. So, this
is

Examples and non-examples of Recall are given.

3.5.1 Code 1 3 after each teacher Recall
Recall question.

Code 2 3 r:fter each student Recall
Recall qu,ntion.

Do not code the non-examples.

question, 3 3 after a student

response, 4 3 after a teacher

a) T. "Which tutor is red?"

St: "This ball is red."

b) T: "1-:hat did you watch on TV yesterday?"

St: "Sesame Street."

c) St: "What would you do if you found an injuredcat on the road?"

T: "Call the veterinarian right away, and take
care no one moved tIte cat."

1.0
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Category 4 - Sequeucing/Paraphrasing

4.1 Definitic-

Facts have to be perceived
or recalled and sequenced in time.

4.2 Extension of Definition

The content of the appropriate response may or may not be directly
perceived by the student. The response requires facts (1) to be re-called end ordered in time, or (2) to be perceived

and c.rdered in time.
Sequencing explicitly demands a description or creation of a

sequence of temporally or visually
ordered events.

Paraphrasing
implicitly demands to des,:ribe a sequence of visually and temporallyordered events. Paraphrasing questions require a child to retell or
create a story.

Questions containing a
time-ordering word (for example. first,

middle', next, last, before, after, earlier,
later, finally) require a

time-ordering element in the
construction of the response. Both questionand response will then be coded as

sequencing/paraphrasing, unless the
question belongs to a higher number category, (see page 31). The responsedoes not require construction of new knowledge, and could consist of
only one word. (See last example under 4.3.2.)

4.3

4.3.1 Sequencing

T: "Will you tell me everything that happened before Annoticed that her toolkit was missing?"

St: (Does so.)



T: "Can you put these

St: (Does so.)

4.3.2 Paraphrsieing

T: "What was this story about?"

St: (Retells the story.)

T: "Can you tell me everything that happened in this story?"

St: (Does so.)

St: "Who entered the swimming pool first?"

T: "I believe it was John."

T: "Would you summarize this page or me?"

4.4 Notes
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pictures in order so they tell a story?"

St: (Does so.)

T: "Did John hit Sue before or after

St: "Before."

4.4.1 Do not confuse

the pencil was missing?"

Sequencing/Paraphrasing with Recall.

T: "What was this story about?" St: "What happened to Jimmy's
'hat in this story?"

St: (Tells story.) T: "The hat got lost."

T: "Who first noticed that
Jimmy's hat was missing?"

T: "Who noticed that Jimmy's
hat was missing?"

St: "Rene did." St: "Rene did."

Events have to be ordered in Facts have to hr. recalled. Thetime. So, this is . . student does not have to do any-
thing vith the facts. So, this
is . . .

4.4.2 Do not confuse Sequencing/Paraphrasing
with Discrimination.

T: "Look at this picture. Are
both the lions and tigers
eating the meat?"

1 0 f)
L.J4,

St: "Wilt you tell me the story
about the lion and the tiger
who became friends?"
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St: "Yes, they are.

T: (Pointing at a series of
pictures out of order)
"Can you tell me what you
see in these pictures?"

St: (Describes the pictures.)

y.

The stimuli are in front of the
student to be perceived. The
student does not have to act
upon the information. So, this

is . . .

T: (Does so.)

T: (Pointing at a series of
pictures out of order)
"Can you put these pictures
in order?

St: (Does so.)

Events have to be ordered in
time. So, this is . .

4.5 Exercises

Fill in the correct codes.

4.5.1 a) T: "Will you summarize the st...y you have just read?"

b) St: "Johnny lost his hat."

c) St: "Can you sort the cards with the word cat on
them into one pile and the cards with the word
mat into another pile?"

d) T: (Does 30.)

e) T: "Will you tell me all the things that happened
to Little Bear on his way to visit his Grand-.
mother?"

f) St: (Does so.)

g) T: "CAn you put these pictures so that they tell
a story?"

h) St. "That's an elephant."
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4.5.2 Give your own examples. Note that the questions and responses
are predetermined by the codes in the right-hand column.
T:

St: 1 3

watch out!
2 4St:

3 2T:

if
4 2T:

1 4St: "

2 4St: It

3 3T: ff

4 4
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Cateeory 5 - Hier;irchical Relating

5.1 Definition

Known facts have to be perceived and then related, to one another, in

a hierarchical fashion.

5.1 Extension of definition

Facts have to be perceived or recalled and acted upon.

The content of the appropriate response requires the student to

compare or contrast known facts; to categorize
non-identical observations

by their common denominator; to explain events or concepts; to give

examples of concepts; to define events or concepts; or to find synonyms

or opposites.

Hierarchically relating questions usually refer to general states of
affairs, not to specific, individual events. There is no guessing involved.

5.3 Examples

5.3.1 Compare

T: "How are these two letters alike (b-d)?"

St: "Well, they both have a circl' and a stick - but the cirOreis on different sides of the stick, -- -arid you almost say
they're the same, only with the b, you put your lips
together."

St: "What is the opposite of high?"

T: "Low."

St: "What is it that tigers have that makes them different fromlions."

T: "Tigers have stripes and lions can climb trees. (In thiscase the teacher gave an incorrect but still hierarchicallyrelated answer. The teacher did make comparison. See
page 35 for further expLanations.)
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"why are castles an-3 teepees alike?'

St: "Eecause they bcth serve as a shelter place, as a house, a
ho7e."

5.3.2 Categorize

St: "Can you think of one word to describe all of the following:
milk, cheese, yogurt an('. butter?"

T: "Dairy products."

T: "Can you put all pictures which have flowers in one pile
and all the pictures which have animals in another?"

St: (Does so.)

5.3.3 Explain

"Why does it get dark sometimes during the day?"

T: "Because the cicuds block the sun."

St: "when I let go of this book it falls down. How come?"

T: "Because a little man pulls it down."*

T: "What does friendship mean?"

St: "Friendship is when you can think and feel aloud when you
are with someone."

T: "What is multiplication?"

St: "When I take a number so many times, for instance, when I
take '4' three times."

Alere too, the answer is incorrect but it is an attempt to explain, there-
fore code it as an Hierarchical Relating response.

5.4 Notes

5.4.1 Do not confuse Hierarchical Relating with Recall.

St: "Would you explain to me
what the lion did to the
little m.:.'use in the stcry?"

St: "Can you explain what the
word 'ambiguous' means?"

T: "Well, the tiger got caught -T: "That you are "'.t sure

caught in a trap, cnd . . . whether it is one way or

etc." another."

Lop
Vt.)
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"Mary, how was the castle
described in the story?"

St: "Ir. was big and had a lot
of towers. It also had
wide wooden stairs inside
and many rooms and it had
a drawbridge."

Facts illve to 'De simply
recalled. So, it is . .

T: "Marv, can you find one
word to describe the
concepts: cottage,
castle, house?"

St: "Homes, or dwelling
places."

Facts have to perceived or
recalled and then related to
one another. So, it is . . .

5.4.2 Do not confuse
Hierarchical Relating with Discrimination.

T: "Can gnu describe the tiger
you see in the picture?"

St: "It's like a big cat--
yellnwish and it has
stripes."

T: "Can you sort out the pic-
tures with the dog from the
pictures with the rose?"

St: (Does so.)

The facts arc
/
in front of the

student to be perceived. Only
a simple response is required.
So, it is . . .

T: 'What is it that tigers
have that makes thorn

different Erom lions?'

St: "Tigers have stripes
and lions don't."

T: "Can you put all pictures
which have animals in one
pile and all pictures
which have flowers in
another?"

St: (Does so.)

1
Foots cannot only be perceived
or recalled: they have to be
related to one another in some
way. So, it is . . .

5.4.3 Don't jump to conclusions when you see words such as describe and

explain. These words often introduce a Hierarchical Relating

question, but not necessarily so. You need to pay attention

what cognitive function

"licw would ynu de-
scribe what you see
in tills picture?"

Cie question demands,

"Can you descrie the
building for me?"

is avail-

,

(no picture
able)

% 1 (1 n.

for example:

to

"How would you de-
scribe what: 'grief'
means ?"



"Can you explain
wfat 'hiF

loc!ks like in the
picture.?"

Ail that is required
is to desciibo what
is seen. The facts
are in front of the
person to he per-
ceived. So, it is

5.5 Exercises
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sld you explain
tee

we =a.: yesterciay

looped like?"

The facts car-,1t be
perceived but have
to be recalled from
memory. What is re-
quired is to list
facts. The responder
is not asked to act
upon t.:e recalled in-
formation. So, it is

"Et`:: wculd you ex-
plain the word
verdict'?"

Recall Is involved
but the responder
has to act upon the
recalled information
by relating the facts
to each other. So,
it is . . .

5.5.1 Consider each question-response event and fill in:

Examples of
category 5.

yes no a) St:

yes no b) T:

yes no_ c) T:

yes no

yes no

"What's that in the boy's hand?" pointing
to a picture.)

"A hammer."

"What is fruit?"

d) St: "Fruit are things you can eat which are not
dairy products, meats, vegetab:es or grains;
things like apples, oranges, plums. peaches."

e) i. "Can you put all the cards with the word
'milk' in them here, and the cards with
'cheese' on them over there?"

yes no_ f) St: (Does so.)

yes no g) T:

yes no h) St:

yes no i) St:

yes no j) T:

"Ann, tell me about your plane ride, what
all did you see?"

"Oh, I saw the h'-usel and roads becoming
real tiny and then they disappeared; and we
say clouds close by."

"How are these letters different?"

"They are not the same."*

The correct
code is:

CR=
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5.5.2 :-iake up 4 examples of category 5. (The student -.Ices not

necessarily hal..e to gi:e a category 5 answer.)

Compare: 7:

St.
71

Categorize: T:

St:

Explain: St:

T:

Define: T:

St:
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Category h - Inference

6.1 Definition

Antecedent facts are used to predict a logical
continuation vti trends

or consequen:es by choosing between a number of logical
pogIsibfiftles.

6.2 Extension of definition

The content of the appropriate response requires the student to predict
a logical continuation or extension from information contained in the
question. The response to an inference

question is not directly given
in the lesson,

therefore, the response cannot be simply perceived,
recalled, or found through

relating facts.

Rather, the student has to make a logical
step within the limits of

possible responses. A "logical guessing" is involved. The student does
not have to construct new knowledge

but rath(t select from logical
possibilities in reaching a conclusion. Often, but not always, inference
questions refer to a specific situation. Typically, inference questions
ask for:

(1) What might happen (after an event)

(2) What might have happened (before an event)

,3) Other person(s) motivations for a particular
a,.7:t (why would

s/he do that, or have done that)

(4) The consequences of hypothetical situations (what would
happen, o: have happened, if . . . )

6.3 Examples

T: "What do you think happ ns on the next page?

St: "1 think, the bear might attack the hunter,
or, perhaps, thebear might run away."

ln



St:

T:

St:

T:

1.78

"What -culd Icna,-han's father haye said that nade Jonathan EC

"14baps he said that he did not ic e Jonathan ac :more.'

"Why do yo.1 t < your mother read the newspaper last night;"

she .:anted to find at-out that hijacked plane."zecause

"What woid happen if all
work anyr-orer

of sudden all people decided not to

St: "We'd all die after a wblel"

6.4 Netes

6.4.1 Do not confuse Inference with Explanation,

T: "eihy do cars break down?"

SC 'MP': on 1-7e too old, or
t',(' owner nid not take
care of it, or it is just
a bad car."

T: "What makes it rain?"

St: "Anrels are throwing
hucctS of water on the
earth." (Incorrect, but
it is an explanation.)

1
he ntivient has to verbalize

whit s/he already knows and
explain a general, stat!' of

affairs by relating facts.
So, it is . . .

. "Why do you think John's
car brol.ce down?"'

St: "John had been driving
his car for more than a
year without taking care
of

T: "What would b.ppen if it
rains for two weeks?

St:, "All my shoes would be
sciking wet, because they
.did not have a chance to
dry--and the'rivers might
overflow."

The student has to infer what
might hav;2, happened or has to
look forward foto the--hype
thetical--future and preoict
what might happeii in a specific
context._ So, it is . . .

6.4.2 ho riot cofifuse Inference with Discrimination or with Sequencing/

,,erasing.

,T: "In this picture T:

did Sue hit John?"
"Why do you
think Sue might
have hit John?"

T: "What happened
before Sue hit
John?"



St: "Yes."

The stimuli are in
front of the student
to be perceived. The
student does not have
to act upon the infor-
mation.
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St: "Perhaps, John St: "Well,first
had taken her Sue started
pencil away or whispering to
something." Paul, then she

. . etc."

Iif
Another person's mo- Events have to be
tivation has to be ordered in time.
inferred. So, it So, it is . . .

is . . .

6.4.3 Do not confuse Inference with Recall.

T: "What happened to make
Donna leave home?"

St: "Her mother was mad."

Information
pulled from

required has to be
memory. So, it is

T: "What might Donna's mother
have said to make her
leave home?"

St: "Perhaps she said, 'I hate
you. I don't want you
here anymore,'"

Information required is not
in memory and has to be
logically deduced. So, it
is . .

6.5 Exercises

6.5.1 Make up one T question and St response belonging in the Inference
cate

category. Then transform the Inference question-response event

into a Discrimination, Recall, Sequence/Paraphrase, and a Compare/

Categorize/Explain/Define question-response.

Inference: T:

St:

Discrimination: T:

St:

n19



Recall: T:

Sequence/
Paraphrase:

Hierarchical
Relating:

St:

T:

St:

T:

St:

tt

It

It
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6.5.2 Do the same for a St question and a T response.

Inference: St:

T:

Discrimination: St:

T:

Recall: St:

T:

Sequence/
Paraphrase: St:

T:

Hierarchical
Relating: St:

T:

193
L
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Category 7 - Problem Solving

7.1 Definition

Known facts are used in new combinations,
or new knowledge is constructed

to solve a puzzling situation.

7.2 Extension of Definition

The content of the appropriate response must be a possible solution to

the problem or puzzle. The student har, to understand and analyze the

information stated in the problem, However, no direct cues are pro-

vided to guide the formation of the response: the student has to con-

struct new knowledge in doing so. The student has to decide on his/her

own, how to proceed in solving the problem. A problem solving question

is often posed directly at the person who is to respond: "What would

you do e . .?," and puts the responder in an active position. The

responder is asked to imagine playing an active part in finding a

solution to the stated problem.

7.3 Examples

T: "Can you think of new ways to earn money?"

St: "You could start doing grocery shopping for,people and go to the
stores where there are sales on, and then you could keep money youhad saved that way.

St: "We have to stop this cat from jumping on the table while we are
eating. I don't want to spank her. What else do you think we cando?"

T: "Hm. I don't know. Well. perhaps we can put food on the floor for
her while we eat, or put her outside every time she jumps on the
table, or tie her to a chair."
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7.4 Notes

7.4.1 Do not confuse Problem Solving with Inference.

T: "What would you do in
such a situation?"

St: "I probably would cryl"

St: "How would you fix the TV?"

T: "Put a new lamp in."

T: "flow would you fix that
broken bike?"

St: "I don't know--perhaps
it can't be fixed any-
more."

A puzzling situation is pre-
sented and the responder has
to imagine himself or herself
how s/he would go about
finding a solution. The re-
sponder is asked to play an
imaginary active part. So,
it is . . .

T: "Why do you think John
started crying?"

St: "Perhaps he thought that
his father would give in."

St: "Why doesn't the TV work?"

T: "I think the lamp is
broken."

T: "Why do you think Sue
would have wanted to fix
the broken bike?"

St: "Probably, because she
knows that without a bike
she would have to walk to
school, and that would be
a long walk."

1
The response requires the re-
sponder to infer what another
person's reason for a partic-
ular act could be, or could
have been. Or, the student
has to infer what might have
happened. The responder i3
not asked to play an active
part, but merely to be a
spectator making an inference.
So, i,t is . . .

7.5 Exercises

7.5.1 Fill in the correct codes for the questions. Write in answers,
matching the codes provided.

a) T:

St:

"If you want to go to the circus, how could youearn enough money to pay for the ticket?"

195

2 7
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b) St: "How would you define the word 'happy'?"

T:

c) SE: "How could you train a dog to do r.:.ricks?"

T:

d) St: "What would you do to teach a young child totie his shoes?"

T:

e) T: "What is the difference between a cat and a dog?"
St:

f) St: "How would you convince your mother to let you goto the movie?"

T: t,

(g TT (a 77 (P to

Ir

II

4 5

43

4 7

2 3

4 6
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7.5.2 Create a script of St or T questions and T or St responses,

containing at least 3 Problem Solving questions and 3 Problem

Solving responses.

T:

St:

etc.
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The preceding chart indicates that (1) categories ray or may nct include char-

aceristics of categories with lower numbers, and (2) you should not jump to

conclusions if you recognize a characteristic of a category. For instance, higher

number categories often do include recall, but they demand a cognitive function-

ing over and beyond recr,l. Likewise, don't i-Jrp to conclusions f one of the

time ordering words '!.15t., nex-t.., before, etc.') Is part of the cr:eiirtion: it

is not automatically a 5, 0.1(TI _g /Paraphrasing; ..:estion, for example:

T: "Which lights went T: "Did the lig.:: go T: "Vha:t would you do-first?" out?"
if tine lights went
,.7. :Cirst?"

St: "The lights in the St: "Yes." St: a flashlightbedroom."
_look for candles

anll matches."

What is required is tl..) All that is necesm-er
A timerordiering word isorder events in time. is to recall a simpF included, however, theSo, it is . . fact. No further cognitive demand goes

action is requirec:. over and ::.,eyond se-
So, it is

quencing, the responder. . .

is asked ,to imagine
playing an active part
in solving the problem.
So, it is . . .

20i
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Catezory 8 - Talk

Talk is defined as teacher or student ccgnitie demands or other verbal

interactions which cannot be categorized in any of the other categories.

8.2 Extension of Definition

Talk includes: value judgements (opinions), rhetorical questions,

procedural information questions, habitual responding, and any type

of talk which does not require an overt response.

8.3 Examples

8.3.1 Value judgements - opinions

T: "Did you like this story?"

St: "Not really."

8.3.2 Rhetorical questions - these questions do not require a cognitive

demand. The answer is given in the question.

T: "Choice A is the right answer, isn't it?"

8.3.3 Procedural information questions

T: "Do you want to color with a blue or a red pencil?"

St: "A red one."

T: "Did you bring your library money, John ?"

St: "Yes, here it is."

St: "Are you sure?"

T: "Sure."

T: "Do you think so?"

St: "Yes."

20
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8.3.4 Habitual responding

-T: "Repeat after me."

8.3.5 Any type of talk which does not require an overt response such

as lecturing, feedback, procedural, comn,anding or expanding on a

response, and requests to read:

T or St: "Let's go on . . ."

"Tell me what this word is."*

. . . and this one . . ."

. . . and this one . . ."

It regularly happens that a teacher (or a student) first gives

information before asking a question. For example:

T: "John, let's look at this now, this picture in this book,
right here. Can you tell what this figure is?"

The first sentence is quite substantial and provides enough time

to code n 1-8. The codes for the entire verbal expression would be:1.-

8 send/ 1-2 send.** If only a few words are said before the actual

question is asked, and/or are spoken very fast, thereby distracting

you from concentrating on coding the question, only code the

question.

It is important to code a 1-8 or a 2-8 as soon as talk occurs, as it

helps to account for the time spent in the tutoring sessions.

*The responder is required to make a discrimination, however, the verbal
expression is not a question,

as grammatically, it does not have a quetr57°.mark. (See pages 4 and 5.)

**On page 14 (4.4.2), and page 10, you find examples of talk before theactual question.
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Categories 5-1 and U

Examples: "No," "I don't know," "I won't," No response.

Category 121 Not codable

Non verbal events are coded "not codable." Examples are behaviors,

such as generalized disturbances, distraction, cutting, pasting, coloring,

interruptions by others, leaving the room, confusion or silence, writing

words, and the like.

It is important to code the 6 as soon as it occurs, as it helps to

account for the time spent in the tutoring session.
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Categories E

Category D.

and 6

Examples: "No," "I don't know," "I won't," No response.

Category - Nnt codable

Non verbal events are coded "not codable." Examples are behaviors,

such as generalized disturbances, distraction, cutting, pasting, coloring,

interruptions by others, leaving the room,-confusion or silence, writing

words, and the like.

It is important to code the 6 as soon as it occurs, as it helps to

account for the time spent in the tutoring session.



Ground Rules and Notes

1. Let the context-of the lesson guide you. At times, a question might

look likd a 4, 5, 6, or 7 question, while the answer has just been given,

or read during the tutoring sessions. In that case you code Recall.

2. Try to code every response, even if a series of responses is given to

one question.

3. If a teacher asks more than one question without providing an opportunity

for the student to respond to each question, code only the question the

student does respond to.

4. When -the "Oh's," "I see's" and "iimm's," etc., are distracting for coding

other categories, neglect these.

5. If the shifting from verbal interactions (8) to non-verbal interactions (6)

is too fast, then code only the significant shifts.

6. When the time period after you code "5" for no response becomes substantial,

then code a non-codable (6) until verbal interaction resumes.

7. A non-verbal response (sorting out, pointing to, picking up) is coded as

a yecponse if it is the response the preceding question asked for.

8. In the manual, most responses are more or less correct except for the

obvious incorrect responses on pages 17, 18, and 20. It is

important to realize that we are not interested in knowing whether an

answer is correct or incorrect. All we are interested in is the kindof

cognitive process required to respond to a question. So, a response can

still fall in the category as the.preceding'question even if the response

2 o r:



is clearly incorrect.

9. It is also important to realize (so you don't get confused) that we are

not interested in the level of difficulty. Higher level qUestions, often
are, but do not necessarily have to be more difficult. A Discrimination

question can be difficult (e.g., sounding out letters or words), so can

a Recall question ("What is the chemical formula for water?")I An In-

ference question, on the other hand, can be easy ("What would happen if

you spill a glass of milk on the table?") so can a Problem Solving

question ("What would you do if the phone rings?").
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APPENDIX G

Lesson Plan Format and Rating Scale



Module

Writing Lesson Plans - Required Guidelines

The present contains descriptions of the items to be included in preparing

your lesson plans. Since they are arranged in loplcoa order for the

development of lesson plans, it is a good idea heck the items and

write your lesson plan in the order in which ti-e 11-t given. If you use

this as a standard format in the preparation of -oar lesson plans, it will

facilitate evaluation and also make the feedback :a meaningful for you.

In addition, you will find a copy of the evaluation sheet that will be

returned to you each time you submit a lesson. The scale used on the

evaluation sheet is for your guidance in interpreting the evaluation - the

scale points are not grades and will not be used as such.
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CHECKLIST FOR WRITING LESSON PLANS

1. THE ENTRY TEST:

The entry test should check the prerequisite skills the pupil

needs in order to understand your lesson. If no special prerequisite

skill is needed, mrrtion that in your lesson plan. I' thl lesson

objective is to (f the pupil how to write his nar-.e, ve,i would

expect him to knod h, 1 to write the letters of the a11 labet. Your

entry test will check if the pupil knows how to write different

letters. The,entry test does not test the attainment of the lesson

objectives.

2. TASK ANALYSIS:

The next and the most important step is a task analysis. Of

course, your lesson plan need not contain the task analysis, but

unless you do it, your subobjectives may turn out to be irrelevant

and your lesson plan incomplete.

2.1 The Main 12'asLILP1221YIELLIE!11aLEX121112

If tho main task is to copy a sentence, the subtasks could be:

1. Begin.the first word with a capital letter,

Lea..e small space between letters in a word,

3. Le.ve more space between words, and

4. Place a period at the end of the sentence.

We need not include the task of writing the letters as this is a part

of the entry behavior and checked by the entry test.

29



2.2 There is no Unnecessary Subtask:

If the main task is for the pupil to write the name of his

neighbor, do not ask the pupil to draw his neighbor's face and name

him. Asking the pppil to draw may be a good idea to keep the child

busy, but it is not a necessary subtask in order to perform the: main

task.

2.3 There is no Trivial Subtask:

If the objective includes pupils' copying a sentence, do not

include such subtasks as "the child writes from left to right" unless

you have a very strong reason to suspect that the pupils have to be

taught -this.

2.4 The Subtasks are Arranged in Suitable Se ucnce:

In the example in item 2 the exact sequence of teaching is not

important. But in some tasks mastering one subtask is necessary

before the pupil'can master another subtask. In such cases, arrange

the subtasks in the correct sequence.

3. MAIN ANL) SUBOBJECTIVES:

The task analysis is transferred to the lesson plan in the

form of subobjectives. Write a subobjective for each subtask you

have identified. Use the items 3.1 to 3.S below to check your main

objectinand each of your subobjectivcs.

3.1 The Objectives are Specified in Performance Terms:

"Know," "grasp" and "understand" are nonbehavioral terms which

should not be used in writing these objectives. You may find the

ALPHABETICAL LIST OF PERFORMANCE TERMS'useful. (pg. 5)



3.2 The Objectives Contain Suitable Performance Range:

Range indicates variations in the question asked of ttme

"Discriminalze -The sounds of different letters" Amen not

contain tht 'art!ge. Ym will have to expand it to "Discriminate

betWeen th ., 1ds of p, k, n,- t and d."-

3.3 The 0 - yes in Performance Conditions:

You wiLl. Lave tf cify what help is to be given to the

child. If johnny mv look at his name written on the chalk boafst

and copy it, or if ynw will help him when he has difficulty, specify

this as a pc..rt of yc-Jir c-bjective. If not, say "without help."

3.4 The Objectives c2-bmtain Suitable Time Limit:

This is the amount of time you give Johnny to write hi... name

(e.g., "within two minutes"). This time limit is not to be cultlusei..

with the thirty minutes class time for the entire lesson.

3.5 The Objectives Contain Suitable Performance St

If you want the pupil to perform without any error, write

"withOut any mistake,' or "with 100% accuracy." If you do not

expect such perfection write "9 out of 10 items" or some other

suitable standard. Another type of standard is to specify what

the response should be. You want Johnny to use capital J, and yew

will not.accept arty spelling mistake; but you do not mind if

Johnny's writing is "Rot perfect, as long, as it is legible.

4. CRITERION TESTS TOR MAIN AND SUBOBjECTIVES:

NO doubt your criterion test is built into your classroom activity.

But the activities are planned on your criterion test and not the other
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way t.7armd. Therefore, please write them separately from your instructional

amstties.

The Test is a Valid Measure of the Objective:

If Johnny is to write his friend's name, teach him to draw his

friend's picture and name it, if you want to. But do not build a

criterion test around drawing pictures. The criterion test measure!;

the objective, nothing more and nothing less.

T"!CUING STRATEGIES:

she following items are often a matter of individual

amd Apt ' ::ion. Similarly, evaluations may be subjective :LT' this

len reacting to: the evaluations.

The In:tructional Materials ft=f',1 arc Appropriate to the Objective:

5.2 The Instructional Activities are Relevant and Appropriate to the

Criterion:

5.3 The Overall. Layout is Done with Care:

5.4 Lessons are Well Planned for the Period of Activity:



ALPHABETICAL LIST OF PERFORMANCE =NS
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Dr. Sitko

NAME DATE Lesson Mo.

CT.74177 71:11 LESSON PLkNALLUATION

1

1. Entry Test

1.1 The entry test suitable for
entry level of target stude. 1

1.2 The entr-- t,- excludes the lessml
objectiv(-5. i

2. TaAk Analysis

2.1 The main,tasik is a.na.Lyzed into srnple
subtasks. 1

2.2 There are no unnecezisary subtasks. 1

2.3 There are no trivia: subtasks. 1

2.4 ,.The subtasks are aranged in suitable
sequence. 1

3, Ob'ectives

3.1 The objectives are specified in performance
terms. 1

3.2 The objectives contain a suitable
performance range. 1

3.3 The objectives contain performance
conditions. (equipments, aids, etc.) 1

3.4 The objectives contain suitable time limits.1

3.5 The objectives contain suitable performance
standards. 1

NO YES
2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4

3.. 4 5

2 3 4

2 3 4 5

2 3 4' 5

2
5

2 3 4

2 3 4



4. Criterion test for main and subobjectives

4.1 The test is a valid measure of the
objective.

S. Teaching Strategies

S.1 The instructional materials used are
appropriate to the objective.

S.2 The steps in teaching are relevant to
the criterion.

5.3,-The overall layout is done with care.

S.4 Lessons are well planned for the ueriod
of activity.

2 xJ

No YES

1 2 3 4 S

1 2 3 4 S

1 2 3 4 S

1 2 3 4 S

1 2 3 4 S

1 2 '3 4 S



APPENDIX H

Pre-Post Standardized Assessment of Pupils



Pupil 01

I. Math

A. Key Math Pre Post-rr + symbols, add., subt., time
- mult., wd. problem

B. WRAT

II. Reading

Pre

771.

Post
2.2

A. .r._._y_._iLiLESurveofPrnaReadin Pre Post

Form comparison 6 6

Word form comparison 14 14

Word recognition . 17 17

Sentence recognition 5 8

Sentence comprehension 6 9

Story comprehension 0 19

Pre - range of basic vocabulary in sentences
Post - comprehends directly stated facts (not yet ready for iniference3)

B. WRAT Pre Post

3Felling rT 2.9

Reading 2.6 3.0

C. Dolch Word List Pre Post
TIT "M"
83% 100%

D. Gates-MacGintie Pre Post

Vocabulary rr
Comprehension 1.4 2.2

E. PPVT Post

niZentiie 1%

IQ 65
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Pupil 02

I. Math

A. Key Math Pre Postrr 3.7

B. WRAT Pre Post
2.6 7 re;

II. Reading

A. Surve of Prima Reading. Pre Post Max
orm compa son -orry "IT -a

Word form comparison 10 14 14
Word recognition 11 17 17
Sentence recognition 6 8 8

Sentence comprehension 4 6 9

Story comprehension 18 read to 14 indep. 28

Pre - basic vocabulary and use of vocabulary in sentences
Post -

B. WRAT Pre Post
Reading "re ET
Spelling 1.4 1.5

C. Dolch Word List Pre Post
"II -Tor
24% 48%

D. Gates-MacGintie Pre Post
Vocabulary 1.6 1.6
Comprehension 1.5 1.6

E. PPVT Post
Percentile 6%
IQ 80%

F. Alphabet ID Pre Post
17%



I. Math

A. Key Math,

B. WRAT

206

Pupil 03

Pre Post
3.9

Pre Post

2.4 3.2

II. Reading

A. Survey of Primary Reading Pre Post Max
Form comparison IT -Tr 'IT
Word comparison 14 14 14

Word recognition 11 14 17

Sentence recognition 6 8 8

Sentence comprehension 6 7 9

*Story comprehension 12 18 28

*All stories read to him
Pre and post in area of use and meaning of words in context

B. , WRAT Pre Post
IMIng wouldn't attempt
Spelling 1.5 1.5

C. Dolch Word List

D. Gates-MacGintie Pre Post

wasurE17----- T7T
Comprehension 1.6 1.5

E. PPVT Post

Percentile 3%

IQ 72

F. phabet ID

21

Pre Post
-17%



Pupil 04

I. Math

A. Key Math Pre Post
4.2

B. WRAT

II. Reading

Pre Post

3.6

A. pryetto
Pre Post Max

orm comparison -17 --IT '17
Word comparison 14 14 14

Word recognition 16 16 17

Sentence recognition 8 7 8

Sentence comprehension 8 8 9

Story comprehension 11 21 20

Pre - use and meaning of words in context
Post - comprehends directly stated facts

B. WRAT Pre Post

Reading '4
Spelling 1.8 2.9

C. Dosch Word List Pre Post
TsT -17515"

72% 86%

D. Gates-MacGintie Pre Post

Vocabulary 1.6 2.0

Comprehension 1.4 2.1

E. PPVT Post

Percentile 12%

IQ 82

F. Alphabet ID Pre

Int
Post
neon)
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Pupil 05

I. Math

A. Key Math Pre Post
2.0 2.5

B. WRAT Pre Post
2.8 3.2

II. Reading

B. WRAT Pre Post
Rallng "r3" --cr
Spelling 1.2 1.6

C. Dolch Word List Pre Post
44 69
20% 31%

D. Gates-McGintie Pre Post
Vocabulary no attempt
Comprehension no attempt 1.5

E. PPVT Post
Percentile
IQ 77

F. Alphabet ID Pre Post
missed a-FM

d, v, h, G, Y, J
j, a, g,
H, J, V
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Pupil 06

I. Math

A. Key Math Pre Post

B. WRAT Pre Post

7.7 477

Reading

A. Sey Pre Post Max
'orm comparison 12 IT 77
Word comparison 12 14 14

Word recognition 16 17 17

Sentence recognition 8 8 8

Sentence comprehension 8 8 9

Story comprehension 3 22 28

Pre -- basic vocabulary and use of vc.:abulary in sentences
Post - comprehends directly stated facts

B. WRAT Pre Post

TMIng 7171.8

Spelling 1.3 2.3

C. Dolch Word List Pre Post

TS7 717
62% 71%

D. Gates-MacGintie Pre Post

VOTTalary T7 2.

Comprehension 1.4 1.6

E. PPVT
reiCentile

Post

IQ 76

F. Alphabet ID Pre Post
TUTA
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Pupil 07

I. Math

A. Key Math Pre Post

B. WRAT Pre Post

II. Rcadins.

B. WRAT Pre Post

C. Dolch Word List Pre Post
-TT
17%

D. Gates-MacGintie Pre Post
Talnlary 17 "T7
Comprehension 1.6 1.7

E. PPVT
Percentile
IQ

F. Alphabet ID Pre

Letter recognition: confuses Y, U, S, C

Post

Post

Nota Bene: Richard was withdrawn from the school as of May 2nd.
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Pupil 08 _

I. Math

A. Key Math Pre Post

1-7 -177

B. WRAT Pre Post

171 2.8

II. Reading

B. WRAT Pre Post
Reading T; 3 77-5-
Spelling 1.2 1.5

C. Dolch Word List Pre Post
-"re

10% 16%

E. PPVT Post
Percentile 71%
IQ 73

F. Letter recognition 100%

G. Boehm prob. concepts between
whole



I. Math

A. Key Math

212

Pupil 09

Pre Post

?)76 7577

B. WRAT (K-A)

II. Readinz

B. WRAT
NiTing
Spelling

C. Dolch Word List

1.6

K-1

Pre Post
36 44
16% 20%

E. PPVT Post
Ta7entile
IQ 57

F. Letter recognition Pre Post
aralTot
know r, q

G. Boehm prob. concepts through few between behind
next to widest second row
inside most several after

H. Pupil can now follow verbal directions and use simple answer sheets.
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Pupil 10

I. Math

A. .122.141IL Pre Post

-IN 4.0

B. WRAT Pre Post

r.7 4.7

II. Reading

A. iszofiAteadiSurmaan Pre
rm comparison -r2

Word comparison 14
Word recognition 13

Sentence recognition 7

Sentence comprehension 8

Story comprehension 6

Pre - use and meaning of words in context

Post

MT
Max
"TT

14 14
16 17
7 8

5 9

18 28

B. WRAT Pre Pest27TIMIng 1.6
Spelling 1.5 1.8

C. Dolch Word List Pre Post

96 770
44% 55%

D. Gates-MacGintie Pre Post
Vocabulary T7s 1-77
Comprehension 1.6 1.4

E. PPVT Post

Percentile ---K%
IQ 79

F. Alphabet ID 100%
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Module 3-A

Interpretation of Printout Feedback wr5cope
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Ar indicated in i:o,dule 1, ti-e -s

designed to provide tit. sec. G. _

hiFther individual 1,ariern o: = a

given lesson. T1,e . :see c'sey

The data they obtain is trina-flti:ted ,c lie un-uref. .:eLl L,IIrt?' ;- a)-r

as it is mechanically [unchen on thl= Sutton -box) .:n-tiputer

transmits the infmetion obtatle 'Ito o dzra

for later use, or it arelyzes the data and feels it !-Ja:k to - a so

ini"real time.'

Tn the present ;Le of CAZS. :-ac ..,se the cLe7i,fter to :)erform

both these function, 7;1? 74ata. that is at i;Ul. be -7etrlevad and princei

out so that each tc-i:clle :e.,fou it and objezcive picture of

his/her individual ese of ci::e.,-ent :aite;les repre5ehted ench

of the categorken (7,a tie -Sen.::11e: Ilse!;cil,.e System.

You are to anplly this :zrirtot feedbmci: f..ot pupa rf:tponses

and your quest/onlirg str!tte0,:!.9, ono resq:ttng an&lisi.a to

formulate goals for your next isasor

Tour' first major form of feedback for this practicum is CATTS scope
feedback. A monitor will be placed in your tutoring booth. (See Figure 1
for a diagram of scope feedback.)

As you tutor, the scope monitor will give you instantaneous feedback
on the number and types of questions you have asked. Also, the number of
appropriate pupil responses will be shown. (See Module TV for a complete
explanation of how the scope works.) There will be a moving arrow under
the abbreviations for the levels. The arrow will point to the cognitive
levet at which you should be questioning at that point in the lesson.
(Page 3 of Module IV gives the rules for arrow movement.) After you suc-
cessfully complete that cognitive level by asking an appropriate question
and receiving an appropriate pupil response, the arrow will move to the
next indicated question level.
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VOMPLE ft CATTS PRINTnUT SHEET

SPQR
1.49S

1) Teacher:

21 Pupil:

Teacher
Q neation

Date:

Time:

Session lenath:

2) level 9) Freq. 10) %Freq. 11) Freq. Bar Graph (Owl; *App. Res.)
0 10 20 30 k0 S0

3).88C
4) XIC X X **f
5) SP X 1 MPH
6) IR
7) Ilar

8) PS 1 X

:2) teiosat Teacher Questions az%
13) Percent high level teacher questions over the total questions asked

lad
14) Percent high level pupil responses over the total responses given

zzl
15) Matrix 1: Teacher questions by iedicated question level

TOR 16) Indicated qoestion level

QUISS. DSC RIC S-P RR IRP PS

DISC

*RC
SP
RR
INF
PS

Total x z z

17) Total teadber questions
13) Percent 'appropriate vetches
19) Percent questions higher than indicator M..:,
20) Percent questions lower than indicator
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21 Matrix 2: Teacher questions by pupil responses

TCER.

QDES. DSC RIC S-P ER IMF PS

Pupil Responses

DSC
REC
S-P
ER
Imy
PS

Total x z

=Total teacher question-pupil responses =
aSPerceat appropriate matches =
;VfFercent questions higher than response =
afFercent questions lower than response =

AC TPQR Interaction Sequence Summary

Frequency Distribution of Interaction Strings

27 Kean string =
AS Median string =
ac/3.D. of string =

20 Number of strings =
3t Number of completed sequences (to PS) -=
21 Percent completed sequences (to PS) =
JDNumber of codes =

Indicated Ivy Interaction Strings
level

2) 50 32 42 73 50 T2 P2
3) 18 33 44 60 T2 P2 T3 P3
4)



Module III

CATTS Printout Key
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5.495 Dr. Sitko

(1) §tatu!' data: This information identifies the printout by telling

the reader who did the tutoring !teacher), who was tutored, (pupil), on

what day (date), at what time (time), and for how long (session length).

(2)Incher_Ralcipp Teach%Ir questions are characterised as a

continuum ranging from lower level to higher level depending on the cog-

nitive processes that the question requires one to use in formulating an

answer. (See Module 2)

(3) ISC: Discrimination

(4) IBC: Recall

(5) 1.7.y: Sequencing - Paraphrasing

(6) Hierarchical Relating

(71 JNY: Inference

(8) PS: Problem Solving

See module 2 for a complete definition of these levels numbers (3) - (8)

(9) ,REQ: This column indicates the number of times each level of question

is asked by the teacher;

(10) lum: This is frequency divided by the total number of questions.

(see number 17 for the total number of questions)

(11) BEMALMC: This is a graph of the number of teacher questions

at each cognitive level (designated by #) in the TPQR Observation System,

and the number of pupil responses at the same cognitive level as the question

asked (designated by *). Please note that pupil responses on a cognitive

level different from that of the question asked are not shown on the bar graph.

*(12) msipstegstsierts: The % of 701 is the number of questions

the teacher asked divided by all teacher behavior(-that is, the sum of all
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teacher questions plus, all teacher responses to pupil questions plus all

other teacher talk (See TPQR Observation System). * your first major goal

for the practicum is to keep your percent teacher questions between 30%

to 50%/

**(13) Percent high level teacher questions over the total questions asked:

High level teacher questions include Sequencing Paraphrasing, Hierarchical-

Relating, Inference and Problem Solving. **Your secondary major goal is to

maximise the percentage of High Level Questions you ask relative to the

percentage of Low Level Questions asked (e.g., Discrimination and Recall

Questions.)

(14) Percent high level pupil responses over the total responses: High

level responses include Sequencing-Paraphrasing, Hierarchical-Relating,

Inference and Problem Solving.

(15) Matrix 1: Teacher questions by indicated question level: Sea 16-20.

***(16) Idiceted Question:Wel: Your third major goal in your tutoring is

to develop this skills required to ask in sequential order the total hierarchy

of six questions on the TPQR system and receive appropriate pupil responses.

to each of these types of quest1ons. To achieve this goal in each lesson

you must ask questions beginning at the lowest cognitive level (discrimination)

and sequentially continue up the hierarchy to the highest level (Problem

Solving).

In order to help your pupil develop higher cognitive processes, you

should lay an appropriate foundation for the pupil. This can be achieved by

starting out on the lesson content asking discrimination questions and getting

the appropriate responses from the pupil. You should continue asking

questions at the discrimination level until the pupil gives the desired

response. Similarly, you should follow this prtycedure at each level on the
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TPQR system an indicated II Lhe arrow on the CATTS Scope. For example,

assume the pupil is iu the middle of reading a story, you may ask pointing

to a picture "What is the lion doing in this picture?" ( t discrimination

question) Continue here until you are confident that the pupil understands

your question and gives an appropriate discrimination response. Then ask the

pupil to resat what happened on the preceding page (a recall question).

Continue in the manner described above, then asks the pupil to retail the

story up to that point in his/her own words (sequencing-paraphrasing question).

Continue as above, then ask the pupil to explain why it rains (raining in

the picture) ( a hierarchical-relating question) then ask the pupil what

he thinks would happen if the lion left the forest and went to live in the

moo. (an inference question) Finally, as the arrow moves to.problem solving,

akd the pupil what would she do in a new place to make new friends. Please

note that if you think your pupil is not following the lesson plan, do not

be afraid to drop back to a lower cognitivo level in order to help your

pupil to a better understanding of the story.

In examining Matrix 1, the most important feature to note is the diagonal

as indicated by segment B. This diagonal will show you the number of "hits"

that you have made. A "hit" occurs each time you ask a question at the

same level indicated by the arrow on the CATTS scope.

Segeent A gives you the instances where the indicated question level

on the CMS scope was higher than the actual question asked. For example,

it the indicated question level is Sequencing-Paraphrasing and you ask a

discrimination question, then a "miss" will occur in segment A. (A

memos you have not asked a question at the indicated question level).

Similarly, segment C gives you the instances where the indicated question

level was lower than the actual question asked. For example, if the indicated

question level is aeo.ame-Ing-paraphrasina:and you ask an Inference question,

2"r)
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then a Heise" wfll occur in segment C.

(17) Tot teacher queatIons: m (A + B + C).

(18) ger,pent aumpriate matches: Total number of "hits" divided by total

number of teacher questions, i.e., (A + B + C).

(19) bin tint eneetIonshigher than. indicator: C divided by total teacher90
questions i.e., (A + B + C).

(20) brunt uestions lower than indicator: A divided by total teacher

questions i.e., (A + B + C).

(21) littataitesslessbPupillnse.

Your tourth,major goal in your tutoring is to obtain summal! pupil

responses to cognitive questions asked. For instance, if you ask an infer-

ence question, you should expect to obtain an inferential response from the

pupil. Matrix 2 provides feedback which indicates your efficiency in obtain

ing appropriate responses or etches, to your questions.

In examining Matrix 2, the most important feature to note is the diagonal

44 indicated by segment E. This diagonal will 'show you the number of

"appropriate matches" made. An "appropriate match" occurs each time you

,ask any question in the TPQR hierarchy and the pupil responds at the same

level: The numbers in segment D give you the instances by cognitive

level whee the pupils response to a teacher question was at a higher Cognitive

level in the TPQR system than the question asked. For example, if you ask

a sequencingparaphrasing question and the pupil respionde with an inferential

response, than an inappropriate response will occur in segment D.

Similarly the numbers in segment F give you the instances by cognitive

level when the pupil response to a teacher question was at a lower cognitive

level in the TPQR system than the question asked. For example, if you ask

an inferencial question and the pupil responds with a recall response, k
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: then an inappropriate response will occur in negment 7.

(22) W.S1-TIOSAIT-9011FtWIR.Z.SgR14-RtPRM ° D E F. In matriic 2

that is, the Grand Total of Teacher Questions and Pupil Responses which

occurred during the lelson.

(23) EproBLAppropriete Matches - The total number of appropriate matches

divided by total Teacher Question - Pupil Responses D + E,+ F.

(24) EirsaLamtisellisherym Etespcmp P
D

(23) 7119242eILLTI!XPItranF414.Rq9°P 'D+E+ F

(26) 241llaarlislion'Sel,..32............jeeSncummar,

At the beginning of each lesson, you are expected to start asking

questions at the cognitive level indicated by the arrow in the scope. This

would be the discrimination level. (Please refer back to the rules for

arrow movement in the explanation of the scope display).

If you asked a question at the cognitive level indicated by the arum.

and the pupil responded. at that level, then a new line on the printout would

have begun, (Note! Each line on the printout is called a string) and the

arrow would have moved up one level to the right on the scope. When this

occurNed you should have then asked a question at the next cognitive level

indicated by the arrow. However, if your question and the pupils appropriate

response were at any other cognitive level than that indicated by the arrow,

there would be no change in the arrow position. Note, if 3 consecutive

questions are asked at the cognitive levelsindicated by the arrow and no

appropriate pupil response is given, the arrow then drops back one level to
.

the left and the string ends. If the arrow reaches PS (Problem - Solving) and

the appropriate question and response are given, the.string ends and the

arrow will move down to the level of the. next lower question asked. Note,

the above does got apply to pupil questions-and teacher responses.

23t.,)
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(27) Hug, Slaw - total domber of behaviors (codeh) /'.otal number of strings

(see 30).

(28) Median !lam

(29) Standard Deviation of Strim

(30) Number of

(31) Number,02 Completed Sequences number of times that you have success-

fully completed the sequence from discrimination to problem solving.

(32) Percent Completed - Number of completed sequences divided

by number of strings (#31/#30).

(33) lisaft,...ede total number of behaviors

(34) Lamignotlathag_lat - the complete list of all behaviors in the

lesson in chronological order. Tool, 50 indicates a no response

VAS given to the prior (not shown) teacher question.
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c.1

Graphical Analysis of CATTS - Printout

. Each tutor will be given a graph.of his baseline behavior (without

feedback) for approximately ten lessons. These graphs (sea Rxample -)

will be like graphs of the percent high-level teacher questions (labeled

ratio 2) sad the perceat.high level pupil response, (labeled ratio 1).

The x-coordiasie as shwa is the session number (sessions are in chr000log-

ical order) and the y-coordiaate is percent.

Raab tutor will regrepb the information on the provided graph paper.

Ia addition, after ea* lassoes the tutor will graph the sass ratios as they

appear on their printout sheets as embers 13 and 14 (see CATTS - printout

key for further explanation). Please tndicate R1 by a solid line and R2

by a dotted line, an that the graphs may be easily compared.

Ideally,. RI and R2 should be approximately parallel. Please do not

'Nigh any.lesson that has fever than 10 questions.
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Modulo IV

CATTS-SCOR1 ?eadesck
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K 495
. Sittc,).:;

Forreiding couprehenaial ItAlions, the (AT: vtdtc, mural 1.7

the booth via be taraed act. ccreer ail. dit4p?sy mnYill3 bar .erk..

that changes gar 3,o qututicc tho gluent. ne oar graph Oill
:)11u

which etosson you have asked Iv .hat motvout and thc relaticnshi

ba,:weeo use of the cliffs:rent questiris to each other

10-

DSC litt: g717 8R fl PS

Iticsaple 1

Vick:, screen dis,layE thcw-

leg six quection cstegorie,

tpli it voria.: Ail you c.:Alit:AA, the code:- tranimItn'the rode for:

quast0c to silt cowuter, which tca inttarit! itn oeeur nee b;
moving the h.ir for that gmesti4 up a notch. 1.11t7'1 you firs: start

,11.111.3U the 1..!tis a:e flat along 4 htTis.ontal Ccis, and the numbel ten

ishown r.t bit top of the vertical axis (not acilially seer.). As' n questiori

occiirs, the bar rises a conattnt ittowat for et,* crew:epos. A bar half-

wit; op the svale tele you there have becs five ertions fot OIL catelorf

reprosented hy that bar.

There will be an arrow acarttag ;4t DSC tc sho-0r the twit :tilted queettoll

level, the movegant of which will !!.017,cw the rule described after Eralpie

3. The number $.1i the uppe: right ,:zrid coraur ia the ?:rcent tesch.-4

I:mations.

r$
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10-

r
T I I I I.x

DSC R- EC S-P HR INV PS

367.

Example 2

In Example 2, you can see tht there hove Leen five IMP questions,

about 7 or 8 PS questions asked erd two ER questions asked. The X ' 8

indicate pupil responses at that Level. In Example 2, there was one

!IC response and three PIS responses.

As the bar for any category reaches ten, the diiplay will cut off

for a moment and than reappear scaled down by one-half. A 20 will show

on the vertical axis in place of the 10 and each bar will be half as tall

41 it was before. Has t),! ''1% 3.

10- 364

I I

I 1

I I I.0.1
I It I'
Ix 11

rl Ix x
Ihal Ix It

I
A.,-1 La_ J Lx__I
DSC REC S -P RR INF -PS

I I

Ix,
I IlxIII
DSC REC S-P HR

36%

Ten Scale for beginning part Twenty scale used after any
of 7Nesson. category reaches tea.

Example 3. Change in scale after ten questions in any one category.

!n order to help you complete the hierarchy by moving the arrow for

the indicated question level to the right, here are some rules for move-

ment of the arrow:
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(I) At that Jag-mains al..1 r%i:n, the al ;ors c:".1 rsc

(A11.011 ttql illdi :et te.1 tIlieStiln ; /el).
(!) If that "..achtion end flu' rt, sr t.9e n.; at tt e 5.?,(1 It stod

theta the ern*, s it "..73 the 1PY t higuer

(2,) Ix tha ritiu and the t . :'re . the eery-. :tut

hishat or 104%11 Lite teee l cer. S tt ve 1 then tt.ea e

in al clAange in thr arezow

(4) If the 4;neet:ion and th 4et at2 at 2 rent ievv1.4,

:ha quel.cirn to a the inc: .vatcd then, alter thi.%
oc,z4ral tiree t Wet., the a;: (A: 1.11. Lion set+ to the
7.f the f oat titra ud ra,c ri;,1:crt e ire ac itHtt:ent r.DJ

r.to cluato.ica La &b.tria OT r,r t ob. ,.he +;,.:.p.st tnvel
in ci.anwt t VI ' pc st::

(6) Li tl4e cuestion AcA t. cr I at co! 3,(1(.1 41V11.4 t ,u1;.

Leval. if pilblem enytki ti ;), then tarttv ,:eLrne tr., he

lav,t) the .cem: ;.uin lit 1'.1 t
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Figure 1. Arrangement of Laboratory Classroom for CATTS.

", ."11` +x. 01' .T.P!'s_tiet.ir!Orivachiescer.. . 4 wt., 1, .-
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Interpretation of Printout Feedback

K495 Practicum in Reading
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As indicated in Module 1, the CATTS system of teacher training is

designed to provide the teacher trainee with objective information amt

his/her individual pattern or use of d:Jferent tea,:thir.e strategies during a

given lesson. The system uses trained classroom observers to code lessons.

The data they obtain is transmitted to the computer In "real time (as noon

as it is mechanically punched Ln on the button-box). The computer then

transmits the information obtained from the coder into a data storage file

for later use, or it analyses the data aad feeds it back to the teacher - also

in "real time."

Zo the present use of CATTS, we shall use the computer to perform

both these functions. The data that is stored will be retrieved and printed

out so that each teacher can review it and have an objective picture of

his/her individual use of different teaching strategies (represented by each

of the categories on the Teacher Pupil Question Response System.

You are to employ this printout feedback for analyzing puptl responses

and your questioning strategies, and then use the resulting analysis to

formulate goals for your next lesson.



1) Teacher:

Teacher
Question
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EXAMPLE OF CATTS PRINTOUT SHEET

TPQR
K495

Date:

Time:

Session Length:

2) level 9) Freq. 10) %Freq. 11) Freq. Bar Graph (ilia?: *55Apis. Res.)
0 10 20 30 40

3) DSC I X ####
4) REC X X 5***

6) HR X
X

X
X
X.

8) PS X I

ir It
7) INF

5) S-P X

12) Percent Teacher Questions xx%/
131 Percent high level teacher questions over the total questions askedwma.
14) Percent high level pupil responses over the total responses given

xx %.
15) Matrix 2: Teacher questions by pupil responses

TCHR.

QUEX. DSC REC S-P HR INF PS Total

DSC
REC
S-P
HR
INF
PS

Total x x x x x x

16) Total teacher question-pupil responses =,
17) Percent appropriate matches
18) Percent questions hAgher than response
19) Percent questions lover than response

.11111

TPQR Interaction Sequence Summary
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21) Mean string
22) Eedian string =
23) S.D. of string =

24) Number of striggs =
25) Number of completed sequences (to PS) =

26) Percent completed sequences !.to PS)
27) Numbei of codes =

28) Interaction Stringe

50 32 42 T3 50 T2 P2
18 33 44 60 T2 P2 T3 P3
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CATTJ Key,.

Z37

7,4;:5 Sitko

(1) Statats d4te: This infr)rmation identifies I printeut by telling

the reader who did the tutoring 't.earher), who was tutored, ;pupil), on

what day ?,date, at what ti.me time), and far how lorg ;session length).

(2) Tetsbergumtlpn Teacher questions are characterised as a

continuum ranging from lower level to higher level depending on the cog-

nitive processes that the question requires nna to use in formulating an

answer. See Module 2)

(3) DSC: Dis:!rimination

(4) R8q: Recall

(5) S-P: Sequencing - Paraphrasing

(6) HRL Hierarchical glating_

(7) INF: :Inference

(8) PS: Problem Solving

See module 2 for a complete definit on of these levels numbers (3) (8) .

(9) FLE11; This column indicates tite number of times each level of question

is ,asked by the reacher

(10) %YREQ.: This is frequency divided by the total number of questions.

{see number 17 for the total number of questions)

(11) 1109a_BAR GRAPH: Thts is a graph of the number of teacher ceestions

at each cognitive level (designated by #) in the TPQR Observation System,

and the numbs of pupil responses at the same cognitive level as the question

asked (designated by a). Please note that pupil responses on a cognitive

level different from that of the question asked-are not shown on the bar graph.

*(12) Percentteecher questions; The 7. of TQ is the number of questions

the teacher asked divided by all teacher behavior(-that in, the sum o2 mll

249
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teacher questions plus all teacher responses to pupil questions plus all

other teacher talk (See TPQR Observation System). *Your first major goal

for the practicum is to keep your percent teache7: questions between 30% to 50%.

**(13) Percent high level teacher questions over the total questions asIted:

High level teacher questions include Sequencing Paraphrasing, Hierarchical-

Relating, Inference and Problem Solving. **Your seconds/vs/major goal is to

zaximize the percentage of High Level Questions you ask relative to the per-

centage of Low Level Questions asked (e.g., Discrimination and Recall Questions.)

(14) Percent high level pupil responses over the total responses: , High level

responses include Sequencing-Paraphrasing, Hierarchical-Relating, Inference

and Problem Solving. In addition to maximising high level questions, your

third major goal in your tutoring is to develop the skills required to ask

in sequential order the total hierarchy of six questions on the TPQR system

and receive appropriate pupil responses to, each of these types of questions.

To achieve this gual in each TAimon you must ask questions beginning at the

lowest cognitive lswel (discrimination) and sequentially continue up the

hierarchy to the highest level (Problem Solving).

In order to help your pupil develop higher cognitive processes, you

should lay an appropriate foundation for the pupil. This can be achieved

by starting out on the lesson content asking discrimination question and

getting the appropriate response from the pupil. You should continue asking

questions at the discrimination level until the pupil gives the desired

response. Similarly, you should follow this procedure at each cognitive

level in the TVQR system going up the hierarchy from discrimination to

problem solving.

For example, assume the pupil is in the middle of reading a story,

you may ask pointing to a picture "What color is the lion in the picture?"

5
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(a discrimination question). Continue at this cognitive level with similar

questions until you art confident that the pupil understands your question and

gives an appropriate discrimination responea. Then ask the pupil to recall

what happened on the preceding page (a recall question). Continue in the

manner described above. Then ask the pupil to retell the story up to that

point in his/her awn words. (A sequencing-paraphrs3ing question). Continue

as above. Then ask the pupil to explain why it rains (assume it is raining

in the pictre). Then ask the pupil what he thinks would happen if the lion

left the forest and went to live in the soo (an inference question). Then,

ask the pupil what would s/he do in a new place to make new friends.

Please note that if you think your pupil is not following the lesson

plan, do not be afraid to drop back to a lower cognitive level in order to

help your pupil to a better understanding of the story. It is important to

ask your questions in the form of a question as described in Module TPQR

Observation System, pages 4-5.

(15) Matrix 2: Teacher questions by Pupil Response.

Your fourth major goal in your tutoring is to obtain &ppropriate pupil

responses to cognitive questions asked. For instance, if you ask an infer-

ence question, you shor14 aspect to obtain an inferential response from the

pupil. Matrix 2 provides feedback which indicates your efficiency in obtain-

ing appropriate responses or matches to your questions.

In examining Matrix 2, the most important feature to note is the diagonal

as indicated by segment E. This diagonal will show you the number of "appro-

priate matches" made: An "appropriate match" occurs each time you ask any

question in the TrQR hierarchy and the pupil responds at the name level.

The numbers in segment D glwa you the instances by cognitive level when the
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pupil's response co a teacher question gate at a hr;_gher cognitive level in

the TPQR system than the question asked. For mmample, if you ask a sequencing-

paraphrasing question and the pupil responds with an inferential response, then

an inappropriate response will occur in segment D.

Similurly, the northers it segment F give you the instances by cognitive

level when the pupil response toe teacher question wee at a lower cognitive

level in the TPQR system than the question asked. For example, if you ask en

inferential question and the pupil responds with s recall response, then an

inappropriate response will occur in segment F.

(16) Total Teacher Questions - Pupil Responses . D + B + F. In Matrix 2

that is- the Grand Total of Teacher Questions and Pupil Responses Which

occurred during the lesson.

(17) Percent Appropriate Matches - The total number of appropriate matches
B

divided by the total Teacher Question - Pupil Responses .41 D + B + F.

(18) Percent Cations higher than Response - D + B + F.
D

(19) Percent Questions lower than Response D + B + F.

(20) TPQR Interaction Sequence Summary

At the beginning of each lesson, you are expected to start asking

questions beginning at the discrimination level and systematically continue

up the TPQR question hierarchy as indicated in (14).

If you asked a question at any of the-sir cognitive levels and the pupil

responded appropriately at that level, then a new line on the printout would

have begins. (Note! Each line on the printout is called a string.) When

you obtain an appropriate response at any level you should then ask a question

at the next higher cognitive level. If the pupil fails to give the appropriate

response to your question, ask another question at the same cognitive level.
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However, do not ask more than 3-questions in a row at the same cognitive

level if no appropriate pupil response is given. Note, if no appropriate

pupil response is given after 3 consecutive questions are asked at a particu-

lar cognitive level, the printer on the printout will terminate the string and

a new line will begin on the printout. If you reach the problem solving level

in the hierarchy and obtain an appropriate response, you should start a new

pattern of questionning by beginning at the discrimination level again.

(21) Mean String - total number of behaviors (cedes) /total number of strings

(see 4111) .

(22) Median string

(23) Standard Deviation of String

(24) Number of Strings

(25) Number of Completed Sequences - number of tines that you have success-

fully completed the sequence from discrimination to problem solving.

(26) Percent Completed Sequences - Number of completed sequences divided

by number of strings (125/124).

(27) Number of codes total number of behaviors

(28) Interaction String list - the complete list of all behaviors in the

lesson in chronological order. T..1, PaA2. 5-0 indicates a no response was

given to the prior (not shown) teacher question. Refer back to the TPQR

Observation System (Page 3 - Module 2).
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Graphical Analysis of CATTS - Printout

Zech tutor will ha given a graph of his baseliue behavior (without

feedback) for approximately ten lessons. These graphs (see Example -)

will be like graphs of the percent high-level teacher questions (labeled

ratio 2) and the percenthigh level pupil response, (labeled ratio 1).

The it-coordLate as shown is the sessioo pusher (sessions are in chronolog-

ical order) and the y-coordinate ts percent..

Each tutor will regraph the inforroation o.. the provided graph paper.

In addition, attar eac. lesson, the tutor will graph the tame ratios as they

apptar on printout sheets es nucbtra 13 and 14 (ate CATTS - printout

key for further explanation). Please Lod!cateiti by a solid line and It2

by a dotted li,e, tin that the graphs eev be easily compared.

Ideally, tai rind k, should be approximately parallel. Please do not

graph any lesson that /Imo fever than tO questions.
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CATTS TPOR Coding Record
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CATIS tPQR CODIUG RECOn

3,001:F. DtitTE

LEMON NO,

TUTOR

PUPIL NO

CODER NO

TIME

FEEDBAG%

SKS

LESSON NO

TUTOR NO.

PUPIL NO.

CODER NO.

TIME

FEEDBACK

SEM

es. .....

anis. Sm., ....-MINIM.,111... -

LEsson no,

TUTOR WO.

PUPIL NO

CODER NO

TIME

FEEDBACK

S EN

VC'

nisna

. ....A...m.0% v_
Am.

.
TUTOR

APPIL

BOX DOWN

PUP IL ...
BO'L ROI DOW

10/.. 2.111101111.0

am...71
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Lesson Coder
Number Number

1 8

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

V
Tutor Student Feedback
Number Number Code

FEEDBACK CODES

Al - Baseline
02 - Video & Printout
03 - Scope & Printout
04 - Supervisor .& Printout

253
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OBJECTIVE EVALUATION OF LESSON INTERACTION
ON. OTHER CRITERIA*

*(Based on Helping Nonexpressive Children in the CLIsaroom.
A Self Instructional Module by J. Everton & W. Lynch, OITH.)

ELABORATION

Any child talk other than reading ie to be recorded in this
observation Wystem. The 'categories of this system' are:

1: One Word Utterances
I

Sentence Fragments
1. Simple Statements

Compound Statements of "Strings''
Complex Statements

6. yea, No, Ok . . .

7. I Don't Know, I Can't, No Response
8. .Habitual Responding

,:in3 WORD UTTERANCE* (excluding,erticles)

ex, 1 T: What Was the hero's name?
P: Michael.

en. 2 T: Why does this begin with a capital letter?
P: A name.

2. SENTENCE FRAGMENTS This category describes a response that is more
'than one work, but not s complete sentence.

ex. 1 T: What putt of the story did you like best?
P: When they were in the rain.

ex. 2 T: Explain 'hat evaporation is.
P:. 'then you heat water to boil,

3. SIMPLE STATEMENTS A simple statement or sentence is a complete
thought. It is simple in the sense that it asnerts n single idea:
a fact, a definition, a rule, an. expression of opintm. or feeling.
It contains no conditions or qualifiestionsno "11-, "because",
"but", "when", of other modifying clause. (Evertou & Lynch, 1976)

ex. 1 T: What pert of the story did you like best?
F: I liked the part about the rain.

ex. 2 T: Why is this number wrong?
P: You put the decimal on the wrong side.*

*N.B. A simple sentence can contain idverhial phrases.

21:).1
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4. COMPOUND STATEMENTS OR "STRINGS" Normcl expression generally
involves extenisiveIzse aceispOund clauses connected in "strings."
This is characteristic of children who are motivated, and who have
severe' things they want to mention, es in retelling a story:
". . . and then he, . ; . awed then they . . . ." (Sverton 4 Lynch,
1976)

ex. 1 T: What happened in this etorr?
P: Everyone got pa the bus and the bee got on and then

off went the horse sed.off went the dog . .

ex. 2 T: Why is that a better way to do problem 6?
P: You write down the answer to the first part and then

you won't forget it.

5. COMP= STATEMENTS These are the coq complex and most mature forme
of oral expression. They ere most easily recognised by the presence
of depenlent clauses that follow the nein clause (or sometimes pre-
cede it.)

Complex sentences can be detected by key words (conjunctions) that
frequently signal dependent clause: because, sinte, unless, ex-
cept. if, while.

Less frequently children use edverbiel or adjectival clauses to
modify the main clause of their sentences, signalled by such words
es: whenever, wherever, when, eh*, which.

Complex sentences can be distluguished'from compound sentences by
the fact that there is a more complex thought represented in the
utterance - -a qualification, medlficeeion, or relationship - -rather
than just several ideas linked. 4:wearer. (Everton h Lynch, 1976)

ex. 1 T: What happened. next in the story?
P: When the children didn't know which rond to take, they

went up to the old farmhouse to ask.
ex. 3 T: Now do you feel when someone tells on you?

P: It really makes me mad, especially when it's someone
who's always dean' had things himself.

6. YIS NO OK

7. I DON'T KNOW I cwrijs RESPONSE

6. HABITUAL RESPONDING The responses belonging in this category include
wounding out73-47, child talk to self, repetition of teacher talk
end rituelixad responses that are learned or memorised.

ex. 1 T: flow doei b long vowel sound?
Pt It says its own name.

ex. 2 T: Do you know any rhymes?
Pt Mary had a little lamb . . . .

ix. 3 T: What doss "T" say? Put the two sounds together.
P: "T - HT -
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It is situ naceessry to know at whet point in the lessen the child's
responses in then. various categories occur. Therefore, the lesson
is divided into three sections:

1. ORGANIZATIONAL This is when the lesson is being set up. The
teacher and child are getting organized. These are frequently
procedural items.

OX. 1 How are you today? Are you ready to read a story?
P! Today's my birthday. I brought a cake to school.

ex. 2 P: I forgot my pencil.
T: Here's a pencil New let's see what we have for

today.' (The teacher is moving into the body of the
lesson.)

2. BODY This includes teacher motivational techniques, setting
the tone of the lesson, explanations of what will be done, the
lesson itself, and post-loason'queations end talk on the sub-
ject matter.

ex. 1 T: Yesterday, you went to the zoo. What did you see
there?

P: We saw monkeys, and seals that ate fish from us.
ex. 2 T: These. words are in our story. How many do you know?

P: Sand, play, seashore . . . .

3. CLEM-UP This category includes any talk.or responses that
occur after the body of the lesson is over. Again most:items
here are procedural. Soletimes there are value questions in
this section. The teacher and pupil are getting ready to leave,

ex. .1 T: You reed that story well. New you can read it to
your little

c
brother.

P: Can 1 carry'the books and pencil back?
ex. 2 T: What would you like to do next time?

P: I pant to play case next time

*t
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ELABORATION

check in the proper category for all child talk other thsn

S"

I ONE rORD
--......._VITERANCES a

2 SENTMIC8
FRAGMENTS

---,
.

.

3 SIMPLE
STATEMENTS.

.....-

CCIIPOUND
4 STATzmuirrs

OR "SWINGS"

C;OMPLEX

STATIZIENTS

(3' Y88, NO, OK . . .
(SPONTANEOUS SPEECH)

.. .

I DON'T KNOW
7 I CAN'T

Ii0 RESPONSE . .

.__

_

0 HABITUAL
RESPONDING

.. -
--....

,... .. ,
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Tuesday
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TtiTOR SCHEDULE - K495 SPRING 19/6

A C

8:45-9:15

9:15-9:45

9:45-10:15

10:15-10:45

10:45-11:15

11:15-11:45

Thursday

11:00-11:30

11:30-12:00

Friday

(, 8:45-9:15

9:15-9:45

9:45-10:15

10:15-10:45

10:45-11:15

11:15-11:45

Gembor-08
'Dona 03) video

Maggi-13
(Mark 05) super

Pawlik-17
(Sam 01) video

Gallogly-06
(Terry 04) super

Newhouse -1!.
(Terry 04) Video

Gould-09
(Sam 01) super

Feinstermaker-05
(Jim 10) video

Felkel-04
(Dona 03) super

Gember-08
(Dona 03) video

Maggi -13
(Mark 05) super

Palmer-16
(Melinda 08) video

Seifert-20
(Jan 02) super

Pawlik-17
(Sam 01) video

Felkel-04
(Dons 03) super

McElroy -14
(Carla 06) scope

Gaughan-07
(Alice 09) scope

Gross-10
(Richard 07) scope

Lohmuller-12
(Mark 05) scope

Conklin -03
(Keith 11) scope

Bieritz-02
(Richard 07) scope

Seifert-20
(Jan 02) super

Zettlemeier-22
(Keith 11) vide)

Rogers-18

(Jim 10) super

Palmer-16
(Melinda 08) video

Bailey -01

(Alice 09)

Feinstermaker-05
(Jim 10) video

Bieritz-02
(Richard 07) scope

Strouts-21
(Jan 02) scope

Gould-09
(Sam 01) super

Koday-11
(Melinda 08) video

McElroy -14
(Carla 06) scope

Gaughan-07
(Alice 09) scope

Strouts-21
(Jan 02) scope

Lohmuller-p;
(hark 05).scope

Gross-10
(Richard 07) scope

Conklin03
(Keith 11) mcope

Koday-11
(Melinda 08) video

Eettlemeier-22
(Keith 11) video

Gillogly-06
(Terry 04) super

Newhouse-15
(Terry 04) video

Bailey-01
(Alice 09)

Rogers-18
(Jim 10) super


